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PRECIS

When one considers the potential problems which may be associated with very
long duration manned space missions of the future, it is apparent that one
of the very important areas of question relates to the ability of small
groups of people, socially isolated from the rest of the earth's population,

to function harmoniously and efficiently for extended periods of time. This
area has been known by a number of terms: "group integrity", "crew inter-
action", "small group dynamics", and others, all of which are reasonably
descriptive of its content. Regardless of which heading is preferred, the

important fact remains that this is an area about which we currently have
far too little usable information. Constituent practical problems, such as
techniques for selection of personnel for optimum group harmony and effective-
ness, selection of leaders, early identification of disruptive trends, recogni-
tion of disruptive factors, preventive methods, and corrective techniques, all

require a greater knowledge than we now have of the nature and dynamics of
small group function, the roles and relationships of individual members, and
the kinds of changes that occur as a function of time.

Thus, the need for research emphasis is clear, and the practical informational

goals desired can be defined, but the opportunities for such research are rela-
tively few. As a consequence, it is particularly important that: (I) all
past investigations and experience of this nature are well documented and
carefully scrutinized, and that (2) a research approach to this problem area
is planned as systematically and efficiently as possible in order to hold down

the potentially associated long lead times and high costs to within reasonable
limits. This survey of currently available literature on the subject is
designed to enhance the first of these two requirements and thereby favorably

influence the planning and implementation of the second.

It should be noted that the summaries contained in this volume are perhaps
unique in the literature. They were also very difficult to prepare, due in
significant measure to a troublesome lack of precision in the use of terms
which seemed to characterize the literature. It was for this reason that the

glossary of terms was assent)led and included as a part of this report. In
both concept and preparation, these summaries reflect special credit on the
personnel of the George Washington University Medical Center, Science

Communication Division, who participated so diligently in this effort.

It is sincerely hoped that the bibliography, summaries, glossary, and matrices
which make up this volume, will provide an easily usable as well as useful

reference, to the end it will help to simplify our collective course through
the research maze in this complex and important area.

Sherman P. Vinograd, M.D.
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INTRODUCTION

The following report is designed to organize and summarize the pertinent

scientific literature dealing with the study of human behavior and crew

interaction in situations simulating long term space flight. The objectives

are twofold, to not only review that work which has already been performed,

but to provoke new research by exposing areas in which there is a deficiency

of information.

There are four parts to this report, as enumerated in the table of contents.

These parts are herewith described in reverse order to enable the reader

to understand the development of the report.

The Bibliography includes all the U.S. literature available as of May 1974.

References are listed in alphabetical order by the last name of the first

author, and are cross-referenced to the corresponding surrogate document,

i.e. summary, by page number. In addition, an author index, listing and

cross-referencing all of the authors, is included.

Pertinent studies have been performed under a variety of environmental

conditions (e.g., Antarctic, submarine). Each of these conditions is

identified as a research study area in this report. Within each research

study area, one or more studies have been conducted. Thus the study area

Antarctic contains four studies identified as A-l to A-4, while the study

area Arctic includes one study indentified as AR-I. Each study consisted

of one or more experiments, which were published in several reports. These

reports have been compiled, analyzed and summarized, so that each study is

presented in a single all inclusive summary. All of the summaries have the

same format, which takes the form of a considerably expanded abstract.

The scientific literature dealing with this subject contains a number of

behavioral characteristic terms that are frequently employed to mean a

variety of things. To avoid confusion or misunderstanding, a number of

these terms have been identified, and their definitions as employed in

this report are presented in the glossary "Definitions of Behavioral Terms"

as they are used in this survey. They are not intended to serve as absolute

definitions.

The table, "Analysis of Studies Summarized According to Behavioral Factors and

Environmental Conditions", consists of two matrices. The first, "Matrix of

Factors Studied", correlates each research study area and individual study

with the behavioral factors that were investigated in the study. This is meant

to provide a rapid means of identifying the type and amount of research which

has been performed. The second matrix, "Matrix of Conclusions Drawn by In-

vestigators", identifies those studies whose investigators appeared to draw

specific conclusions concerning the questions of importance to NASA, i.e. the

areas of Selection, Training, Prevention, Early Diagnosis and Correction.



I. ANALYSISOFSTUDIESSUMMARIZEDACCORDINGTOBEHAVIORAL
FACTORSANDENVIRONMENTALCONDITIONS
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DEFINITIONS OF BEHAVIORAL TERMS

GROUP

Cohesion - the attraction that a group holds for its members, which

dictates the capacity of the group to resist dissolution.

Crew composition - general make-up of the crew from the standpoint of
occupation, skills, professional expertise, status, attitudes, values and
other elements of personal histories.

Crew size - number of persons comprising group.

Desocialization - breakdown of relationships between an individual or

individuals and the group, evidenced by withdrawal, anti-social behavior,
rule-breaking, etc.

Extra-group identification - identification with persons outside the isolated
area; sense of belonging to a larger group or organization.

Group dynamics - the entire array of moving forces concerning the interrela-
tionship of individuals with each other and with the harmony and function of

the group as a whole: the laws relating to them.

Group effectiveness - degree of group accomplishment, achievement, productivity
and efficiency in carrying out its assigned task(s).

Group expectancy - objectives set by the members of the group for the group;
includes goals and beliefs.

Group problem-solving - the process involved in the determination of the
correct sequence of alternatives leading to a desired goal for the group.

Group structure - organization of the members of the group. Factors include:
member roles and their delineation, leadership, and group size and composition.

Legal structure - rule making roles and procedures of the group.

Performance (group and individual) - way in which the group or individual

carries out task(s).

Subgroup interaction - relationships between members of a smaller group

within the defined larger group. Deals with interaction of cliques and

"in-groups".

Work/rest cycles - distribution of time between work and rest.

INTERPERSONAL

Compatibility - degree to which persons can co-exist. Factors include: co-

operation, likableness, friendship, peer group relations and attraction.

Dependence on others - degree to which a person (or persons) relies on

another.

Interpersonal communication - interaction between individuals; verbal/non

verbal, formal/informal.

Interpersonal stress - conflict between individuals, producing physical or
psychological strain or disorder.

Person perception - image that one person has of another; deals with peer
ratings.

Role behavior - overt responses to activities designated by a particular
position. Factors include: ascribed roles, self-perceived roles, pecking

order, and emerging structure.

Territoriality - the tendency of individuals to require a specific personal
territory or possession for their own exclusive use.

17



Workinteraction- relationshipsbetweenindividualsworkinginterdependently
to accomplishacommontask.

INDIVIDUAL

Adaptation - adjustment to an altered physical and/or social environment;
(level may increase or decrease during confinement).

Anxiety - an unpleasant or fearful emotional state that is characterized by
an overall feeling of uneasiness.

Biorhythm - a biologically manifested cyclic variation or recurrence of an
event or state, such as the sleep cycles and circadian rhythms.

Boredom - mental state resulting from lack of motivation, interest or activity;
usually expressed as a function of monotony.

Cognitive function - process which allows an organism to know and be aware;

includes perceiving, reasoning, conceiving, judging.

Daydreaming - a temporary lapse into wishful or imaginative fantasy while
awake with simultaneous lessening of awareness of reality.

Defense mechanisms - ways in which individuals protect themselves in or
against unpleasant situations. Behavioral mechanisms include: rationalization,
sublimation, projection, etc.

Depression - feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, inadequacy and sadness:
melancholia.

Emotional control - ability of an individual to direct his own emotions or
the emotions of others.

Hostility - aggressive feeling of anger or desire to harm another person or

group.

Leadership - the exercise of authority in initiating, directing or controlling
the behavior or attitudes of others with their consent. Those qualities of

personality and training which make the guidance and control of others successful.

Meal behavior - actions a person takes during mealtime. Factors include the

way he eats, what he eats, duration of mealtime.

Mobility - capacity for movement from place to place.

Mood - a state of emotional susceptibility, enduring for some minutes or hours,

in which most of the person's emotional responses tend to be similar; e.g.
cheerful mood, morose mood.

Motivation - the drive or incentive to accomplish task or goal.

Perceptual aberrations - misinterpretation or distortion of normal sensory
stimuli. Some examples are: illusions, hallucinations, mistaking sounds,
white-outs, time and size distortions.

Performance - the manner, efficiency and effectiveness with which an indivi-

dual or group executes a task.

Personal needs - requirements of an individual for maintenance of well-being
and optimal performance efficiency. Factors include primary needs, (food,

water, sleep etc.), privacy, social interaction, recreation, etc.

Personality deterioration - the breakdown or disorganization of the pattern
of traits characterizing an individual person. Some examples are: paranoid
behavior, anti-social behavior, emotional impairment, infantilism, depersonali-
zation, deterioration of moral standards.

Psychomotor function - muscular activity ensuing directly from a mental pro-
cess.

18



Self perception - the image or idea that one has of oneself: individual self-

appraisal.

Sleep quality - appraisal of satisfactory/unsatisfactory sleep. Contributing

characteristics are: time to fall asleep, number of awakenings, how rested

when awakened, degree of restlessness and amount of disrupted sleep; electro-

encephalographically, the relative amounts of the individual stages of sleep.

Sleep quantity - duration or amount of sleep.

Social needs - needs, usually learned, that require the presence of an inter-

action with other people for their satisfaction. Some examples are: need

for achievement, affiliation, prestige, dominance.

Somatic systoms - subjective physical disturbances. Some examples are: headaches,

nausea, pain, insomnia, anorexia.

Time estimation - perception of the passage of time, duration; the ability to

estimate various segments of time.

Time utilization ° the way in which an individual uses or distributes his time.

ENVIRONMENT

Degree of confinement - a term used to connote both the extent of spatial

limitations and degree of social isolation. Factors include: how much room,

how much contact with outside, how different from external society.

HaBitat environment - the physical conditions existing within the confines of

the living/working space provided. Factors include: crowdedness, atmosphere,
temperature, threat of danger.

19
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A-l
ANTARCTICSTUDY
DeepFreeze(1955-1961; 1963-1969)

U.S.NavyMedicalNeuropsychiatric
ResearchUnit,SanDiego,California

PURPOSE

a)To measure the emotional reactions in several groups of scientists and Navy

men exposed to prolonged isolation and confinement in scientific stations in the

Antarctic.

b)To determine whether a man's personal history is praqmatic or theoretical as

a predictor of performance.

c.)To identify psychological problems engendered by isolation, confinement and other

unusual environments in order to develop an efficient personnel selection method.

d)To establish satisfactory criterion measures of an extremely unusual and

stressful environment.

e)To investigate the generality of attitude patterns and change among Antarctic

small station groups.

f)To aid in the development of conceptually meaningful differential predictors

for varied work roles in an extreme environment.

g)To determine which predictor variables can be used to set performance criteria

for various occupations.

h)To examine cultural and psychological differences among a wide selection of

occupational groups, over a range of cultural and psychological attributes.

i)To define the similarities and differences between popular and unpopular leaders

in small groups.

SUBJECTS

a)Subjects varied from study to study but were always Naval personnel or Naval

personnel and civilian scientists.

b)Number of subjects ranged from 54 to over 600.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

a)Separate one-year studTes. Six-month winter isolation. 1955-1961.

b)Flve-year study; subjects confined f_r one-year periods during 1963 - 3968.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Small stations - included Byrd, Hallet, and South Pole - 14 to 40 men

b)Large station - McMurdo Sound - ISO men or more

c)Outside temperature - ranged from -140°F to 40°F

d)Winds - up to 140 knots

e)A1titude - up to lO,OOO feet

f)Darkness - 6 to 8 months a year
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A-l

PROCEDURES

a)The mission of the military group was that of maintaining the station in

operating condition.

b)The civilians' task was to collect scientific data in various disciplines.

c)During the 6 summer months all station personnel jointly prepared for the

winter confinement period.

d)During the winter months they were confined to the interior limits of the station.

e)They were isolated from the outside world except for occasional radio communica-

tions.

f)Each _an assumed responsibilities prescribed by his occupational speciality.

g)Attitude tests were administered 6 months before deployment to the Antarctic.

h)Other tests were performed during the winter and summer months of Antarctic

stay.

TESTS

a)Attitude Inventory

b)Leader Evaluations

c)Peer Rating Reliability

d)List of Common Symptoms

e)Standard Psychodiagnostic Record Booklet

f)Personal History Booklet

g)Supervisor Rating Reliability

h)Attltude Measurements

VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Physical adjustment

b)Expedition motivation

c)Trust in organization

d)Personal usefulness

e) Boredom

f)Group member compatibility

g)Group teamwork

h)Group efficiency

i)Group achievements

j)Equalitarian atmosphere

k)Sleep disturbances

l)Depression, aggression, and anxiety

m)Somatic complaints

24



A-I

n)Sources of stress

o)Cultural and psychological differences among occupational groups

p)Leadership performance

RESULTS

COMBINED RESULTS 1957-1961

ATTITUDE

a)The groups were not homogeneous in variance on any of the attitude clusters

except one: attitudes of boredom were of homogeneous variance at post-winter
test administration.

b)Only for group member compatibility did groups maintain a relatively constant
rank order on variance over time.

c)The extent to which the members of any group shared a common level of

attitude was not consistent from mid-winter to post-winter.

d)By the end of the winter, just prior to leaving the Antarctic, groups were
homogeneous in regard to attitudes of personal usefulness and boredom as well

as physical adjustment; in terms of motivation and attitudes about one's group,
inter-group differences prevailed throughout the winter.

ADAPTATION

a)It is suspected that aspects of the immediate environment, such as work load

and social boundaries of station life, are more critical for the development of
emotional response variation than the fact that the men are isolated from

the outside world.

b)Of greatest importance in the consideration of human adaptation is the physical
and emotional health of each individual.

c)Adequacy of work performance seems to be a rather logical criterion of adapta-
tion.

d)Ability of the individual to adjust to the other station members is a criterion

of adaptation.

POPULAR LEADER

a)Hypothesis I - The hypothesis of no difference between popular and unpopular

leaders on characteristics denoting individual prominence was supported. While

both groups of leaders were above the population mean of 50, there was no signi-

ficant difference between popular and unpopular leaders.

b)Hypothesis 11 - The hypothesis of no difference between popular and unpopular

leaders on characteristics denoting task motivation was supported. In neither

the supervisor nor peer derived measure of task motivation was there a significant

difference between popular and unpopular leaders, although the popular leaders

were judged by supervisors to be slightly (p<.20) more task-motivated than

the unpopular leaders.

c)Hypothesis III - The hypothesis concerning differences between popular and un-
popular leaders in social-emotional orientations was supported. On the basis

of supervisor ratings, popular leaders were more emotionally controlled, adaptable
accepting of authority, and motivated to be a part of the group (p<.02). On
the basis of peer nominations, popular leaders were perceived as being more

interested than unpopular leaders in maintaining group harmony (p_.Ol).
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A-l

GROUP STRUCTURE

a)A group composed of compatible members does not have to spend time and energy
resolving group maintenance problems which arise from interpersonal tensions.

b)Compatibility depends to some extent on role structure; roles must be care-

fully defined, but provision must be made for their relaxation because status-

leveling is a very important consideration for group coexistence.

c)Stress and unpredictable environment tend to increase the strain on the

interpersonal or group structure.

d)Change in structure may indicate change in function or mission of the group,

or may indicate that the adopted structure is failing to cope with the needs

of the group.

e)Greatest number of interpersonal relationships occur between work partners.

COMBINED RESULTS 1963 - 1964

a)Station members who nominated Seabees for wintering-over considered emotional

stability, task performance, and social compatibility more significant than

leadership performance when determining who should be selected to winter-over at
a small Antarctic station.

b)For civilians, emotional stability was more significant than leadership

performance.

c)For both Navy groups, emotional stability was the trait rated highest and

leadership was rated lowest.

d)For the civilian group, social compatibility was rated highest.

OVERALL RESULTS

MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS

a)Navy men showed higher incidences of insomnia and depression than did
civilians at both times.

b)Navy men and civilians both reported anxiety symptoms during the winter
months.

c)Feelings of hostility were prevalent during the latter part of the year for

both groups.

d)Hallet, Eights, and Palmer station personnel reported more anxiety and de-

pression but less sleep disturbance than did personnel at Byrd and South Pole.

e)Correlations were established between personal history and development of

emotional symptoms; however, these varied according to the groups involved.

Naval personnel did not have the sam_ psychological needs as civilians;

therefore, specific hobbies and recreational interests predictive of emotional

adjustment varied for the Navy and civilian groups.

RELATIONSHIP PREDICTABILITY OF OCCUPATIONAL GROUP AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

a)Clinical evaluations could predict leadership ability of Navy teehnical and

administrative personnel but not of Navy construction personnel or civilian

scientists.

b)Neither emotional stability, social compatibility, nor overall performance

could be accurately predicted by clinical evaluations, personality scales,

opinion survey items, or personal history.

c)Responses to questions concerning hobbies and avocational activities could

be used to predict emotional stability but not task performance.

d)Of the three groups, Navy technical personnel, Navy construction personnel,
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A-l

andcivilanscientists,thetechnicalgroupwasthemostpredictableandthe
constructiongrouptheleastpredictable.

CONCLUSIONS

1957 - IgBl

a)Groups varied in the number and nature of attitude areas in which there was

significant change. None of the groups changed significantly in every atti-
tude cluster.

b)For none of the attitude clusters was there a significant change for every

group.

c)Significant changes were most frequent in attitudes related to group character-

istics, such as compatibility, teamwork, and group achievement.

d)In terms of direction of change, attitude levels tended to change toward
less favorability; attitude variances tended to increase over time.

e)Personnel evaluations made by small station leaders and peers appear

reliable both within and between assessment time periods.

f)Esteemed leadership was found to be a correlate of relatively democratic

leadership orientation, a leadership style characterized by: leader partici-

pation with the men; a personal man-to-man relationship between leader and men;

and a leader who respects and seeks the opinion of his men in matters which

directly concern them.

g)There was no significant difference between popularand unpopular leaders

in characteristics denoting individual prominence.

h)Compared to unpopular leaders, popular leaders were mo_e'emotionally controlled,

adaptable, accepting of authority, motivated to be part of the group and in-
terested in maintaining group harmony.

i)The best single criterion measure of individual performance is a standard

score based upon a combination of peer and supervisor choices of individuals

with whom they would most prefer to return for further small station duty

were they to return to the Antarctic.

j)The primary value of the dependent variables measured or observed lies in

the fact that they are helpful in providing a conceptual definition of the

criterion. This is particularly evident when the program is carried a step

further in order to provide a predictive tool for screening purposes.

1963 - 1964

a)The group isolated in a hostile environment was most threatened by emotional

instability and social incompatibi]ity. This should be considered in screening

and selecting members for an isolated grouo.

b)There was a consistency in emphasis of the personality-oriented behavior rather

than the task-oriented behavior for both military and civilian subjects.

c)Varied and perhaps surprising partial personality composites of the "ideal
Antarctic man" should dispel any notions that prediction of adjustment in this
setting a simple exercise.

d)The wide variations in percentages in the groups studied is indicative of the

relevancy (or irrelevancy) of the prediction sources for certain performance

criteria and/or occupational groups.
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ANTARCTIC
AntarcticSummerStudy(1965-1966)

WalterReedArmyHospital
Washington,D.C.

PURPOSE

a)Topresentfoursetsof observationsof aseven-mangroupduringa4-
monthjourneyacrossthepolarplateauofAntarctic.
b)Thefoursetsof observationsareconcernedwith: l)developmentof informal
groupstructure,2)behaviorwheninpersonaldanger,3)monotonyandboredom,and
4)visualperceptionin whiteouts.

SUBJECTS

Sevenmenages23-34(twoseismologists,twoglaciologists,onegeophysicist,
onetopographicengineerandnavigator,andonemechanicfor thesleds).

PERIODOFCONFINEMENT

Fourmonths(October1965- January1966)duringtheAntarcticsummer.
EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANDPROCEDURES

a)WeatherconditionswereAntarctic.
b)Subjectslived,ate,andsleptin smallover-snowvehi_clesCSno-Cats).
c)Onlycontactswiththeoutsideworldwerearadioandanoccasionalairdropof
supplies.
d)Tasksincludedstudyingandcollectingdataonpropertiesof theregion.
e)Thepartytravelled2daysoutof every3.
f)Every5miles(l l/2 hours)theystoppedfor afewminutesso
thatcertainmeasurementscouldbemade.
g)Everythirddaywasspentinoneplacecarryingoutmoreextensivemeasurements
of thesnowandice.

TESTSANDVARIABLESSTUDIED

a)Monotony- author'spersonalobservations.
b)Boredom- author'spersonalobservations.
c)Whiteouts- subjects'voluntaryobservations.
d)Sociometricrating- observationsof mealtimeconversations,orderin which
menenteredtheSno-Catfor breakfast,andwhichmantravelledinwhichvehicle.

RESULTS

OBSERVATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMAL GROUP STRUCTURE

a)Driving became a point around which the pattern of the daily w_rk routine

developed.

b)At the erd of 3 I/2 weeks, vehicle complements were stable and

remained the same throughout the rest of the traverse.
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c)Theeveningmealwasthemainsocialoccasionof theday.
d) RANKOFTRAVERSEMEMBERSONVARIOUSMEASURES

Person InteractionMeasures Orderof Sociometric
Initiated Received Entry Rating

a b c d
A l l l 2
B 2 2 2 l
C 3 3 3 3.5
D 4 4 4 3.5
E 5 5 5 5

e)Thosemenwhoheldthethreehighestranksandwhotendedto enterfirst most
frequentlywerealsothemenwhorankedhighestoninteractionandonthe
sociometricra_ing,andwhowereobservedto holdthehighestrankin their
respectivevehicles.

BEHAVIOR WHEN IN PERSONAL DANGER

a)Before entering the dangerous area only one man openly expressed anything

that might be interpreted as apprehension.

b)Most conversation on the first night turned to a discussion of the means that

would be used to work their way through the crevasse field.

c)During the early period there was no reduction in the amount of conversation.

d)After the first accident the men were found to be mostly concerned about the

condition of the vehicles.

e)During the first day in the danger area conversation decreased and irritability
increased.

f)The second day in the danger area the men seemed to relax and were careful
and methodical in probing the surface ahead of the Sno-Cats.

MONOTONY AND BOREDOM

a)Observations showed that monotony and boredom produced a desire for change in

routine, even though this change might be destructive and not in the best
interests of the ultimate objectives.

b)The mechanical breakdowns of equipment upon which the group depended were
anticipated with pleasure.

OBSERVATIONS OF VISUAL PERCEPTION IN WHITEOUTS

The phenomenal size of objects were consistently overestimated and the object
distance was consistently underestimated.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Order of entry for breakfast, a sociometric rating, and the initiation and
receipt of interaction showed high intercorrelation.

b)When in mortal danger the group behavior changed after an initial inability

to perceive danger to measures that helped Protect the grouP.

c)The group's reaction to monotony and boredom can be broken up into: widespread
daydreaming, sensitivity and criticism of those on the outside, desire _or
change, and the erroneous interpretation o_ _am_l_ar _ounds.
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ANTARCTIC
1960Study

MedicalDepartment,U.S.NavalAcademy
Annapolis,Maryland

PURPOSE

Todiscussthepsychologicaleffectsof voluntaryisolatedgroupliving.

SUBJECTS

Eighty-fivemalepersonnel.
PERIODOFCONFINEMENT

Approximatelyl year.
EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANOPROCEDURES

a)ConfinedinsideAntarcticstation;otherwise,livingconditionsweremore
thanadequate.

b)Confinedperiodincludedseveralmonthsof completedarknesswithextremely
coldoutsidetemperatures.

TESTSAND VARIABLES STUDIED

Variables were analyzed from interviews.

a)Effect of danger, hardship, and cold

b)Main stresses

c)Hostility

d)Headaches

e)Insomnia

f)Intellectual inertia

g)Impaired memory and concentration

h)Appetite

i)Sexual needs

j)Absence of usual sources of emotional gratification

k)Long-term effects

RESULTS

a)Danger, hardship, or the direct effects of cold did not represent important

stresses.

b)The major stresses appeared to be: individual adjustment to a group in

small quarters; the monotony; and the absence of accustomed sources of
gratification.

c)There was little evidence of any hostility.
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d)Headaches were frequent, probably due to lack of expressed hostility.

e)Subjects tended to have difficulty sleeping during the winter months.

f)Subjects lacked intellectual energy, especially during the winter months.

g)Mental activity and concentration were impaired probably due to the

monotony.

h)Appetite increased enormously, and gains of 20 to 30 pounds were not unusual.

i)There was a slight increase in dreams relating to sex; however, isolation

from women was not a severe problem.

j)The absence of usual sources of emotional gratification was not a problem

for the group as a whole, but the absence they did feel increased their stress.

k)Most subjects indicated that they profited in some way from their experiences

(i.e. learned self discipline or patience); no undesirable long-term effects
were noted.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Cold, danger, and hardship did not appear to be major stresses.

b)The major psychological stresses observed were: the problem of individual

adjustment to the group; the relative "sameness" of the environment; the

absence of certain accustomed sources of emotional satisfaction.
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ANTARCTI C

1966 Study
University of Oklahoma School of Medicine;
Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation; and
Veterans Administration Hospital, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma

PURPOSE

To conduct a pilot study on sleeping patterns at the South Pole station.

SUBJECTS

Thirty-two men consisting of both winter-over and summer parties from both
civilian and Navy groups.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

Seven days - November 13 to November 19, 1966.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

South Pole station.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

Men were asked to carry with them and mark down several times per day their
a11ocation of time, in I/2 hour segments, on specially-printed IBM-type
cards. Headings were Sleep, Drowsiness, and Eating; four headings of Work;
and five headings of Recreation. Cards were issued and collected daily at
the noon hour.

RESULTS

SLEEP AND DROWSINESS

a)Mean hours of sleep per man were 52.84 for the week or 7.55 per day,

b)Drowsy state was self reported as a mean of .49 hours per day.

c)The highest average amount of sleep was 10.5 hours per day, the highest single
amount of sleep was 19 hours per 24-hour period, the lowest single day's amount
of sleep was O.

d)During every hour of almost every day someone was sleeping. The
majority of sleep was done between 2:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m.

WORK

a)Total work output was 1,820.5 hours.

b)Work alone inside contributed 896.5 hours.

c)Work inside as a member of a party claimed 615 hours.

d)Work outside alone came to only 113 hours.

e)Work outside as a member of a party produced 196 hours.

_)The _ean hours spent in work per man per day came to 8.1 hours or 56.8
hours per week.
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RECREATION

a)Nean time spent in recreation came to 8.6 hours per day.

b)Meals took an average of 1.5 hours per day.

c)Recreational talk (talking not in line of duty) averaged 4.5 hours per day.

d)Games and reading were approximately equal in their appeal, with each account-

ing for 1.35 hours per day.

CONCLUSIONS

a)The short time-sample method yields figures in surprisingly good agree-

ment with those obtained by the continuous record method. Findings tend to

confirm past studies both in the extreme variability of time sleeping and in

the individual mean of nearly 8.0 hours per day.

b)The unusually long work hours may reflect both the busy summer resupply

and visitor schedule, as well as the effect of perpetual daylight.

c)The amount of available time devoted to sleep at the pole is remarkably

similar to that devoted in the temperate zone, reflecting what is believed

to be the dominant influence of social and cultural factors in decreeing

how men spend their allotted hours.
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ARCTIC

Alaskan Air Command

Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory

Fort Wainwright, Alaska

PURPOSE

BASE STUDIES

To appraise the determinants of the morale of airmen in the Alaskan Air

Command. (Morale Survey)

AIRCPJ&FT CONTROL AND WARNING (AC&W) SITE STUDIES

Indentified variables for the development of selection techniques to minimize

the number of personal adjustment problems of men at isolated Arctic military

bases. (Well and Poorly Adjusted Group Survey)

OUTSIDE STUDY

a)Obtained detailed physiological data on a group of scientists-subjects under-

taking severe cross-country travel in the winter while themselves conducting

many aspects of the physiological experiment.

b)Permitted ongoing psychiatric and psychological observation and testing of

the participants in a hostile and stressful environment.

SUBJECTS

BASE STUDIES

a)In all, 2,637 airmen were studied.

b)At no time did the sampling consist of less than one out of each eight airmen

per base.

AC&W SITE STUDIES

a)Subjects were 648 enlisted Air Force personnel.

b)The ages of the men ranged from 18 to 47 years, with median age of 20 years.

c)Seventy-six percent were enlisted airmen and 24% were noncommissioned officers.

OUTSIDE STUDY

a)Subjects were 13 male scientists.

b)The ages of the men ranged from 23 to 47 years, with a mean age of 35.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

BASE STUDIES (February-July, 1949)

Six months.

AC&W STUDIES

Two to 12 months with a mean of 7 months.

OUTSIDE STUDY (1967)

Ten days.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

BASE STUDIES

Eight Alaskan Air Bases:

Marks Air Force Base

Ladd Air Force Base

Barter Island Auxiliary
Davis Air Force Base

Clear Air Force Base

E1mendorf Air Force Base

Thornbrough Air Force Base
Eielson Air Force Base

AC&W SITE STUDIES

Characterized by rugged terrain, severe winter weather, and reduced mobility
and communication.

OUTSIDE STUDY

Time spent outdoors in severe weather conditions except for l hour per day
in mobile laboratory.

PROCEDURES

BASE STUDIES

a)The basic material for the study was collected by the use of an anonymous

survey questionnaire upon which the airmen registered their attitudes and
feelings.

b)The size of the sampling varied from 95% coverage at the smaller outlying

bases to slightly better than 12% at Elmendorf Air Force Base.

c)The questionnaire was completed at the noon meal in the unit mess hall.

d)A representative sampling of married first three grades who were stationed

separately was obtained by administering the questionnaire to them "on the
job."

AC&W SITE STUDIES

a)The measure of ability to function in the Arctic was rated by immediate
supervisors.

b)These supervisors nominated the best and most poorly adjusted men in their
section or detachment.

c)A score of plus one and minus one was assigned to positive and negative

nominations on each of nine items of a supervisor rating form.

d)Men whose scores were more than l point above or below the mean for their

section were selected for inclusion in the "well adjusted" (high) and "poorly
adjusted" (low) groups.

e)The two groups were compared for personal differences.

OUTSIDE STUDY

a)Basic data were obtained on each subject by a clinical psychiatric inter-

view and a battery of objective psychological tests.

b)The preliminary psychiatric interviews were conducted under conventional

circumstances on a Army base.

c)During the field phase of the experiment the subjects were interviewed and

tested under the severe climatic conditions described.
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d)The interviews were conducted as formally as possible on 3 or 4 days

of the IO-day marching period.

e)Each psychiatric interview consisted minimally of 18 questions.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

BASE STUDIES

Anonymous survey questionnaire studied:

l)Recreational items.

2)Airmen as members of a military unit.

3)Sexual adjustment of the men.

4)Attitudes toward services rendered.

5)Personality factors.

AC&W SITE STUDIES

a)Biographical Inventory - military history, employment record, educational

background, friendship patterns, and personal characteristics.

b)Self-Appraisal Blank - description of each individual.

c)Incomplete Sentence Test.

d)Medical Symptoms List - medical complaints.

e)Anxiety Scale - modified version of Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale.

f)Food Aversion List - aversions to food.

g)General Infor_mtion Test - automotive information, sports, literature, and
art.

h)Peer Nomination Form - job proficiency, ability to get along with others,

and general adjustment.

OUTSIDE STUDY

a)Physiological monitoring - urine, etc.

b)Psychiatric interview - awareness, integrity, and alertness.

c)Reflex time - Achilles tendon.

RESULTS

BASE STUDIES

_)Relative morale status o_ _ases were as _o_ows:

AF INSTALLATION MORALE INDZX

Marks Air Force Base 23.OB

Ladd Air _orce Base 21.83

Barter Island Aux_l_ry 21.38

Davis Air Force Base 2_.25

Clear Air Force Base 21.05

Elmendorf Air Force Base 20.46

Thornbrough Air Force Base lg.93

Eielson Air Force Base I).87
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The "morale" index as computed was 0 to 61, but since no control study was
conducted, it was impossible to establish the significance of "highness"
and "lowness"

b)According to this survey, the recreational aspects of Alaskan duty have
received undue emphasis as "morale" determinants. No particular sport engaged
more than 17 of the airmen, while vicarious escapes, such as reading or
movies, were overwhelmingly supported by the men.

c)Eighteen percent of the men surveyed stated that inadequate transportation was

the primary obstacle preventing more general participation in active sports.

d)Seventy-five percent of the men registered the feeling that "things on the bast

were generally 'messed up.'"

e)Forty-seven percent would have accepted a discharge immediately if such an

opportunity were afforded.

f)Sixteen percent of the airmen admitted that they found sexual satisfactions
at nearby villages or towns.

g)Most undesirable responses in personality factors were traced to a single

group composed of those married airmen whose separation from their families
had resulted in marital or financial difficulties, and those airmen who

apparently were poor psychological risks at the time of induction into the
service.

AC&W SITE STUDIES

BIOGRAPHICAL INVENTORY

a)The personal history characteristics that were found to differentiate
members of the poorly adjusted group were urban background and a history of
minor infractions of military rules and regulations.

b)Men who reported independence at relatively young or old ages were more prone
to be in the poorly adjusted group.

SELF APPRAISAL BLANK

Members of the well adjusted group tended to describe themselves as
conscientious and responsible individuals who accept rather than resist

authority.

INCOMPLETE SENTENCE TEST

The members of the poorly adjusted group were found to do more complaining,
be more fearful of the Arctic, have greater difficulties in their interpersonal
relationships, be less inclined to do better than marginal work, and be more
concerned about the possibility that their Arctic assignment would disrupt

their relationships with wives or girlfriends.

PEER NOMINATION FORM

Men who were identified by their supervisors as being well adjusted to the
Arctic were also likely to be considered well adjusted by the other men.

JOB PROFICIENCY TESTS

Well adjusted individuals had higher scores than poorly adjusted.

SlCK CALL RATE

a)Sick call records were obtained for 66 men of the well adjusted and 53

men of the poorly adjusted group.

b)The poorly adjusted group, although the smaller of the two, accounted
for 66% of the total number of sick call visits of the combined groups.
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OUTSIDE STUDY

MOTIVES

Where the scientific interest was high, the quantity and quality of

motivation continued at high levels during the field phase.

SELF-CONCEPT AND PERFORMANCE

a)Where the self-concept was high, especially in terms of physical fitness,

stamina and professional capability, the subject did well.

b)Where there was insecurity and lack of professional confidence, the subject

seemed to suffer sooner and more intensely from the cold, diet, and lack of

physical comforts.

REQUIREMENT ON THE MARCH

Nearly all the subjects showed an overhwhelming interest in physical

prowess, less interest in psychological performance and even less scientific
interest.

ANTICIPATED FEARS ON THE MARCH

The greatest fear was falling through the ice while snowshoeing on a
frozen river.

ANGER

Overt expressions of anger were notably lacking.

CONCLUSIONS

BASE STUDIES

a)The recreational aspects of Alaskan service were not nearly so important

as "morale" determinants in terms of airmen participation as is commonly
believed.

b)There was evidence that descriptive "morale" forces stemmed from failure

to convince the airmen that "things were not all messed up", lack of confidence

in the Air Force system of military law and justice, failure to supply effect-

ive social and sexual outlets, lack of effective methods and means for

aiding the married airmen in the solution of marital problems, and from the

admission of psychologically "poor" risks into the service.

AC&W SITE STUDIES

a)Individuals who adjusted well to Arctic isolation were individuals who also

adjust well to their military assignments elsewhere.

b)Isolated environments probably present a more extreme stimulus situation

which more frequently and more strongly evokes maladjustive behavior.

OUTSIDE STUDY

a)The preselection process should include a psychiatric analysis of conflict-

ing motivation.

b)If the scientific motivation outweighs the others (adventure, camaraderie,

etc.) then the man will perform adequately.

c)The least distortion of role specificity predicts good performance, re-

gardless of the totality of self-image.

d)In this experiment self programming was important during the first 3 days,

and thereafter it was less crucial and perhaps not even necessary.
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LABORATORY
ProjectARGUS(AdvancedResearchon
GroupUnderStress)

_aval Medical Research Institute

Bethesda, Maryland

Project ARGUS is the Navy's program of research on the effects of isolation and con-

finement on the social emotional well-being and performance effectiveness of small

groups of men. This summary consists of three studies in this program.

PURPOSE

STUDY I (Dyads)

This study included five experiments performed under the same conditions but

testing different variables. Each experiment was reported in a separate
article.

I. Examined social activity and territorial behavior of socially isolated and

nonisolated groups. (Altman, 1967a)

2. Studied the effects of social isolation and group personality composition on

individual and team performance. (Altman, 1967b)

3. a)Assessed the role of social isolation on the process by which individuals
come to learn about one another.

b)Explored the role of personality disclosure.

c)Studied interpersonal relations in isolated and nonisolated groups.

(Altman, 1965)

4. a)Studied the perceptual changes related to personality functioning.

b)Examined the interactive effects of social isolation and group composition.
(Cole, 1967)

5. Studied the effects of isolation on subjective stress and emotional symptomato-

logy, as modified by interpersonal need satisfactions and, in turn, the effects

of these intervening processes upon performance. (Haythorn, 1966)

STUDY II (Dyads 1

This study included two experiments in which the conditions were varied, but the

same variables were tested. Each experiment was reported in a separate article.

I. a)Studied the development of symptomatology and stress in isolated groups.

b)Determined whether reports of subjective stress states during isolation were

indicators of inability to complete mission.

c)Determined whether differences in the "ecology" or group environment affected

stress reactions. (Taylor, I_6_)

2. a)Studied personality factors r_lating to or predictive of endurance and

adjustment to social isolation.

b)Examined personality and perceptual changes occurring under varying conditions

of social isolation. (Taylor, 1969)

STUDY Ill [RIM (Restricted, Isolated, Monotony); Dyads and Triads]

a)Analyzed the behavior of two-or three-man groups during a 21-day period of
crowded and monotonous confinement.

b)Investigated long-term monotony and boredom in isolated groups, in order to
establish a bank of information on the effects of isolation under various

conditions.
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c)Investigatedwhethersuchfactorsasgroupsize,crowdedness,seniorityof
leadership,andcompatibilitywill alter interpersonalreactionsto confinement.
d)Investigatedphysiologicaleffectsof isolationandconfinement.(Thisaspect
of thestudywill notbediscussed in this summary.)

SUBJECTS

STUDY I (Dyads)

a)Thirty-six men (two groups of nine pairs each; isolated group and control
group).

b)Age 17-2l.

c)Volunteers; just completed boot training camp.

STUDY II (Dxads)

a)One hundred and sixty-six men {83 groups of two subjects each).

b)Age 18-20.

c)Volunteers; just completed boot training camp. (Taylor, 1968)

2. a)One hundred and sixty men (80 groups of two subjects each).

b)Age 18-20.

c)Volunteers; just completed boot training camp.

STUDY III (RIM: Dxads and Triads)

a)Fifty-six men (four runs of four dyads and two triads).

b)Age 18-32.

c)Volunteers; paid $75-100; Naval enlisted men.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

STUDY I (Dyads)

Isolated Pairs - lO days; control pairs - lO days Cworking hours only).

STUDY II (Dyads)

I. a)Eight days. (Taylor, 1968)

b)Eight days. (Taylor, 1969)

STUDY IIl (RIM: Dyads and Triads)

Twenty-one days

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

TEST FACILITY

STUDY I (Dyads)

a)Isolated pairs were confined to a 12' X 12' room containing a chemical toilet,

double bunks, a metal cabinet with supplies, a table, two chairs, a plotting

board for a Combat Information Center task, and a small console for the monitor-
ing task.
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b)Controls were quartered in Navy barracks.

STUDY II (Dyads)

I. Rooms (12' X 12') containing a double bunk, table, two chairs, file cabinet,

Combat Information Center board, table lamp, refrigerator, and chemical toilet.

(Taylor, 1968)

2. Small rooms. (Taylor, 1969)

STUDY Ill (RIM: D_ads and Triads)

Soundproofed, air-conditioned rooms of varying sizes (see Procedure), contain-

ing file drawers, refrigerator, micro-wave oven, bottle water, and a chemical

toilet.

PROCEDURES

STUDY I (D_ads)

a)Subjects were paired according to age, education, IQ, religion, family

background and size, and birth order.

b)Subjects were tested and rated on four personality dimensions:

l)Need for achievement - desire or need to accomplish some overall

goal;

2)Need for dominance - the need or desire for control over others,

for individual prominence;

3)Need for affiliation - the need and desire for affection and

association with others;

4)Need for dogmatism - the need to believe that one's own opinions

and ideas are the only important ones.

Subjects were matched in such a way that in one-third of the pairs both men

were high in each of these dimensions, in one-third both were low, and in the

final third one was high and one low.

c)Isolated pairs were confined for 24 hours a day. They followed a 6-hour
work schedule; 2 hours in the morning, 3 hours in the afternoon, and l hour

in the evening. The remainder of the time was for recreation, eating, etc.

Controls followed the same schedule but ate at the regular base mess hall

and had lO-minute breaks between tasks during which they could leave the

room. After completion of work at 8:00 p.m. controls were free to use

recreation facilities on the base.

d)Tasks:

1)Monitoring task

2)Syllogistic reasoning task (decoding)

3)Combat Information Center task

e)Isolated subjects received no mail, had no communication with outside, and

were not permitted to have radios, watches, or calendars.

f)For recreation, isolated subjects had a deck of cards, a checker game, a

cribbage board, and limited reading material.
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g)Subjectswerenotinformedof thelengthof theexperiment.
h)Continuousobservationwasconductedthroughaone-waymirrorandaudio
system.

STUDY I] (Dyads)

I. a)Subjects were paired according to age, religion, IQ, and education.

b)The variables - general adaptation, stress, and anxiety reactions were

measured under varying conditions of confinement. They were:

l)prlvacy - in half the groups, subjects had separate rooms

at their disposal.

no privacy - the other half lived in one room.

Both rooms in the privacy condition and the single room in

the no-privacy condition were similar in size and were furnished

identically. Subjects in the privacy condition were assigned

separate rooms for sleeping, urinating and completing questionnaires.

2)stimulation - Half the subjects were in a stimulated condition

where they received verbal instructions and were

asked to report room temperature and food consumption
periodically. They received 5-minute radio

broadcasts every 4 or 5 hours.

no stimulation - The subjects in the nonstimulated condition did

not hear another human voice except in two task
situations.

3)expected length of mission - Half the groups were informed that

the mission would last 4 days, the

other half that it would last 20 days.

The actual length of confinement was
8 days.

c)No recreational materials were provided.

d)Continuous observation was carried out by means of closed circuit TV and

microphones.

e)Tasks included Combat Information Center problem, a series of Prisoner's

Dilemma matrices, and prepackaged questionnaires. Tasks occupied a total of

approximately 2 I/2 hours of subjects' time every 24 hours. The three tasks

were assigned at irregular intervals. (Taylor, 1968, 1969)

2. The second study involved the same selection procedures, environmental factors,

schedules and evaluation techniques as the first. The variables studied, however,

were personality and perceptual changes.

STUDY Ill (RIM: Dyads and Triads)

a)Each run consisted of 7 preconfinement days, a 21-day confinement Deriod,
and a 5-day post-confinement period.

b)The following conditions were manipulated:

])Group size - each run consisted of four two-man groups and

two three-man groups.
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2)Crowdedness - two levels: maximally crowded and minimally crowded.

In the maximally crowded condition, there was limited

storage space and the joint work space scarcely

permitted exercising. In this condition there

was an average of approximately 70 cu. ft. of usable

space per man.

The minimally crowded condition allowed 200 cu. ft.

of space per man, more storaqe space and a larger

jointly usable space.

Room situations afforded very little privacy.

3)Seniority of Leadership - Each group consisted of a group leader

and one or two followers. In half

the groups, leaders were assigned from

high ranking experienced men (E-4

through E-6); in the remaining groups

non-rated men (E-2 and E-3) were

classified as leaders.

4)Interpersonal Compatibility - Was varied by a procedure designed
to assemble the most or, alterna-

tively, least compatible set of

six groups -- four dyads and two triads.

The manipulations were determined

by using a mathematical formula for

combining Expressed and Wanted
Control and Affection from the

Fundamental Interpersonal Relations

Orientations - Behavior and the Need

Achievement score from the Edwards

Personal Preference Schedule. This

formula was input to a computer to

determine the hypothetical com-

patibility of all subjects.

During the experiment, half the

runs utilized compatible com-

positions, and half employed in-

compatible groupings.

c)Recreational material was limited to only a few aames and writing materials.

d)In addition to questionnaires, the only other activities scheduled during the

run were five tasks -- vigilance, cryptography, dot estimation, descriptive

sentence, and discussion tasks. No more than one task was scheduled oer day,

and each task was scheduled only once per week.

e)Clocks and calenders were provided so that subjects could maintain time

orientation.

f)Continuous observation was maintained by means of closed curcuit TV and microphones.

VARIABLES STUDIED

STUDY I (Dyads)

I. a)Territorial patterns.

b)Social activity (distance maintained by teammates in tree-time activities).

(Altman, 1967a)
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2. Performance.(Altman, 1967b)

3. Self-disclosure. (Altman, 1965)

4. Perceptions. (Cole, 1967)

5. a)Subjective symptomatology.

b)Stress experiences.

c)Performance effectiveness. (Haythorn, 1966)

STUDY II (Dyads)

I. a)General adaption.

b)Stress reactions.

c)Anxiety reactions. (Taylor, 1968)

2. a)Personality changes.

b)Perceptual changes. {Taylor, 1969)

STUDY 111 (Dyads and Triads)

a)Performance.

b)Subjective stress.

c)Mood.

d)Symptomatology.

e)Interpersonal functioning.

f)Behavior.

g)Reactions.

TESTS

STUDY I (Dyads)

For all experiments, the Edwards Personal Preference schedule and the Rokeach

Dogma Scale were used to measure the need for achievement, dominance, affilia-

tion, and dogmatism.

I. Observation. (Altman, 1967a)

2. a)Monitoring task.

b)Syllogistic reasoning task (decoding).

c)Combat Information Center task. (Altman, 1967b)

3. a)MMPI.

b)Questionnaires (items related to sex, religion, income, and other personal

matters).

c)Holtzman Inkblot Test.

d)Measures of Subjective Stress. '(Altman, 1965)

4. a)Holtzman Inkblot Test {HIT)_

b)Quest_onnaires. (Cole, 1967).
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5. a)SubjectiveSy_ptomatologyQuestionnaire.
b)SubjectiveStressScale.
c)MonitoringTask.
d)Syllogisticreasoningtask(decoding).
e)CembatInformationCentertask.
fJInterviews.(Haythorn,1966)

STUDY II (Dyads}

I. a)Questionnaires.

b)Behavioral Measures. (Taylor, 1968)

2. a)Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI).

b)Edwards Personal _eference Schedule.

c)Holtzman Inkblot Test.

d)A sociopathy scale (Lykken scale). (Taylor, 1969)

STUDY Ill ID_ads and Triads)

a)Subjective Stress Scale.

b)Spielkerger State - Trait Anxiety Inventory.

c)Hostility scale.

d)Primary Affect Scale.

e)Isolation Symptomatology Questionnaire.

f)Mood Adjective Checklist.

g)Annoyance Checklist.

h)Roem Semantic Differential Scale.

i)Social Penetration Scale.

j)Behavioral Differential.

k)Primary Sociability Scale.

l)Acquaintance Survey.

m)Group Semantic Differential.

n)Group Task Inventory.

o)Hulin Satisfactory Scale.

p)Biographical Inventory.

q)Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation - Behavior.

r)Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.

s)Orientation Inventory.

t)Interpersonal Trust Scale.

u)Fltzgerald Experience Inquiry.

v)Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory.
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w)InterpersonalTopicalInventory.
x)EysenckPersonalityInventory.
y)BarrattImpulsivityScale.
z)BehaviorLog.

aa)Interviews.
bb)Diaries.
cc)Tasks:Vigilance,Cryptography,DotEstimation,DescriptiveSentence,and
Discussion.

RESULTS

STUDY I (Dyads)

I. a)Isolated pairs gradually withdrew from one another. There was a significant

decline in together activities as experiment progressed.

b)Control pairs spent equal time at both the beginning and end of the experiment

in-joint and solitary activities.

c)Isolated subjects showed continually high, exclusive, nonreciprocal use of

particular beds from onset.

d)Isolated subjects' territoriality for specific chairs and areas (around table)

was low at first but steadily increased.

e)Isolated subjects exhibited gradual withdrawal and increased "cocooning"

behavior in social activities.

f)Isolated subjects' amount of time asleep remained constant.

g)Control subjects' chair and side of table territoriality was high at first, but

dropped dramatically.

h)Control subjects' bed territoriality was initially low but gradually rose to

the level of isolated subjects.

i)Indications that the "cocoon-like syndrome" is associated with incompatibility

on personality variabilities for isolated subjects were:

l.lncompatible, dominance - active interpersonal interaction,

high territoriality.

2.1ncompatible, affiliation - social withdrawal, high territoriality.

3.1ncompatible, dogmatism and achievement - no differential

territorial behavior.

4.1ncompatible, Jogmatism - active social interaction.

5.1ncompatible, achievement - withdrawal. (Altman, 1967a)

2. a)Isolated groups performed significantly better on group tasks than controls.

Incompatible isolated pairs tended to do better than compatibles on group tasks.

b)Compatible isolated pairs performed as well as or better than control

counterparts. Incompatible isolated pairs performed the same or worse than

control counterparts. (Altman, 1967b)

3. a)Isolated pairs exchanged some information at a level of intimacy equivalent

to that achieved with their closest friends.
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b)Controlpairsachievedapatternof revealingto theirpartnerinformation
whichmightbecharacterizedassuperficialandcasual.
c)Observerratingsduringcomparablefreetimeperiodsgenerallyindicateda
moreactivepatternof socialintercoursebytheisolatesthanbythecontrols.
d)Isolateswereratedasbeingmorefriendlyandshowingmoresocialinitiative
thancontrols.

e)Therelationshipbetweenself-disclosureanddifferentgroupcompositionson
needachievement,needdominanceandneeddogmatismwereinconclusive.
(Altman,1965)

4. a)Thereweresignificantdeclinesin Location,FormDefinitenessandMovement,
anda significantrise in Colorscoresbeforeandafterexperimentalperiodfor
bothisolationandcontrolgroups.
b)Therewerenosignificantchangesin eitherisolationor controlgroupsfor
differentpersonalitycompositions.
c)Bothisolatedsubjectsandcontrolsubjectstendedto becomemoreobservant
of details,buttheirresponseswerelessform-definite.
d)Isolatesshowedasignificantdecreaseinperceptionof humanformwhileno
suchchangewasobservedin thecontrols.(Cole,1967)

5. a)Isolatedsubjectsreportedgreatersubjectivestressbutnomoresymptomato-
1ogythandidnon-isolatedpairs.
b)Isolateddyadsheterogeneouswithregardtodogmatismreportedmoreemotional
symptomatologythandidsimilarlycomposedcontroldyads.
c)Dyadsheterogeneouswithregardto needachievementreportedgreaterstress,
regardlessof conditionsof isolation,andmoreemotionalsymptomatologyin
isolationthandiddyadshomogeneouslylowwithregardto needachievement.
Homogeneouslyhighneedachievementdyadsreportedmorestressthandid
homogeneouslylowneedachievementdyadsinbothconditions.High-achievement
groupsreportedlesssymptomatologythanhetero-achievement,in isolationonly.
d)Bothisolatedand_ontroldyadsheterogeneouswithregardto needdominance
reportedlesssubjectivestressandemotionalsymptomatologythandid dyads

homogeneous with regard to need dominance. The high-dominance pairs also showed

less recovery from stress than other isolated pairs.

e)Contrary to expectations, isolated dyads homogeneously high with regard to

need dominance did not report greater subjective stress and symptomatology

than low-dominance dyads while in isolation, although they did show slower

return to normal levels of stress. (Haythorn, 1966)
(

STUDY II (Dyads)

I. a)More than half (535) of the two man groups did not complete the mission. Sixty-

seven percent of the abort groups were under combinations of conditions involving
a 20_day mission requirement.

b)The 20-day mission requirement groups experienced the most stress.

c)A11 groups showed significant increases from preconfinement measures of

stress by day l, Abort groups had higher but nonsignificant parallel means

throughout confinement, but then showed significant increases in postconfin_ment
stress.

d)Completer groups maintained low levels of stress, withdrawal, and restlessness.

e)Subjects of the completer groups adjusted themselves to each other more than

members of abort groups did.
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f)The4-daygroupsmaintainedafairly stableandsignificantlylower
anxietylevelthanthe20-daygroupsthroughoutconfinement._Taylor,1968)

2. a)Eightof theHITscalesshowedsignificantchangesfrombeforeto after
isolation.Significantdecreasesoccurredfor FormDefiniteness,Movement,
Integration,Human,andPenetration.Significantincreasesoccurredfor
Location,Color,andShading.
b)Allgroupsshowedincrementsin Colorfrompre-to post-isolation,although
theincreasewassignificantonlyfor the20-dayprivacygroup.
c)Groupsexpecting4-daymissionsshowedpostconfinementdecrementsfor Move-
ments,Barrier,andPenetration.
d)Socialisolationproducedelevatedstatesof anxietyandhyperactivity.
e)TherewerefewsignificantrelationshipsbetweenMMPIpre-experimentalscores
orchangesin scoresandsuccessin completingthemissionorasa functionof
experimentaltreatments.
f)Theabsenceof pre-experimentaldifferencesbetweenabortersandcompleters
indicatedthatMMPIscaleshadlittle powerfor predictingadjustmentto
conditionsof socialisolation.
g}Therewerealsonosignificantpre-postfindingsassociatedwiththeLykken
SociopathyScaleor theEdwardsPersonalPreferenceScale._Taylor,1969)

STUDY III (Dyads and Triads)

a)For all subjects, state of anxiety increased gradually throughout the 21 days.

b)Two-man group subjects registered significantly higher state of anxieties

throughout confinement than did those in the three-man groups.

c)Senior leadership in the three-man condition led to less reported anxiety than

did junior leadership. The reverse of this was true for two-man groups.

d)Subjective stress was significantly elevated, and feelings of happiness

depressed during confinement. The subjects in this study experienced less

stress than subjects in Studies I and II.

e)While the groups were highly similar through the first 9 days of confinement,

crowdedness had a greater effect on three-man groups than on dyads the remainder

of the time. Least crowded three-man groups indicated feeling the least stress

of all, while crowded three-man groups reported the most.

f)The Hostility Scale did not change significantly during the 21 days, but the

hostility indicated towards partners was already high by the afternoon of the

first day.

f)The greatest hostility was registered by the incompatible groups led by

Junior leaders.

h)More hostility was reported by subjects in less crowded conditions.

i)SubJects indicated that several environmental features annoyed them as early

as the second day, with a significant increase in the number of items reported

as annoying by day 7.

The things that subjects found the most annoying throughout confinement were:

lack of reading material; lack of a shower facility; toilet facilities; lack of

a TV and radio; the questionnaires; lack of sink and running water; lighting;

and temperature and humidity.

i

Things they found least annoying were: mission rules and regulations; control

center personnel; noises in the room; odors; lack of a telephone; cooking

facilities; and equipment in the room.
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j)Thethree-mangroupscomplainedlessthanthetwomangroups.
k)Ingeneral,psychologicalstresswaslowfor mostsubjects.Theconfinement
wasdifficult for afewof theindividuals.Thosewhoadaptedpoorlyto
confinementreportedmuchhigherlevelsof stress,hostility, and
annoyancesandfunctionedlessefficientlythanwell-adaptedsubjectsin
mostothermeasuresemployedduringtheexperiment.
l)Taskperformancewasaffectedbytheexperimentalconditions.

CONCLUSIONS

STUDY I {Dyads)

I. a)Conditions of social isolation led to gradual increase in territorial behavior
and social withdrawal.

b)Incompatibility on personal traits dealing with interpersonal matters -

dominance and affiliation - resulted in high territoriality.

c)Incompatibility on traits of ideas and objects - achievement and dogmatism -
did not affect territoriality.

d)For social activities, incompatibilities on "egocentric" characteristics -

dominance and dogmatism - caused strong interaction.

e)Incompatibilities on "sociocentric" characteristics - affiliation and
achievement - resulted in withdrawal.

f)The data of the present study indicate the importance of individual

differences in personality, as well as interpersonal composition factors

territorial and social activity behavior.

on

2. a)Variations in group personality composition and social isolation affect group

and individual performance effectiveness.

b)Mild degrees of stress appear to be associated with enhanced performance.

Added stress is associated with a leveling off or impairment of performance
effectiveness.

c)The effects of social isolation on performance are significant and vary as

a function of type of task and personality composition.

d)Performance on an individual simple perceptual-motor task is slightly

degraded in isolation whereas performance on group tasks is enhanced.

3. a)Isolated pairs gave each other more personal information of every kind, both

intimate and non-intlmate, than non-isolates.

b)In general, the effects of group personality composition on self-disclosure

were either negative on inconclusive.

4. a)Both isolated subjects and control subjects showed changes in perception.

b)The isolated and control grouRs were. under similar stress, in that few

between-group differences were observeo.

c)There were no changes in HIT responses as a function of personallty composition

factors. (Cole, 1967)

5. a)Social isolation was associated with increased stress and emotional symptomato-

logy.

b)Stress was a function of interpersonal needs.

c)Results indicated the importance of group composition to functioning in

isolated environments. (Haythorn, 1966)
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STUDY II (Dyads)

I. a)Groups who expected to remain in isolation a long time but who:were unable
to complete the mission reported more anxiety and stress than those who expected

short missions and were unsuccessful.

b)Groups under long mission expectations who were successful reported more

anxiety and stress than successful groups under short mission expectations.

c)Groups under long mission expectations in the privacy condition with no out-

side contact experienced the most stress.

d)Short missions with or without contact with the outside were least stressful

and anxiety provoking.

e)This study demonstrated that variations in aspects of the group environment

relationship make profound differences in tolerance to isolation. (Taylor, 1968)

2. a)Groups under the conditions of no stimulation, privacy, and expecting a

long mission showed the most significant changes in perceptual responses.

b)This study demonstrated that combinations of social isolation yielding varying

degrees of stress, produced perceptual chanqes related to personality functioninq.

c)Good adjustment was associated with flexibility, low sociopathy, and ability

to be aggressive and angry yet not hostile. (Taylor, 1969)

STUDY Ill (Dyads and Triads)

a)Compatibility can be manioulated by fairly simple assignment procedures, and

groups composed to be, hypothetically, maximally compatible adapt better to

each other in confinement, but may then focus their irritations on things or

nonpersonal aspects of the situation.

b)A triad may be a better crew size than a dyad (disreqardinq duty requirements),

but particularly and perhaps only if senior (or respected) leadership and

adequate space to avoid extreme crowdinq are available.

c)Within the constraints of the limited leadership ranges sampled, senior

leadership generally resulted in better adaptation to confinement, particularly

with three-man groups and with incompatible personality compositions.

d)Extreme crowding may be more stressful or anxiety-producing for larger than

for smaller groups.

e)Even in groups comprised of men well beyond the late adolescent age of the
recruits used in Studies I and II men who have had in some instances a fair

degree of experience in their military careers, isolation and confinement in

groups for relatively short periods of time (21 days) can often produce

significantly heightened negative effects.
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LABORATORY
Anti-SubmarineWarfare

HumanFactorsResearch,Inc.
LosAngeles,California

PURPOSE

Tostudytheperformanceof twomenduring120hoursof continuousconfinement
in a lowpressure,pureoxygenatmosphere.

SUBJECTS

Twovolunteers,Navyenlistedmen,24yearsof age.
PERIODOFCONFINE_NT

Onehundredandtwentyhours.
EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONS

TEST FACILITY

Cabin (6' x 6' x 6') in Navy low-pressure chamber device; furnished with cot

and lounge chair; atmosphere of lOO% 02; pressure 3.6 psi.

PROCEDURES

a)Subject A was dressed in full pressure suit and given a low bulk diet.

b)Subject B was dressed in standard Navy flight suit and given a normal diet.

c)During confinement subjects alternated 5-hour periods of instrument reading

and test taking; subject on duty occupied the lounge chair and was required to

make readings of the intra-chamber recording instruments, and was given electro-

cardiograms, vital capacity measurements, and the series of performance tests.

d)Subjects were under constant observation by means of an observation port

covered with one-way glass and a television camera.

VARIABLE STUDIED

Performance

TESTS

a)Vigilance.

b)Attention.

c)Time Perception.

d)Object Identification.

e)Memory Span.

RESULTS

a)Both subjects were forced to discontinue vigilance test after 41 hours of con-

finement due to severe eye strain.

b)Prior to discontinuing, A showed signs of improvement, while B's performance

appeared to deteriorate.
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c)Performanceonthevigilancetaskdeclinedastheconfinementperiod
progressed.

d)Performancescoresfor thefirst ninetestsof theMemorySpanreflectedthe
simpleeffectsof practiceonthetask. Therewasa sharpdropinperformance,
however,at theendof theconfinementperiod,andscoresonthetestsgiven
aftertheconfinementperiodwereall belowthepeakscoresattainedat the
heightof thelearningfunction.
e)Duringconfinement,scoresontheAttentionTestwereloweronthesecond
halfthanonthefirst halfof thetest.

f)Subjects'judgmentsof timeintervalswerelongerthanthebaseinterval.
g)OntheObjectIdentificationTest,SubjectA'sperformanceimprovedas
confinementprogressedandSubjectB'sperformanceremainedaboutthesame.

CONCLUSIONS

Noconclusionsweredrawnin thisreport.

REFERENCES

MCGRATH, J.J., C.H. MAAG, J.F. HATCHER, and W.P. BREYER. 1962.

Human performance during 5 days confinement.

Human Factors Research, Inc., Los Angeles, California. 17 pages.
[Technical Memorandum 206-14]
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LABORATORY
105Daysin Isolation

Universityof California,Davis;and
AmesResearchCenter,NASA,MoffettField,
California

PURPOSE

a)Toevaluatethepotentialof socialinteractionasa synchronizerof biological
rhythmsin man.
b)Toassesspituitary-adrenalfunctionaswellasotherneuroendocrinestress
indexesin humansubjectsduringprolongedconfinementin a controlleden-
vironment.(Thisaspectwill notbediscussedin thissummary.)

SUBJECTS

Ninemalevolunteers,eightof whomwereattendingtheUniversityof California,
Davis,andoneof whomhadrecentlygraduatedfromWestministerCollegein
Pennsylvania.

PERIODOFCONFINEMENT

Onehundredandfivedays.
EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONS

TEST FACILITY

The Bioastronautics Laboratory near the University of California, Davis,

campus where two groups of three men were isolated in ll' x 17', acoustically

attenuated, environmentally controlled rooms, and one control group of three

men living on the premises but allowed to interact socially with the

technicians and visitors.

PROCEDURES

a)Experimental groups underwent 6 weeks with 24 hours of light (24L:OD) and

9 weeks with 16 hours of light, 8 hours of darkness (16L:8D).

b)Nine blood samples were obtained at 4 hour intervals for 24 hour periods on

13 of the days under confinement. Plasma-free cortisol levels were deter-
mined.

c)Urinary cortisol was determined throughout the study.

d)Each man daily "flew" a flight simulator according to a taped flight plan.

REStJLTS

a)After 19 days under 24L:OD, 29 to 35 days were required to recover

the shifts.

b)In one room all subjects gained weight; in the other all lost; control sub-

jects' weights remained stable.

c)There were few complaints about food despite repetitive menu cycling.

d)Complaints and irritability were most apparent during 24L:OD due to

disturbances in biorhythmicity.

e)Performance efficiency of the control group improved much more than that of

the isolated groups, who maintained their performance but did not improve as
rapid'y.

f)A dramatic change in post-isolation brain wave patterns (alpha rhythm

abnormality) was seen.
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CONCLUSIONS

Wheneverchangeswereobserved,aremarkablesimilarityexistedamongthe
threesubjectsineachroom,althoughthereactionsdifferedbetweenrooms
despiteidenticalenvironmentalconditions.Thissuggeststhatcaution
shouldbeexercisedin thecustomarypracticeof extrapolationto thegeneral
populationof thoseresponsesof asmallsingleexperimentalgroupandfurther
indicatesthathabitabilityis greatlydependentuponboththestructureand
compositionof theinhabitantgroup.

REFERENCES
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1974.
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University of California, Davis, and Biomedical Research Division, NASA,
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LABORATORY
ProgrammedEnvironmentfor the
ExperimentalAnalysisof Indivi-
dualandSmallGroupBehavior

Departmentof PsychiatryandBehavioral
Sciences,TheJohnsHopkinsUniversity
MedicalSchool,Baltimore,Maryland

PURPOSE

To investigate individual and social performance under a continuously

programmed environment and thereby: l) establish stable performance baselines

upon which the effects of manipulated variables may be revealed; and 2)

to permit the direct manipulation of performance as an independent variable.

SUBJECTS

Two males in each experiment

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

Ten days

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

I. Test area consisted of three one-room private apartment units (each

8 I/2'xll'), a social living area (14'x22') and workship (8 I/2'xl3 I/2') all

interconnected by a common corridor.

2. The area was designed to prevent any social interaction between experimenters

and subjects.

3. Audio and video monitoring equipment in each area provided experimenters

with continuous information concerning all subjects' activities.

4. Subjects could communicate with each other by intercom and could syn-

chronize schedules for joint social activities.
5. Activities within the units could be withheld from subjects by solenoid

locks remotely controlled by experiment monitors.

PROCEDURES

I. Participants were exposed to a programmatic arrangement of activities with

associated fixed and optional activity sequences. The fixed activity sequence

provided the minimum recycling sequence of six activities intended to maintain

and assess a participant's health if he were otherwise indisposed to engage

in a broader selection of activity opportunities available within the optional

completion of the fixed activity sequence, and it was composed of II

activities providing a broad range of private and social work, educational_

recreational, and sustenance activities. All activities, both individual

and social as well as required and optional, were scheduled on a contingent

basis one to another such that access to a succeeding activity in the program

demanded satisfaction of the requirements associated with the preceedlng activity.

2. Each experiment consisted of a single variation in the established

behavloral actlvltles program.

VARIABLES STUDIED

Indlvldual and social performance.
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RESULTS

a)Objectiveindicesof individualandsocial performance were obtained and

yielded indications of optimal activity preferences and overall rates of

progression through the behavioral program.

b)Subjective probes of each subject's experiment status were obtained systema-

tically throughout the investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

a)The behavioral programming approach maintained successfully the individual

and social performances of both participants.

b)This methodological approach provided experimental tools and resources to

study systematic manipulations of variables related to individual and social

performances in small groups isolated within a zontinuous residential setting.

REFERENCES
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FALLOUTSHELTER
1959Study

AmericanInstitutefor Research
Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania

PURPOSE

Toevaluatepsychologicalandsocialfactorsastheyrelateto shelterhabit-
ability.

SUBJECTS

Fourgroupswith30subjectsin eachgroupmadeupof men,women,andchildren.
PERIODOFCONFINEMENT(1959)

a)Pilottests- 22-44hours(4groups).
b)Experimentaltests- threegroupsfor l weekandonegroupfor 2weeks.

EXPERLMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Simulated shelter with continuous auditory and visual monitoring.

b)8 square feet and 58 cubic feet per person.

PROCEDURES

Off duty time activities - reading, games, modeling, pencils, pens, and writing

papers.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Agitation

b)Tension

RESULTS

a)Agitation and tension were greatest immediately following shelter entry and

prior to anticipated release. Mild depression was common toward the middle of

shelter stay. These effects were minimized through effective management.

b)Desire to leave mounted steadily for most people from the time of shelter

entry, but did not become overwhelming within a period of 2 weeks.

c)Conflicting value systems were noted.

d)Effect of presence or absence of manager or leader was noticed.

e)Space was adequate.

f)There was little interpersonal conflict.

g)Subjects wanted more group games.
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CONCLUSIONS

Psychological and social problems identified in this study which might be

important in a real shelter are: (1) maximizing management effectiveness;

(2) providing a situation conducive to adequate sleep; (3) minimizing con-
flict of social, moral and ethical values.

REFERENCES
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FALLOUT SHELTER

Family Experiment

Psychology Service

Veterans Administration Hospital

Houston, Texas

PURPOSE

To discover the psychological and emotional hazards (behavioral changes)

following prolonged confinement in a fallout shelter and learn whether the

effects are temporary or long-term.

SUBJECTS

Four: two adults and two grown boys (one family).

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

Fourteen days.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Shelter underground: 8' x lO' with 7' ceiling: four bunks, an overhead light,

a chemical toilet, and a powered circulating fan.

b)Field telephone for communication between radio station and family; no other

external auditory or visual stimuli.

c)Could leave the shelter at any time.., but didn't.

PROCEDURES

Household activities, games.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

VARIABLES METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS

l)intellectual, personality,

and perceptual factors

2)fantasy life

3)mood

4)perception

5)family relationships and

patterns of behavior (areas

of conflict, tension, anger,

etc. )

6)discomfort-comfort

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (verbal

half) given prior to entering shelter and

immediately on leaving shelter

Holtzman Inkblot Technique & Thematic

Apperception Test (given before and after

leaving shelter)

Clyde Mood Scale (given before and after

leaving shelter; and once each night) self-

ratings

Perceptual measures

After the psychological testing each subject

was seen by a psychiatrist, social worker,

then the boys were seen together and also

the parents.

Personal diaries - scored for the discomfort-

relief quotient.
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RESULTS

a)Intellectualfunctioning:nosignificantchangeswerereported.
b)Emotionalstateandmood:projectivetestsshowedfeelingsof depression,
increasedirritability, friction, feelingsof dissatisfaction,disgustand
discomfort.Confinementproducedageneraldepressivemood- thiswasalso
confirmedbythepersonaldiaries. Duringthefirst II daysthegeneralmood
of thefamilywassimilarandpositive..,thelast4daysnopositivemood
relationshipexisted(interactionswerenegative).
c)Perceptualfunctioning:estimateof bodysizeincreased,temporaryimpairment
in spatialandperceptualorientation.
d)Morale:keepingbusy,doingchores,maintainingtheshelterandplayinggames
wereitemswhichhelpedto keepthemoraleup.
e)Sleep:subjectssleptagreatdeal(upto 16hoursaday)at thebeginningof
theexperiment.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Mood changes in the direction of increased irritibility and depression were
noted.

b)A constructive by-product of the experiment was a feeling of greater family
unity following the shelter experience.

c)The family selected was promised a free trip to Europe (this particular ,

family said they would do it for nothing) and this was an underlying

motivation to participate in the project.

REFERENCES

CLEVELAND, S.E., I. BOYD, D. SHEER, and E.E. REITMAN. 1963.

Effects of fallout shelter confinement on family adjustment.

Archives of General Psychiatry 8:54-62.
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FALLOUT SHELTER

Early vs. Late Confinement

HRB-Singer, Inc.

State College, Pennsylvania

PURPOSE

To validate the finding that significant relationshins exist between

behavior and the psychological environment of early and late confinement.

SUBJECTS

a)Group I - 33 "near normal" patients from six psychiatric hospitals.

b)Group II - 24 shelterees: two complete families (one with five and one with

four members), seven partial families (one parent and two children, one

parent with one child, three parents without spouse and children and two

without spouses), two related children, and three lone children.

c)Group Ill - 26 shelterees: four complete families (one of six members, two

with five members, and two with two members), three partial families (one

parent with five children, one parent with two children and one parent with one

child), and one unmarried adult with no family.

c)Group IV - 51 shelterees: six complete families (two with six members, one

with five members, and three with four members), eight partial families (one

parent with three children, one parent with two children, five parents with

one child, one couple with no children), and three adults only.

e)Group V - 51 shelterees: nine complete families (one with seven members,

four with six members, two with five members, and two with three members), no

partial members and four adults alone.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

a)Group I - 24 hours after hospital admission and again 72 hours later for 24-

hour periods.

b)Group II and Ill - 70 hours.

c)Group IV and V - 67 hours.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TESTS

a)The study approximated the living standards provided under the Office of

Civil Defense shelter marking and stocking program.

b)Ten square feet of living space per person were provided.

c)Total area comprised 260 square feet for living plus 40 square feet for toilet

facility.

d)Shelter was located in underground concrete tunnel, adjacent to a basement

section of HRB-Singer's Building Five.

e)The tunnel was 6.5 feet high and 5.5 feet wide.

AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Edwards Personal Preference Schedule o administered as a selection device as

well as a predictor of behavior in the shelter situation.

b)Civil Defense Knowledge Test - given before and after the shelter experience

to provide information about civil defense knowledge acquired during the in-
shelter confinement.
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c)ConfinementFeelingsQuestionnaire- administeredpriorto thebeginning
of theshelterstudyaswellasfollowingtheshelterstudy.
d)LearySelfDescriptionScaleI - administeredearlyin theshelterrun
andpriorto thedischargeof thesheltereesfromtheshelter.
e)ConfinementAcceptanceScale- composedof eightfactorswhichindicatevarious
aspectsof thehardshipsencounteredin confinement.

VARIABLESSTUDIED

FACTOR

I. Physical
Confinement

2. Psychological
Confinement

3. Lackof
Privacy

4. Lack of Familiar

Physical Supports

5. Lack of Familiar
Behavior Patterns

6. Lack of Familiar

Interpersonal
Relationships

7. Loss of Identity

8. Fears

GROUP II GROUP III

(min. psychol, supports) (supplementary psychol.

supports)

Emphasis (verbal) was Voluntary aspect was

made on being confined; stressed; routine complaints

reinforcement of behavior ignored, or discussed in

indicating upleasantness positive fashion. Materials

of confinement, crowding, (boards, hammer, ropes) were

etc. placed in shelter for their
use.

Democratic leadership permitted each

group to set up own regulations and
enforce them (no differences).

No special treatment was given either

group. No privacy was arranged for

either group. (Toilet facilities, however,

were in a partitioned section and provided

the only area of privacy.)

No special treatment was given either

group. Belongings that would not normally
be found on an individual or that he could

collect quickly in an emergency were

confiscated and held until departure time.

No special treatment was given either group.

b

Families were split uo. Family units were more

Included were young : unified. Supports were
children without their : included to facilitate

parents. No special : group formation (e.g.

supports were provided, i movable benches) and de-

: velopment of new interper-

i sonal relationships.

No special treatment was given either group

No special effort was made I Some effort was made to

to structure situations, reduce fears. Example:

Subjects were informed in They were informed in ad-

advance on general details vance on selected details of

only as required, shelter structure as well as

shelter living.
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RESULTS

DEFECTIONS

a)No difference in defections as a function of shelter manager were observed.

One effective defector in each group was observed.

b}Because the study did not result in a significant number of defections, it

was, therefore, not possible to study defectors in as much depth as had been

planned. The effect of defections on remaining shelterees was also not studied

because of a paucity of defectors. In the instances where defections occurred
there were no observable effects on those who remained in the shelter. Further-

more, because of the rapidity with which defections occurred, there was not

time to obtain the intended early measures, nor was it possible to get adequate

followup data.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST EVALUATION OF TOLERANCE OF CONFINEMENT

EDWARD'S PERSONAL PREFERENCE SCHEDULE

From the behavioral data available, it appears that the Edward's Personal

Preference Schedule (EPPS) is not a good predictor of behavior within the

confines of a shelter.

CIVIL DEFENSE KNOWLEDGE TEST

On the second testing, the shelterees responded to so few items as to make a

really meaningful analysis impossible. Nevertheless, most answers on the

second testing reflected increased knowledge of blast effects and fallout.

CONFINEMENT FEELINGS qUESTIONNAIRE

There was no significant difference between the pre- and post-shelter adminis-
trations; however, there were individual changes which seemed to be related

to other factors.

SELF-DESCRIPTION SCALE I (Leary)

Again, there were no significant differences between the means on the two
administrations of the love and dominance scores for the shelter groups,

but a correlation analysis indicated many changes which seem to be related to

the shelterees' experience in the shelter.

CONFINEMENT ACCEPTANCE SCALE

Few differences between shelter run groups were noted.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions appear justified on the basis of the findings of

the study under the limitations presented in the report and pending further

validation procedures.

a)Certain behaviors appear to be important in the psychological environments
that exist (a) at the beginning of a period of confinement and (b) following

a period of confinement.

b)The psychological environments that exist early and late in a period of
confinement can be (a) defined, (b) measured, and (c) controlled.

c)The analysis of the early and late administrations of the Confinement Accep-

tance Scale revealed no significant difference as a function of time of

confinement.
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FALLOUT SHELTER

U. of Georgia Experimental
Studies (1962-I 968)

University of Georgia

Athens, Georgia

PURPOSE

a)To appraise minimal survival conditions in public fallout shelters as pre-

sently equipped and stocked with emergency supplies.

b)To evaluate the interactive effects of such variables as overloading, limited

bunks and bedding, emergency sanitation equipment, marginal ventilation

conditions, and minimal food and water supplies.

c)To evaluate the use of a Shelter Handbook (ES V - ES XXII)

d)To evaluate the psychological reactions and adjustment to the fallout

shelter situation.

Only (d) will be discussed in this summary.

SUBJECTS

ES I - 30

ES II - 30

ES Ill - 30

ES IV - 30

ES V - 30

ES VI - 300

ES VII - 307

ES VIII - 321

ES IX 160

ES X - 504

ES XI - 722

ES XII -

shelterees;

shelterees;

shelterees;

shelterees;

shelterees;

shelterees

shelterees

shelterees

men, women, children; age - 15-50; volunteers.

men, women, children; age - 9-67; volunteers.

men, women, children; age - 7-66; volunteers.

children, 2 adults; age - 7-12; volunteers.

men, women, children; age - 7-70; volunteers.

; men, women, children; age - 3-66; volunteers.

; men, women, children; age - 2-67; volunteers.

; men, women, children; age - 1-67; volunteers.

shelterees; men, women, children; age - 1-65; volunteers.

shelterees; men, women, children; age - 9 mos.-73; volunteers; paid.

shelterees; men, women, children; age - 6 mos.-79; volunteers; paid.

1,046 shelterees; men, women, children; age - 7 mos.-77; volunteers;

paid.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

ES I - 4 days.

ES II - 2 weeks.

ES Ill - 2 weeks.

ES IV - l week.

ES V ° 2 weeks.

ES VI - 50 hours.

ES VII - l week.

ES VIII - 2 days.
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ESIX - 2days
ESX - 2days
ESXl - 2days
ESXII - 2days

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

TEST FACILITY

a) ES I-V - A simulated fallout shelter was constructed within the Psychological
Laboratories building on the campus of the University of Georgia. The shelter
was of plywood and plaster board construction. The floor was concrete.
Interior dimensions were 25' X 14.5" X 6.5'.

ES VI - The experimental shelter used in ES Vl was located in the basement of

the Georgia Center for Continuing Education on the University campus. The

300 person facility consisted of two rooms, the larger room being approximately

2500 square feet in area and the smaller room approximately 500 square feet.

ES VII-IX - The experimental shelter facilities used in these studies were all

located above ground level in a building in downtown Athens, Georgia. The
ES VII and ES VIII shelters were multichambered facilities on the first and

second floors, whereas the ES IX shelter consisted of a single chamber on the

second floor. The area of the chamber for ES VII and VIII was 3000 square feet,

and for ES IX 962 square feet.

ES X - The Fallout Shelter used for ES X was located on the first and

second floors of a building in downtown Athens, Georgia. The first floor area

consisted of about 2450 sq. ft., and the second floor of about 1500 sq. ft.

ES XI - Eight rooms comprising the first three floors of a downtown Athens

building were utilized.

ES Xll - The experiment was conducted in two below-ground levels of the Univer-

sity Coliseum, one level composed of nine rooms and the other of three rooms.

b) VENTILATION

TEMP HUM. CFM/PERSON

ES I

ES II

ES Ill

ES IV

ES V

ES VI

ES Vll

ES VIII

ES IX

ES X

NET SPACE/PERSON

Sq. FT. CU.FT.

52

3 52

6 39

8 52

10

10

6-7

8

ES XI I0 -

ES XII 10

opt. opt. 15 (20% fresh air)

opt.

opt.

opt.
p

opt. 1

opt.

warm

warm

warm

warm

warm

warm

74

opt.

opt.

opt.

opt.

opt.

mod.

mod.

mod.

mod.

mod.

L--mod.

Day: 40 (20% fresh air)

Night: 15 (10% fresh air

Day: 40 (20% fresh air)

Night: 15 (20% fresh air

Day: 40 (20% fresh air)

Night: 15 (20% fresh air

Day: 40 (20% fresh air)

Night: 15 (20% fresh air

MRD Ventilation Tests

Natural plus window fans

Natural plus window fans

Natural plus window fans

Window fan and PVK

Window fan and VK

Building fan and VK
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PROCEDURES

a)Continuous observation was made through one-way mirrors. ESVI-XII included

Civll Defense Research Observers i_ the population of the Shelterees. During

ES VII and VIII the observers were trained Shelter Managers and were supposed to

assume management of the shelter if necessary.

b)Shelterees kept diaries.

c)Every study included medic(s) and/or nurse(s) in the population.

d)Methods of publicity and recruitment included news releases, talks _n civic

and school groups, help from previous shelterees, the use of newspaper advertise-

ments, and a recruitment contest.

e)In each study an attempt was made to approximate the 1960 U.S. Census with

regard to age, sex, education, race, and socioeconomic status.

f)Before final selection all prospective shelterees were medically screened.

Volunteers were required to have physical examinations prior to participation

in ES I-V. The large number of shelterees in ES VI-VII prohibited pre-entry

physical examinations, but each shelteree was required to submit a self-report

of his medical history and a completed medical inquiry form indicating his

current state of health. Medical examinations were then given to those who

listed a current ailment which might adversely affect them or others as a con-

sequence of confinement, along with all shelterees 50 years of age and

older, and in ES VI and VII shelterees under I0 years of age.

g)Each study included some form of recreation and exercise. They were not

always part of an organized program but were often individual, spontaneous, and

informal undertakings.

h)In the earlier studies, ES I-VI, shelterees were allowed to bring into the

shelter minimal personal supplies. Items permitted included toilet articles

(combs, brushes, lipstick), time pieces, eye glasses and one pack of cigarettes

or tobacco. However, in ES I tobacco was excluded, and in ES III and IV time

pieces were not permitted. No food or water supplies, soap, eating or cooking

utensils, or bedding materials were allowed to be brought into the shelter by

these occupants. Shelterees participating in ES VII-X were permitted to bring

extra supplies, including recreational material allowed in the shelter, and in

ES XI and XII shelterees were permitted to bring as many of the items they

considered necessary for survival as they could pack into a large grocery bag.

i)Before entering the shelter, ewry subject underwent several evaluative

procedures. Baslcally, this pre-shelter processing included identification,

medical screening, testing, and preshelter orientation address.

j)Shelter Managers -

1)In ES I - ES IV a Shelter Manager trained by the Civil Defense was in
command of the shelterees.

2)In ES V a shelter manager was appointed, but did not receive any

training prior to entry in the shelter. A Shelter Management Handbook was

provided for guidance.

3)In ES VI an ll-man trained staff was selected and received preshelter

training.

4)In ES VII shelter managers received no pre-training. The shelter managers

were obtained in the following manner. A sign placed on the front door of
the shelter read: "FIRST MALE ADULT IN THE SHELTER: GO TO THE SUPPLY AREA

AND PICK UP THE RED BOX. FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE FRONT OF THE BOX.

A MAP OF YOUR SHELTER AND THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IT WILL HOLD--D"A-REON THE BACK

OF THE BOX." Instructions on the front of the Handbook directed the

temporary Shelter Manager _o pass out job pamphlets to male or female

adults next entering the shelter. Inside each pamphlet was a primary in-
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struction: "If you do not wish to do this job, return these instructions

to the person from whom you received them." If the shelteree kept the

pamphlet, he automatically became a member of the temporary shelteree

staff. The last duty of the temporary staff was to select a permanent staff

from data to be obtained from the Shelteree Information sheets.

5)In ES VIII through XII Shelter Managers had no pre-training. As the

shelterees entered the fallout shelter, they were directed by a sign

reading "Handbook and Supplies" to the following sign near the Handbook

reading: "The first three adults to read this sign are Temporary Shelter

_. Find the Handbook and begin following the instructions on the

front of the HANDBOOK - immediately." The temporary Shelter Manaqers were

supposed to distribute leaflets describing the various duties of the

Shelter Managers, have each shelteree (over age 17) fill out an Information

Card, and select a permanent Shelter Management Staff.

k)Shelter Supplies:

FO00

cal.lpersonlday BATH
CONSUt4ED SANITATION BLINKS BLANKETS WATER COFFEE

RECREATIONAL

CIG. SUPPLIES

ES I 315 Cal. Bulgur wafer Chemtcal No No No

toilet slept on concrete floors

ES II 787 Cal. Bulgur wafer Chemical No No No
tollet Slept on corrugated fiberboard

ES 111 814 Cal. Nabisco biscuit Chemtcal No No No
(oiler Slept on corrugated fiberboard

ES IV aS2 Cal. Nebraska cracker + Chemlcal NO No No

296 Cal. carbo.supp|. - 848 Cal. toilet Slept on corrugated fiberboard

IS V 808 Cal. (Bulgur wafer, Chemical No No No

Nabisco biscuit, Nebraska toilet Slept on corrugated fiberboard
cracker, carbo suppl.)

ES Vl 306 Cal. Nebraska cracker + Chemical No No No

208 Cal. earbo suppl. - 514 toilet Slept on corrugated fiberboard
Cal.

ES VII 776 Cal. Cracker and Chemical cots, sleep mattresses, No
carbohydrate suppl, toilet and blankets

ES VIII 655 Cal. Cracker and Chemical cots, sleep mattresses, No
carbohydrate suppl, tA}ilet and blankets

ES IX S60 Cal. Cracker and Chemical sleep mattresses No
carbohydrate supplement toilet and blankets

ESX 568 Cal. Cracker and Chemical sl÷ep mattresses No

carbohydrate supplement toilet and blankets

ES Xl 358 Cal. Cracker and Chemical" sleep mattresses No

carbohydrate supplement toilet and blankets

ES XlI 551 Cal. Cracker and Chemical sleep mattresses No

csrboh@drate supplement toilet and blankets

No No

No 1 pk.

No 1 pk.

No 1 pk.
adults

No I pk

No 1 pk.

No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

NO Yes

Xo Yes

No Yea

No

No

No

paper &
penctls

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes "

Yes

Yes

Yes

VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Psychomotor Skills (ES I-IV).

b)Reactions

c)Discomforts

d)Social and personal adjustment/adaptation

e)Activity/Behavior
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TESTS

The following tests were used for the Pre-Shelter Testing:

a)Possessions Inquiry (ES VII-XII).

b)Orientation Inventory (ES VIII)

c)Pre-Shelter Questionnaire (included such items as CD information/preparedness,

anticipated discomforts, socio-economic status, supervisory experience, per-

sonality sub-scales, management motivation) (ESI-XII).

d)Leadership Sub-Scale of the MMPI (ES VlII-XI).

e)Rorschach (ES I, II).

f)Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (ES I, II, Ill, V)o

g)Psychomotor Tests (ES I- IV).

h)Intellectual Tests (ES I-V).

i)Bell Adjustment Inventory (ES IV).

j)California Test of Personality (ES IV, V).

During the confinement, diaries were kept by the shelterees, and continuous

observation of the shelterees was made by means of one-way mirrors.

After confinement the Post-Shelter Questionnaire was administered (included items

concerned with adjustment to confinement, discomfort factors, tolerance to

shelter living, sociometric choices, shelteree reactions).

RESULTS

ES I-IV

a-_serious loss in psychomotor coordination was reported.

b)The chemical commode was a constant complaint in ES I, If, and Ill.

c)Nausea reactions existed in all groups, and were attributed to either lack

of sleep, cramped quarters, or new social adjustments.

d)Defections:

ES I - 8 defections

ES II - 5 defections

ES Ill - 2 defections

ES IV - 12 defections

Only six of the 27 defections were medical; the others were due to mild

psychological problems.

e)During ES II and ES Ill, the most time-consuming activities in order of

magnitude were sleep, quiet reflection, conversation, and recreation.

f)Discomforts imentioned in order of frequency).

ES I - Sleeping conditions, lack of space, uncomfortable temD_rat,_r_, l_c_ nf

bathing facilities, chemical toilets, odors.

ES II - Lack of bathing facilities, odors, (same freouency: chemical toilets,

sleeping conditions, uncomfortable temperature), lack of space.

ES Ill - Lack of bathing facilities, sleeDinQ conditions, odors (same frequency:

chemical toilets, uncomfortable temperature), lack of space.

ES IV - Chemical toilet_, sleeping conditions, odors, lack of space, lack of

bathing facilities, uncomfortable temperature.

g)R_creation - Games such as bingo, cards, and checkers were improvised

from cardboard pallets during ES I, II, and Ill. Group singi was frequent
during all four studies. A talent show was held during ES II_?
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ES V

a_The Shelter Handbook provided adequate direction for adjustment to the
shelter conditions of ES V.

b)Analyses of the data from the Cognitive Vigilance Task indicated no

deterioration in speed or accuracy.

c)Chief complaints during ES V were lack of bathing facilities, boredom,

sleeping conditions, and uncomfortable temperature.

d)There were no deleterious physical effects from the confinement. Primary

physiological complaints were headaches and colds.

e)There was no loss of mental acuity.

f)Eight defections occurred due to sickness and, in the children's case,

home-sickness.

g)During ES V, games such as cards, bingo, and checkers were improvised by

the shelterees. Group singing was a frequent activity, and a play was
presented.

ES VI

a)Headaches and nausea were common medical complaints.

b)Major shelteree discomforts were sleeping conditions, the chemical commode,
and lack of bathing facilities.

c)The overall opinion of subjects' adjustment to shelter life was good, with
the young people beinq deemed best adjusted, and the adults least adjusted.

d)No defections occurred during ES VI.

e)Recreation consisted of games, cards, bingo, group singing, and a talent
show.

ES Vll

a)Headache complaints were most prevalent during the first two days of confine-
ment and tended to diminish thereafter.

b)In order of frequency mentioned on the Post-Shelter Questionnaire the

following eight sources of discomfort were indicated: no bathing, to_lets,
dirt, space, noise, smells, water, and inability to sleep.

c)In their evaluation of fellow shelterees, approximately one-third of the
shelterees listed children as being a bother.

d)Sixty-two defections occurred during ES VII. Eleven of the defections

occurred for medical reasons. Fifty-one of the defections were for non-
medical reasons such as homesickness, bad shelter conditions, and deQarture
of other family members.

e)Recreation periods were held in the large room on the first floor. The
female shelterees were the initiators and maintained the impetus of these

periods. Interest was high for all recreational periods. Group activities
included bingo games, song-fests, a beard contest, and a talent show.
Individual and smaller group activities included playing cards and games,
reading, and listening to the radio.

ES VIII

a)Five areas of discomfort were cited by one-third or more of the shelterees.

these, in orde r of frequency ,'entioned, were: no bathing, toilets, seace,
he_t, a_d dirt.

b)Eight defections occurred durinm this 2-day confinement. Three of the

five non-medical defections lest to accor,_oany a sick family member. The re-
maining two left because t:_ey were uncom#ortab_e and could not adapt to the
shelter situation.
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c)The most frequent positive diary comments involved general remarks or

comments about other persons in the shelter. The most frequent negative comments

focused on complaints about lack of space.

d)Headaches were a common complaint made by the shelterees.

e)Most forms of recreation were either individual or small-group activities,

including reading, knitting, doing school homework, listening to radios,

smoking, talking, and playing games such as cards and checkers. The major

group activity was a 20-minute Saturday evening talent show.

ES IX

a)During ES IX, various individual or small-group recreational activities

existed much of the time. These included such pastimes as guitar playing,

card playing, drawing with crayons, and reading. At 6:00 P.M. Saturday, a

45-minute, shelterwide talent show was held, consisting of card tricks,

singing groups, and joke telling.

b)Headaches were a common complaint made by shelterees.

c)Five sources of discomfort were indicated by one-third or more of the

persons who completed the questionnaire. In order of frequency mentioned,

these items were: poor sleeping conditions, no bathing, space, drinking water,

and no coffee.

d)Twenty-two defections occurred during ES IX. Fifteen left within 24 hours

of entry. Seven of the 22 left to accompany family members who defected.
None defected for medical reasons.

e)Negative diary comments centered on space and fatigue.

f)When asked to list three items considered desirable for a shelter stay, the

top three mentioned by occupants were bedding, food, and recreational items.

g)Various individual or small-group recreational activities existed much of
the time. These included such pastimes as guitar playing, card playing,

drawing, and reading. A talent show was held on Saturday evening.

ESX

a)Headaches were a common complaint among the shelterees.

b)Much restlessness occurred among shelterees.

c)Six major sources of discomfort were lack of bathing, toilets, sleeping

conditions, temperature, smells, and space. Almost one-third of the

shelterees added boredom, dirt, lack of coffee, and noise.

d)Eighty-seven defections occurred in this experiment. Twenty-eight left to

accompany family members. Nine shelterees claimed medical problems for early

exit. Seventy-eight defections were categorized as psychological, attribut-

able to extreme overcrowding in the large central room of the shelter

during the temporary phase, organizational problems of temporary staff manage-

ment, length of the pre-processing phase, and inappropriate preparedness and

attitude.

e)The chief complaint in the diaries was lack of space.

f)Group singing was about the only organized recreational activity during ES X.

However, small group and individual activities existed most of the time.
Such activities included games, card playing, reading, singing, listening to

the radio, coloring and talking.
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g)There were approximately equal numbers of positive and negative scorable

comments on shelteree diaries. There was an increase in positive comments

and a decrease in negative comments as the study progressed.

h)Recreation - Group singing, successful in only a few instances, was about

the only organized activity in ES X. However, small group and individual

activities existed most of the time. Such activities included games

(especially cards), reading, singing, listening to the radio, coloring and
much conversation.

ES Xl

a)Headaches were a common complaint among the shelterees.

b)The percentage of positive responses increased and the percentage of

negative responses decreased as the study progressed.

c)Chief discomfort complaints, listed in order of frequency, were lack of

water for washing, toilet facilities and sleeping difficulties.

d)Eighty-two defections occurred during ES XI. Eleven shelterees left

for medical reasons. Twenty-one left to accompany other defections. The

remaining shelterees left for non-medical reasons such as overcrowding or
uncomfortable temperature.

e)The morale of the shelterees upon exit was fairly high.

f)Recreation - Group singing (by floors) held great interest for the

shelterees. Entertainment by way of skits, talent shows, spelling and history

bees was popular and drew good attention and participation. The bicycle-

operated ventilation fan provided great interest for the children, who

were always lined up for turns. Shelterees listened to radios, especially

ball games and Sunday-morning gospel music. One portable phonograph was

observed, as well as dancing. Besides the radios, other popular individual

activities included card-playing, chess and other games, reading, napping, and

especially conversation. An attempt was made to collect books and magazines to
form a shelter-wide library.

ES XII

a)Headaches were a common complaint made by the shelterees.

b)Lack of space received the highest number of complaints in the diaries.

c)Discomfort complaints, listed in order of frequency, were sleeping
difficulties, temperature, and crowding.

d)Forty-eight defections occurred during ES XII. Nine shelterees left for

medical reasons. Thirteen subjects left to accompany other defectors.

e)There were no formal shelter-wide, or room-wide, recreational activities in

ES XII. A great deal of individual recreation, such as cards, games, radios,

books, and letter writing, took place.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Psychomotor skills suffered no ill effects from confinement.

b)Six factors which one-third or more of the shelterees designated as major

sources of in-shelter discomfort were lack of bathing facilities, chemical

toilets, lack of space, sleeping conditions, uncomfortable temperatures,
and odors.

c)Sleeping was often difficult because of crowding, temperature, and
ventilation.
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d)Diaryanalysisindicatedthatthelowestmoralepointwasreachedin the
middleof aconfinementperiod.
e)Withregardto personalitytesting,noattenuationof mentalabilities,
attentionspan,concentration,ormentalefficiencywasindicatedin test
results.Neitherwerethereanyadverseeffectsonpersonalandsocial
adjustmentscoresasa resultof shelterconfinement.
f)Sheltereesparticipatingin thelongerconfinementstudiesgavelonger
estimatesof endurancefor extendedstaythanthosesheltereesparticipating
in studiesof shorterduration.Estimatesgivenbymenexceededthoseof
thewomenandchildren.

g)Whenaskedif theywouldhavevolunteeredfor anoccupancytesthadthey
knownwhatit wouldbelike, 88%of all respondingshelteressansweredin
theaffirmative,and74%statedthattheywouldvolunteerfor anotherstudy.
h)ESVll throughESXl includedsomeformoforganizedrecreation.Group
singingwasapopularactivityin ESI, If, Ill, IV,VI, VII, X,andXI.
Talentshowswereheldin ESIll, VI,VII, VIII, IXandXI. Aplaywas
givenin ESV. Individualandsmall-groupactivitiessuchascardplaying,
games,reading,listeningto radios,andtalkingtookplace.
i)Difficultiesin efficientperformancebyuntrainedshelterstaff personnel
centeredaround:(1) lackof trainedleadershipexperience,(2) lackof
motivationto carryoutall tasksassigned,(3) impropersectioningof the
shelterpopulation,(4) inabilityor refusalto followMandbookinstructions,
(5) reluctanceto assumeleadershippositions,(6)concernof shelterees
withtheir familiesratherthanwiththeshelterpopulationasawhole,
and(7)difficultiesin communicationbetweenstaff andshelterees.
j)Defectionsresultedfromanumberof variables.Amongthesevariableswere
management,spaceprovision,sheltereeattitude,andenvironmentalausterity.
Defectionswereclassifiedasmedicalor non-medical;therewereamajority
of non-medicaldefections.Outof 3,510shelterees,344sheltereesdefected.
k)Frequentmedicalcomplaintswereheadachesandnausea.
l)Therewerenoseriouspsychologicalproblems.
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FALLOUT SHELTER

Navy Protective Shelter Tests

Navy Medical Research Institute

Bethesda, Maryland

PURPOSE

a)To determine if the shelter, as designed and constructed, will sustain life

and insure an adequate degree of post-shelter physical fitness.

b)To determine the extent of agreement among shelterees on the relative sub-

jective or psychological importance of environmental and interpersonal discom-

fort sources in the prototype shelter.

c)To determine the relative importance of psychological discomfort in terms

of both "acuteness" and "generality" of discomfort.

d)To determine the relationship between relative subjective importance of

discomfort factors over time.

e)To determine the significance of interaction between and among a limited

number of factors which appear of major importance in fallout shelter habit-

ability.

SUBJECTS

a)Two hundred volunteers; no reward offered as an inducement for individuals to

volunteer.

b)Two groups: one group tested in winter (96 recruits and four staff members):

one group tested in summer (96 recruits and eight staff members).

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT (February, 1962 and August, 1962)

Two weeks for each group.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Shelter was a standard, corrugated steel, Navy ammunition magazine; 48' X 25';

buried under 5' of earth.

b)Little room was available for free movement.

c)Bunks, toilet facilities, lO sq. ft. and lO0 cu. ft. space were provided for

each individual.

d)Shelters lacked light, air and humidity.

e)The summer group was not only overcrowded but also experienced temperatures as

high as 87 degrees.

PROCEDURES

a)Subjects had no knowledge of duration of the test.

b)One team in each section, consisting of approximately 12 men, was responsible

for preparing and serving food.

c)Two meals were served daily.

d)No limit was placed on the amount of drinking water a subject could consume.

e)No water was available for washing or shaving during the 2-week period.
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f)Althoughtheshelterstaffwasin directcontactwiththemonitoringstation,
therecruitsubjectshadabsolutelynocontactwiththeoutsideworldduring
the2-weekperiodof theirconfinement.
g)Twodayspriorto enteringtheshelter,thesubjectswereadministeredthe
scaleinvolvingrankingof all 21discomfortsources.
h)Onday2in theshelter,theLikert-typescale,whichtapped13discomfort
factors,wasadministered.
i)Onday7 in theshelter,therankingscalewasadministeredfor thesecond
time.

j)Onday12in theshelter,theLikert-typescalewasadministeredfor the
third time.

VARIABLESSTUDIED

a)Lackof waterforwashing.
b)Lackof privacy.
c)Boredom.
d)Lackof exercise.
e)Lackof organization.
f)Inability to concentrate•
g)Concernabouttheoutside.
h)Inadequateleadership.
i)Odors.
j)Noise.
k)Temperatureandhumidity.
l)Toiletfacilities.
m)Food.
n)Dirt.
o)Behaviorof others.
p)Bunks.
q)Sleepingdifficulty.
r)Crowdingof theshelter.
s)Lightswhileawakeandsleeping.

RESULTS

WINTER TEST

a)Lack of water for washing, food, crowding and dirt constituted the leading
sources of discomfort in descending order•

b)Stress during the period was mainly emotional.
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SUMMER TEST

a)Lack of water for washing remained the leading cause of psychological dis-

comfort, while temperature and humidity ranked second, dirt third, and food
fourth.

b)Stress was more physiological than emotional.

CONCLUSIONS

a)There is an obvious relationship between environmental variables and psy-

chologic response to these factors in determining man's tolerance to shelter

living.

b)Factors in the physical environment ranked ahead of the people per se as

sources of psychological discomfort.

c)The morale and emotional well-being of protective shelter inhabitants

may be equally as important as physical well-being.

d)The five leading discomfort sources in the winter test were food,

lack of water for washing, crowding of the shelter, dirt, and behavior of
others.
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FALLOUT
1959-1960Tests

NavalRadiologicalDefenseLaboaratory
SanFrancisco,California

PURPOSE

Todeterminethefeasibilityof abombandfalloutshelter.
SUBJECTS

a)Twohundredmalesubjects;volunteers;twoexperimentsof lO0subjectseach.
b)1959- 92inmates

5deputysheriffs
3 USNRDLinvestigators

1960- IO0inmates
PERIODSOFCONFINEMENT

a)1959- 2weeks
b)1960- 5days

EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANDPROCEDURES(1959,1960)

TEST FACILITY

25' x 48' arched roof.

OFF DUTY TIME ACTIVITIES (1959)

a)Games at tables.

b)Library service.

c)Record player.

d)Pinochle.

e)Chess.

f)Whist.

g)Movies.

VARIABLES STUDIED (1959, Ig60)

a)All aspects of shelter environment - temperature, humidity, carbon monoxide,

b)Actions and resoonses of subjects.

c)Medical and psychological factors.

TESTS (1959, 1960)

a)Continuous observation made by way of closed circuit TV and audio systems.

b)Recording of medical, environmental and osychological conditions,

c)Questionnaires.
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RESULTS

1959

a)Majordiscomfortswererestrictedwater,lackof space,seatingdiscomfort,
noise,diet, boredom,sleepingconditions,andenvironmentalconditions.
Nobathingorshavingwaspossible.
b)Betweenthefifth andseventhdays,manymentionedthattheywerestartingto
feel tiredandlistlessandwerehavingdifficulty in rememberingdetails.
c)Groupcleanlinesswasa prob]em.
d)Medicalproblemswereminimal.
e)Somelossof weightoccurred,averaging2poundsononedietand4 pounds
onanotherdiet.
f)Astrongmotivationwasmaintainedamongtheinmates,all stronglydesiring
to finishthetest.

g)Questionnairesindicated:
96occupantswouldhavevolunteeredagain
96occupantscouldhavestayedanotherweek
91occupantscouldhavestayedfor another2weeks
88occupantscouldhavestayedfor another3weeks

h)Ashelterorganizationwasformed,partlymandatoryandpartlypermissive.
Inmatesformedthemselvesintogroupswithelectedleadersreportingto shelter
managementpersonnel.

1960
d)Majordiscomfortsin orderof rankwerenoise,ventilation,lackof space,
sleepingconditions,diet, restrictionofwaterfor purposesotherthandrinking.
b)Ageneralloweringof standardsof behaviorwasobservedin thegroup,and
alackof interestuponthepartofmostoccupantsin mattersof civil
defense,whichwasattributedto adeliberatepassiveroleadoptedbythe
sheltercommander.
c)Medicalcomplaintswereinfrequentandminor.Headachesweremostfrequent.
d)Questionnairesindicated:

99of theoccupantsindicatedtheycouldhavestayedfor another
week

92occupantscouldhavestayedfor another2weeks
80occupantscouldhavestayedfor another3weeks
15occupantsindicatedthatoccupancywasadifficult hardship.
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SUBMARINE

Nautilus (1959)
U.S. Naval Medical Research Laboratory

New London, Connecticut

PURPOSE

a)To assess the psychological and psychophysiological effects of living under

the conditions existing during prolonged submergence.

b)To detect subtle changes in the oxygen-carrying capacity of the circulating

blood that might appear as a result of slight alterations in the atmospheric
conditions.

Only the psychological and psychophysiological effects will be reported.

SUBJECTS

a)Thirty men; Navy enlisted men from the crew of the Nautilus.

b)Age: 21-43 years, mean age - 27.3 years.

c)Two groups of 15 men each.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

Two hundred and sixty-five hour dive.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)U.S.S. Nautilus, completely submerged.

b)Atmosphere - 21 volumes percent oxygen.

PROCEDURES

Measurements were taken daily, but only on one of the two groups each day.
The two groups were measured on alternate days.

VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Fatigue

b)Stress

TEST___SS

a)Critical Flicker Frequency.

b)Hand Tremor Test.

c)Self-Rating Scales (sleeping habits, aches, pains, moods, tensions, feelings
toward shipmates, performance efficiency, and interests).

d)Interviews.
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RESULTS

a)Fatlgue
l)Starting about the sixth or seventh day, there was a decrease in the

quality and quantity of sleep.

2)Subjects reported more fatigue on days 2 and 3 than on day l, but on

subsequent days no variations from normal were reported.

3)Dizziness, irritation of eyes, abdominal tensions and difficulty in breath-

ing were reported infrequently and showed no trends in daily ratings.

4)More frequent and severe headaches occurred as mission progressed.

5)Muscular tension became greater during the last 6 days.

b)Stress

I-_ percent of subjects reported unhappy moods during cruise.

2)Twenty percent of subjects reported some difficulty concentrating and

"less over-all efficiency".

3)A deteriorating trend in group morale started the sixth to seventh day.

4)Lowered motivation started the sixth to seventh day.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Optimal adaptation to the submerged conditions occurred during the first

5 to 6 days.

b)Starting from about the sixth to seventh day submerged, the quality of

adaptive processes declined.

c)The trend toward less effective adaptation apparently revised about the

lOth day which might be due to termination of submergence and anticipation
of shore leave.

REFERENCES

BARTON, T.C., and B.B. WEYBREW. 1957.

A short summary of the find_nas of the 265 hour, completely submerged,
habitability cruise made by the U.S.S. Nautilus (SSN571).

U,S. Naval Medical Research Laboratory, New London, Connecticut.
[Report No. 280]
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Psychological and psychophysiological effects of long periods of submergence.
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SUBMARINE

Polaris
U.S. Navy; and Department of Psychiatry

and Behavioral Sciences, University of

Oklahoma Medical Center, Oklahoma City

PURPOSE

To observe behavioral reactions to prolonged submergence.

SUBJECTS

Two crews of 140 volunteers.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT (1964-1965)

Two 6D-day runs.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Submarine; closed ecological system.

b)Five cubic yards of private space per man.

c)Four hundred feet in length and at least 6'4" from deck to overhead

throughout.

PROCEDURES

a)Selection criteria: intelligent; emotionally stable; good physical

condition; results of psychiatric screening and testing.

b)Tasks: domestic chores; operation and maintenance of habitat equipment.

c)Work/rest schedules: two4-hour work shifts daily (6-18 men

worked the same hours).

d)Activities: formal lectures; recreation; movies; books.

e)Communication: only wire service news available.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Behavior as observed and reported by submariners.

b)Adjustment patterns as observed.

RESULTS

BEHAVIOR

a)Sexual interest was exoressed in several ways - pin-up pictures, topic
of conversation.

b)Vulgar language was used frequently.

c)Hostility was released through joking or small feuds between small groups.

d)Pecking orders were established.
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e)Minor anxieties resulted.

f)Headaches and insomnia were the most common somatic complaints.

g)Five percent of the crew of officers were treated for psychological problems,

mainly mild anxiety reactions but ranging to paranoid-schizophrenia.

ADJUSTMENT

Adjustment of the Crew to the Isolation of Prolonged Submergence (Based

on a 90-day Period).

Sta_e of Adjustment Occurrence

Pre-submergence Prior to submergence

(28 days)

Submergence Ist week

"One-quarter-way 2nd-3rd week

Syndrome"

"Half-way Syndrome" 4th-5th week

"Three-quarter-way 6th-7th week

Syndrome"

"Final Week Syndrome"

"Channel Fever"

Docking

8th week

end of 8th week

tie up alongside shore

Psychological Reactions of Crew

Slight elevation of mood which turns

downward just before submergence

Rebounding of mood to mild elation

Depressive trend; increase in sick

call; development of disturbances in

sleep patterns; adolescent gang

behavior leading to 'friendly com-

petition'; evident sexual homor

Low point in mood; feeling of de-

pression pervasive; verbalized com-

plaints; appetite and bowel function

changes, complaints of headache

and muscle aches, difficulty in con-

centration, sleep disturbances;

introspection and intrapersonal

withdrawal; intensely sarcastic humor;

in a few cases loss of normal

circadian clues and reports of brief

depersonalization-like episodes

Sudden elevation of group mood; re-

turn of sexual humor; tendency toward

physical contact possibly in antici-

pation of approaching heteresexual

activity

Majority of_crew continues to show

uplift in mood; some individuals

show a depressive tendency either

because of fear of returning home to

resume social and sexual masculine

role or because of failure to achieve

a self-imposed goal

Hypomanic state in which individual

has sense of well being, of being

capable of an excessive amount of

work, and a feeling of diminished

need for work

Return of mild depressive state;

feeling of fatigue; depression

possibly due to dissolution of crew

group with accompanying friendships

or because of the surrendering of

passive, dependent, womb-like state

which existed onboard ship
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CONCLUSIONS

a)The major operative stresses in the environment which interfere with the

team formation are lack of objective reward for expended efforts, the inability

to communicate with persons in the outside world, the lack of sufficient

personal territory, the nonvariability of physical environmental stimuli,

the concern for the conduct and welfare of the family, and, finally, the
presence of nuclear weapons aboard.

b)The common mode of adjustment to the exotic environment of the Polaris

submarine appears to a depressive one.

REFERENCES

EARLS, J.H. 1969.

Human adjustment to an exotic environment.

Archives of General Psychiatry 20:I17-123.

SERXNER, J.L. 1969.

Sixty days under the sea.

World Medicine, pp. 55-56. January 14.

SERXNER, J.L. 1968.
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
Ames1962Study

AmesResearchCenter,NASA
MoffettField,California

PURPOSE

a)Toevaluatetheperformanceof subjectsonparticulartasks.
b)Toconsiderthestressesproducedbyrestrictedworkspaceandschedules.

SUBJECTS

Twosubjects:aphysiologistandapilot.

PERIODOFCONFINEMENT(April,1962)

Sevendays.

EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANDPROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

A cone shaped capsule: 123 cubic feet of useable space:

two seats, one of which reclined and provided a cot for sleeping.

PROCEDURES

a)Work-rest schedules: 4 hours on-duty and 4 hours off-duty; the subjects

alternated work and rest periods.

b)Performance tasks: information processing; estimation of the rate of a

pointer movement; assessment of mission status; vigilance, pattern dis-

crimination; navigation computation and tracking.

VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Performance was measured by pattern discrimination and information process-

ing.

b)Such factors as time of day, day to day, within shifts, day vs. night shifts,

and complexity of task were considered.

RESULTS

PATTERN DISCRIMINATION

a)Day to day performance tended to improve during the early days of

confinement and became slightly worse at the end.

b)Some variation in performance was related to time of day. Performance

was better during the night and poorer during the day which might be

due to more activity during the day.

c)One subject's performance within shift decrement did not vary significantly
over the confinement, whereas the other subject's performance improved

within shifts for days 2,3,4 and worsened during the last 3 days.
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d)Varyingthepatternsizehadnoeffectonthesubjects'performance.
INFORMATION PROCESSING

a)Individual day to day performance improved as confinement continued.

b)The subjects' performance was affected by the shifts which might be
related to their typical manners of working.

c)Shift differences persisted throughout the mission. The differences
became more pronounced as the mission progressed.

d)Task complexity had no effect.

REALISM

Both subjects knew they were still in the hanger and felt that only

navigation approached realism.

CONCLUSIONS

Performance was maintained throughout the mission. The stresses of the

mission did not affect the subjects' performance.

REFERENCES

PATTON, R.M. 1963.

Behavioral testing during a 7-day confinement: The information processing task.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. 21 pages.
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Behavioral testing during a 7-day confinement: The pattern discrimination
task.
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SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATION

Douglas Space Cabin Simulator

Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.

Missile and Space Systems Division

PURPOSE

To evaluate the selection techniques and training used for the Douglas

Space Cabin Simulator, and to determine the results of confinement.

SUBJECTS

Four subjects: male; college students; age - 21-27 yrs.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

Two runs: a 12-day preliminary run; and a 30-day run.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Space cabin simulator; 12' in diameter, 40' in length.

b)Pressure 7.0 p.s.i.

c)Atmosphere 50% 02, 50% N.

PROCEDURES

a)Work-rest schedule: subjects had the same work-rest cycles, 12 hours awake/8

hours asleep, but different specific work-rest schedules. Subjects one and four

slept from 2400 hours to 0800 hours; subjects two and three slept from 1500 hours

to 2300 hours. All sleep and wake time scheduled.

b)Tasks: subjects maintained cabin systems (CO 2 removal, atmospheric supply and

pressurization, instrumentation, water and waste management, trace contaminant

control, temperature control and air lock operation), and performed Orbiting

Landing Approach Flight Simulator program (simulated surveillance, tracking and

rendezvous in space).

c)Crew selection was based on a detailed biographical questionnaire, individual

interviews by a psychologist, evaluation by a team of psychologists and a

physical examination. Eight subjects from 25 were chosen for good physical health,

well-balanced personality, good social adjustment and education/experience in

engineering, the physical sciences or biological sciences.

d)A 4-week training program of films, lectures and demonstrations and a

4-week on-the-job training in and about the simulator were part of the program.

e)Various psychological tests and extensive interviews were made on the eight

selectees. All personnel involved with the trainees rated them on personal

qualities, leadership ability, social capabilities and training performance.

The trainees participated in eight 3-hour sensitivity training sessions to in-

crease the trainees' awareness of each others' feelings.

f)The four crew members were then selected on the basis of the sensitivity program,

individual psychological tests, group tests, instructor evaluations, individual

interviews and training performance.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

TESTS

a)Individual tests: Wonderlic Personnel Test, academic achievement; Gordon
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Personnel Profile, personality/temperament test; Edwards Personal Preference
Schedule, personality variables; Motivation Analysis Test, personal interests
and drives; Leadership Opinion Questionnaire, structure and consideration;
and Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation, strength of the desire to

give or to receive in three interpersonal areas (inclusion, control, and affection).

b)Group tests: subjects participated in various cooperative and competitive

group games so that psychologists could observe their interaction under

group pressures; they also completed two social preference types of question-
naires.

VARIABLES

a)Selection techniques were measured by the outcome of the mission.

b)The physical and mental condition of the subjects during confinement was

measured by questionnaires, taped diaries, monitors, performance on problem

solving tasks, arithmetic, speech perception, an arm-hand manipulation test,

and individual and group interviews after confinement.

RESULTS

a)All crew members adjusted well to each other in confinement; no serious

hostilities or frictions developed. One interpersonal problem occurred
between the leader and sub-leader over some critical remarks the leader made

to the sub-leader.

b)Crew members consciously avoided any open display of hostility; they treated

irritating conditions with humor to relieve the tension.

c)The crew felt that the outside monitors had not functioned in a professional

manner and had not used the suggestions made by the crew during the 12-day
run. The crew felt the monitors were disinterested and lacked organization.

d)The crew felt that the most valuable part of their traning was the social

sensitivity training program because it made them aware of each others' feelings.

CONCLUSIONS

a)As a result of the thorough selection and training program, it was felt
that any of the subjects could have successfully completed the 30-day confine-

ment without any personal conflicts developing.

b)The crew viewed the program as interesting, challenging and personally

satisfying.

c)The post-isolation group debriefing and individual interviews all indicated
that the crew had derived much personal satisfaction from their experience,
had good group feeling and rapport, and had a strong desire to participate

in subsequent runs.

d)During both runs, the crew was exposed to visiting dignitaries, to news-
paper and magazine reporters and cameramen, and to national TV coverage. All
visitors were impressed by the morale and cohesiveness of the crew.

e)Personal opinion and peer rating forms filled out weekly by the four crewmen
during their confinement indicated that the crew had a friendly and cooper-
ative attitude toward each other and that all had a definitely positive attitude

toward the experiment.
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REFERENCES
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
30-DayMission

GeneralElectric,MissileandSpaceDivision
ValleyForgeTechnologyCenter
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania

PURPOSE

a)To evaluate crew performance and effectiveness.

b)To evaluate the suitability of the gaseous atmosphere.

c)To develop criteria which can be applied to the design of space stations.*

*Only the first objective will be reported.

SUBJECTS

Four subjects: volunteers; age - 28-29 yrs.; three married and one single.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

Thirty days.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Cabin inside a 39' space environment simulator.

b)Inside cabin diameter - 12' 6".

PROCEDURES

a)Subjects selected on the following criteria:

l)Relevant military flying or submarine experience.

2)Technical civilian education and current work assignment.

3)Superior general intelligence.

4)Strong psychomotor coordination.

5)Absence of potentially disabling emotional conflicts.

6)Strong emotional defenses,

7)Psychosocial adaptability.

8)High task and personal motivation.

9)Excellent physical condition.

b)Psychological tests CAlpha Examination; Gurford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey;
AU-L Study of Values; Social Reaction Inventory), interviews, training performance
appraisals, and leadership group discussions were used as techniques of selection.

c)Work/rest cycle - each crew member had the same work/rest cycle, but separate
sleeping hours and schedules.

d)Sleeping period - 6 hours for the first day, later changed to 7 hours because
of undue fatigue.
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e)Performance tasks: higher order mental functions (digit span, mental

arithmetic, number retention); reaction time; eye-han d coordination;

vigilance; rendezvous (rendezvous techniques, rendezvous console, thrust-

ing schedules, rendezvous procedure); and docking.

f)Recreation: tape recorder, books, cards, chess and various other games

provided.

g)Observation: crewmonitored by cameras.

VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Performance as measured by digit span, mental arithmetic, number retention,

reaction time, eye-hand coordination, vigilance, rendezvous and docking.

b)Interpersonal and intragroup relationships as measured by a modification

of the Fiedler Adjective Scale.

c)Emotional stability of the subjects as derived from comments in their
diaries.

RESULTS

MEALS

The men had no complaints about their meals, in fact, they seemed to

enjoy them more at the end of the mission than at the beginning.

PERFORMANCE

a)Higher order mental functions: digit span remained stable; arithmetic

tasks produced differences between subjects, some remaining stable, others

improving slightly; number retention produced little change in performance

over the 30 days.

b)Reaction time: no significant change in performance.

c)Eye-hand coordination: performance improved on this task during confinement.

d)Vigilance: day to day variability in performance of two tasks - 'meters only'

and 'green-off'; no decrements occurred under warning formats.

e)Rendezvous and docking were successfully performed by all subjects.

INTERPERSONAL INTRAGROUP RELATIONS

a)A continuous increase in intragroup psychological distance was noted as mission

progressed.

b)Group structure broke down.

c)Subjects tended to remain to themselves during confinement.

d)Group cohesiveness measured over an 80-day span (30 days pre, 30 days

during and 20 days post) was maximum on day 16 prior to entry, followed by

a decline to the lowest point on the 29th day of the mission. A sharp increase

took place on the 29til day of the mission and on the second day of post-mission.
and continued to increase throughout post-mission period.

EMOTIONAL STABILITY

a)The 30-day confinement tended to increase the variability for the

group in terms of self perception and interpersonal perception.

b)The crew members' concept of sel_ became more stable on an individual
basis.

c)Crew members maintained psychological stability.
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CONCLUSIONS

a)Allsubjectsshowedincreasedself-assessmentstabilityoverthecourse
of the30days.
b)Performancewasmaintainedat ahighlevelthroughoutthemission.
c)It appearsthatthesubjects,experiencingsharplycurtailedsocial
stimulation,turnedinwardto themselvesandwereableto usetheirown
emotionaldefensesto sustainthemselves.

REFERENCES

GENERAL ELECTRIC. 1964.

Space station system simulation: Results of a 4 man/30-day mission

simulation program.

Valley Forge Space Technology Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

[Document No. 64SD679]
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
LunexII (1966)

HoneywellLunexII
Minneapolis, Minnesota

PURPOSE

To show results of the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory (MMPI) in determining

the behavior and psychological evaluation of crew performance.

SUBJECTS

a)Two subjects served as scientists/engineers.

b)Subjects were male, married, aged 38 and 34 and in excellent health.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT (1966)

Eighteen days.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

Lunar vehicle simulator with free volume of If5'.

TASK

Simulated lunar rock collection and rescue and repair tasks in an inflated

full pressure suit in the area adjacent to the simulator.

MMPI

a)Administered as part of the behavioral and psychological evaluation of crew

performance.

b)Administered on the first day in the lunar vehicle and on the last day 4

hours before the termination of the study.

RESULTS

a)Operator's results suggested decreased effectiveness in censoring negative
self descriptions, increased social needs, and less impulse control.

b)The second subject, operator two, showed a decrease in feelings of well being

and a tendency to develop physical complaints under stress.

CONCLUSIONS

a)In comparing the profiles of the two individuals, the results indicated that

operator one accumulated and dissipated reactive inhibitors more rapidly

than operator two.

b)On continuous performance tasks the error of operator one would exceed those

of operator two, while on distributed performance tasks the error scores and
reaction times for operator one would be less than those of operator two.
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SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATION

Manned Orbiting Laboratory

(MOL)

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine

Aerospace Medical Division
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

PURPOSE

To evaluate the effects of work/rest schedules compounded by sleep

deprivation on crew performance.

SUBJECTS

a)Twenty subjects: paid volunteers, who had just completed basic training.

There were two subjects on each run.

b)Results are based only on 13 subjects; seven subjects terminated.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT (Jan. 1965 - April 1967)

Ten 12-day runs.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Two B-52 photo pods were mounted on top of each other. The living

area had a cot, card table, chair, eating facilities, and a commode.

The working area contained psychomotor test equipment.

PROCEDURES

a)Work/rest schedules: both subjects on each run were on the same work/rest

schedule with alternating rest periods. Work/rest schedules:

Run Number Work/Rest Schedule

l 4/2

2 4/4

3 16/8

4 4/2

5 4/4

6 16/B

7 4/2

B 4/4

9 4/4

lO 16/8

b)The 12 days were divided into 3 sections: basic schedule effect - days

l through 7: sleep deprivation - days 8 through lO (subjects worked con-

tinuously with no sleep); and recovery - days II and 12.

c)Performance tasks: Complex Coordinator; Multidimensional Pursuit Test;

The Neptune (vigilance meters, short term memory, arithmetic, tracking);

Multiple Reaction Time Task; Complex Discrimination Time Test.

d)Relationships between subjects and the staff were intentionally made imper-

sonal and casual.
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TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)The effects of work/rest schedules and sleep deprivation on:

performance as measured by Complex Coordinator, Multidimensional
Pursuit Test, The Neptune (vigilance meters, short term memory,
arithmetic, tracking), Multiple Reaction Time Task, and Complex
Discrimination Reaction Test.

b)Sleep as reported by the subjects on a reporting form.

RESULTS

PERFORMANCE

a)Subjects on the 16/8 schedule performed the poorest on day I. All schedules

showed progressive decrements during sleep deprivation. By day I0, subjects
on the 16/8 schedule were performing better than subjects on the 4/4 schedule
and subjects on the 4/4 schedule were performing better than subjects on the 4/2
schedule. During the recovery period, subjects on the 16/8 schedule performed
better than subjects on the other two schedules on four tasks - vigilance,
arithmetic, tracking and Complex Coordinator.

b)No significant time of day effects were reported.

c)All schedules showed learning,

SLEEP

a)Subjects on the 16/8 schedule reported consistent sleep patterns across days
and in comparison to each other, whereas subjects on the 4/4 and 4/2 schedules

reported large differences across days and in comparison to each other.

Su}n_nery of anal!lscs of varianrc (d.e, ys x schetbdcs interaction anly)

Schedule Sleep depriw,tion Recovery

(days 1 - 7) (d_ys 8 - ]0) (day. II - 12)

Neptune

Vigilance

Arltbmetic

Tracking

Short-term memory

Complex Coordinator

Multiple Reaction Time

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

P < .05"

NS

NS

NS

NS

P < .005

C>B>A

NS

P < .0I

c > t "_

P < .65

C>A>B

P < .001

C>B>A

NS

P < .005

C>( B
tA

NS

A m 4/2 Bchedu}¢.

B = 4/4 schedule.

c = I$/8 _ch,.6u_e.

°Sul_J_t_ on tLe 16/_ ,_hedule _ertormed Ai_niflcantl_ _<_r_r on d_ 1 onl_ _._ _n t_.o ot the

four variation_ (_eveh} only.

CONCLUSIONS

a)All schedules showed learning curves.
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b)There were no differences in performance as a function of work-rest schedules

so long as schedules were the only experimental manipulation.

c)All schedules showed progressive decrements during sleep deprivation.

d)Subjects in the 16/8 schedule performed better during sleep deprivation.

e)All schedules showed rapid and substantial recovery from sleep deprivation.

f)The 16/8 schedule provided the best recovery.

g)Subjects showed substantial improvements by the end of the first day, even

though they returned to a demanding schedule. It should be noted that recovery

was not as complete on the 4/2 schedule.

h)Large individual differences were seen in subjects whose schedules required

interrupted sleep.

REFERENCES

HARTMAN, B.O., and G.K. CANTRELL. 1967.

MOL: Crew performance on demanding work/rest schedules compounded by sleep

deprivation.

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas.
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SPACEFI_IGHTSIMULATION
!lartinI1arietta(1962)

rlartin Marietta Aerospace Group - Space

Systems Division, Baltimore, Maryland

PURPOSE

To evaluate the effects of long term simulated lunar flights on crew
performance.

SUBJECTS

a)Four subjects: three-man crew and a communicator; age - 31-38 years.

b)Only the three crew men were confined.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

a)Two 75-hour runs - Flight I and II (June 5-8, June 19-23, 1962).

b)One 163.5-hour run - Flight III (July 6-12, 1962).

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)The test facility was divided into the following areas: a main vehicle simu-

lator; a one-man excursion vehicle simulator; a control room; and the analog
facilities.

b)The main vehicle simulator was divided into a flight deck, sleeping area,

off-duty area, toilet, a maintenance and response area, and galley.

PROCEDURES

a)Work/rest cycles: Flight I - a 24-hour cycle, 8 hours of uninterrupted

sleep, lO hours of on-duty time, and 6 hours of off-duty time mixed with on-

duty time; Flight II and Ill - a 26-hour cycle, two 4-hour sleep periods,
lO hours of work, 8 hours of relaxation.

b)Tasks: flight control tasks; system monitoring; management tasks; naviga-

tional tasks; time estimation; and reaction time.

c)Crew training and evaluation: knowledge and practice of simulator operating

procedures and flight control tasks; collection of baseline data (preflight)

on all tasks; medical evaluation; and psychological examination (Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale, Rorschach Projective Test, and interviews).

d)Recreation: music system; inflight exercise program.

e)Job assignments:

FLIGHT I FLIGHT II FLIGHT III

Pilot A - engineer Pilot A - commander Pilot A - navigator
Pilot B -_avigator Pilot B - engineer Pilot B - commander
Pilot C - commander Pilot C - navigator Pilot C - engineer
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TEST AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Performance as measured by the flight control tasks, system tasks, detection

of malfunctions, navigational tasks, time estimation, and reaction time.

b)Behavior as measured by subjective reports, taped crew conversations, and

the psychological evaluation tests .and interviews.

c)Physical condition of the crew as measured every 6 to 8 hours and the

medical evaluation.

RESULTS

PERFORMANCE

a)No serious decrements in performance occurred. The crew experienced some

difficulties due to insufficient training.

b)There was an increase in performance levels between Flights I and II due to

familiarization and revised crew checklists.

c)No decrements in estimating time were recorded.

d)There were no discernable performance decrements due to duty cycles, but it

was felt that the 26-hour cycle was superior to the 24-hour cycle. The crew

felt that long sustained duty periods in excess of 4 hours made the monitoring

tasks more difficult.

BEHAVIOR

a)Time estimation and reaction time tasks did not indicate any stress due to

confinement or sensory deprivation.

b)The crew experienced no full adaptation to either the 24-hour or 26-hour

cycles.

c)Generally, the crew felt the food was well prepared and enjoyable.

d)Although there were no gross psychological or personality problems,

irritability increased as the mission progressed.

PHYSICAL CONDITION

a)Flight I - crew members were fatigued due to duty cycles.

b)No serious medical problems arose.

CONCLUSIONS

a)The crew maintained an adequate level of performance.

b)The results of numerous psychophysiological tests of the crew indicated
no abnormal stress reaction due to prolonged confinement of the mission.

c)The success of this mission was due to the crew being professional aviators

interested in space flight problems.

d)The authors felt that the greater the training and preparation for the

flight the less chance there would be for flight difficulties.

e)Length of flight (up to 7 days) did not appear to be a factor in preci-

pitating disturbances in the personality or social spheres with the crew

members who participated in each of the flights.
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
MannedEnvironmentalSystem
Assessment(MESA)

TheBoeingCompany
Seattle,Washington

PURPOSE

Toevaluateaclosedoperatinglife supportsystem.Onlytheeffectsof
confinementoncrewbehavior during MESA II will be discussed since MESA I

was aborted after 4 I/2 days due to toxicological problems.

PERIOD OF CONFINE_NT (March 2 - April l, 1964)

Thirty days.

SUBJECTS

a)Five subjects: age - 26-36 yrs.; two subjects were supplied by NASA and three

were Boeing employees.

b)Two of the men from Boeing participated in the 4-day manned run of the 17-

day integrated pre-test, which was run to provide the necessary confidence in

the life support system to conduct the 30-day mission.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

Altitude chamber, a closed life support system.

PROCEDURES

a)Work/rest cycle: 4 hours off-duty and B hours on-duty.

b)Training: The subjects spent 3 weeks prior to the mission on system familiar-

ization, pre-test medicals and behavioral testing.

c)Tasks: monitoring and maintenance of equipment; maintenance of medical and

nutritional records.

TEST AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Performance as measured by tracking, monitoring and time estimation tasks.

b)Psychological factors as measured by NRL Scale, Myers Scale, Subjective

Stress Scale, Hostility Scale and a questionnaire to assess group annoyances,

efficiency of thought, unusual visual and auditory experiences, restlessness,

physical complaints, time tedium, lonesomeness, and worry.

RESULTS

PERFORMANCE

a)Tracking tasks - no significant changes.
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b)Monitoringtasks- someimprovementasconfinementprogressed.
c)Timeestimation- nosignificantchanges.

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

a)The crew developed a negative attitude toward the behavioral assessment

program.

b)The confinement was not stressful to the crew.

c)One incident of tension headache and vomiting took place.

d)No perceptual aberrations occurred and decrements in the visual field were
not significant.

e)Annoyances increased as did personal friction, irritability and hostility.

f)Subjects felt less happy, comfortable, and satisfied during confinement.

g)Time passed slowly.

h)There was an increasing dislike for the experimenters.

i)Speech and memory facilities remained constant and subjects did not fantasize.

j)Food, the behavior of others, noise, the toilet facilities, worries about
the outside and boredom bothered the crew most.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Overall, the crew handled the confinement well.

b)There were no serious decrements in performance.

c)The subjects were able to adapt to the confinement; it was not particularly
stressful for the crew.

d)The behaviorai problems that existed were the result of Doer motivation on

the part of the crew.

e)The author suggested that extensive crew selection and training should be

considered when planning future long term tests in order to obtain motivated
individuals.
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
90-DayMission

AdvanceBiotechnologyandPowerDepartment
McDonnellDouglasAstronauticsCompany
HuntingtonBeach,California

PURPOSE

Toevaluatethefollowingin aclosedecologicalsystem:performanceof
life supportsystem;ability of crewto operateandmaintainthesystems;
andtherequirementsfor maintainingthecrew'sphysiologicalandpsycho-
logicalwe]l-beingin orderto performmissiondutiesefficiently.*
* Onlytheability of thecrewto operateandmaintainthesystemsandthe
requirementsformaintainingthecrew'spsychologicalwell-beingwill be
reported.

SUBJECTS

Foursubjects:graduatestudents;volunteers;age- 22-31yrs.

PERIODOFCONFINEMENT(completedSept.II, 1970)

Ninetydays.

EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANDPROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)A double-walled horizontal cylinder which was used as a space station

simulator/closed life support system.

b)One hundred percent oxygen environment obtained from liquid derived oxygen.

c)The chamber was divided into an equipment room and crew living area, separated

by an acoustic barrier.

PROCEDURES

a)Work/rest cycles: two crewmen up/two crewmen down schedule. Sleeping

period: crewmen one and two - 2300 to 0700 hours; crewmen three and four -
1300 to 2100 hours. Crewmen had at least 3 hours of free time each day.

b)Selection criteria: crew members who pbssessed the following qualities-

scientific and technical skills and capabilities, emotional maturity and mission

motivation, good physical health, ability to withstand isolation, leadership

identification, and crew compatibility. Eight subjects were selected after

extensive screening and objective and psychological testing. These eight

subjects were subjected to an extensive training program of lectures, demonstra-

tions and practice sessions. The final crew selection was based on the observa-

tions made during training on group formation, the training results, psychological

data, subsystem knowledge and health data.

c)Tasks: maintain, monitor and repair the life support system; everyday tasks

of living, eating and sleeping; additional tasks which included onboard

experiments and other support experiments.

d)Recreation: exercise program, ex. bicycle; TV; radio; film; books; writing

materials; art supplies; board games; cards; dice; tapes; cameras and film;

musical instruments; and pico-projector library.
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TESTSANDVARIABLESSTUDIED

a)Performanceasmonitoredbytelevisioncameras,microphones,computerreadouts,
displayof simulatorparametersoutsidethechamberandcommunicationlinks.
b)Psychomotordevices- theLangleyResearchCenterComplexCoordinator,
theCriticalTaskTesterExperiment,andtheResponseAnalysisTester;
andefficiencyin maintaining,monitoringandrepairingthelife support
systemof thesimulator.
c)CognitiveperformanceasmeasuredbyaDescriptiveSentenceTest.
d)Sleepbehaviorasmeasuredbyasleepquestionnaire,electroencephalographic,and
electroculographicrecordingstakenfrom39nightsof sleepdividedbetweentwo
crewmen.
e)SubjectivemoodsasmeasuredbythePrimaryAffectScale,theHostility
Scale,theGroupConfinementInventory,theSubjectiveStressScale,andthe
isolationSymptomatologyQuestionnaire.
f)Crewpersonalitychangesasprojectedin theRorschachInkblotTest.
g)Crewreactionto theenvironmentasmeasuredbytheHabitabilityInventory
Questionnaire.
h)InterpersonalbehaviorastestedbytheSociometricTest,theIBRPersonal
SpaceMeasure,TVcameras,microphones.Verbalinteractionandcrewlocation
andactivitywereobservedbycamerasandmicrophonesto assessgroup
cohesiveness.

RESULTS

PERFORMANCE

a)No serious degradations in performance were recorded; in fact, there was a trend

to slight improvement as the mission progressed.

b)All scheduled tasks were completed, except those deleted because of
conflicts with maintenance tasks.

c)Maintenance and repair task performance were maintained at a high level

throughout the mission.

d)The crew used initiative and creativity in making repairs.

e)An improvement in time requirement to perform tasks continued throughout
the mission.

COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE

Performance remained at a high level for all crewmen throughout the
mission.

SLEEP BEHAVIOR

a)Variability existed in sleep duration throughout the mission for all
crewmen. Sleep quality showed a tendency toward disruption.

b)A gradual increase in sleep time occurred during the first 30 days. The
two crewmen who changed their diurnal cycles presented a greater lag in this

gradual sleep time increase.

SUBJECTIVE MOODS

a)Crew morale was good except for a period of I0 days about two-thirds of
the way through the mission. This decline in morale was caused by a lack
of stimulating activity and a decreased mission task schedule.
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b}There were periods of mild hostility for all crewmen.

c)The mission did not produce severe psychological stress in the crewmen.

d)Anxiety levels remained constant. Tedium, unreality, and contemplation

varied among the crewmen.

e)Negative reactions to confinement were infrequent.

f)The mission was not a particularly happy or pleasurable experience for the
crew. Level of happiness varied little throughout the mission. There were

no significant changes for crewmen concerning anger.

CREW PERSONALITY CHANGES

Significant personality changes occurred in three of the four crewmen.

Crewman l - emotional control improved.

Crewman 2 - personal tension increased although basic anxie_es decreased.

Crewman 3 - showed symptoms of anxiety and tension. He did not trust the test
and would not take the second one.

Crewman 4 - affectional need increased, but basic anxiety was reduced.

CREW REACTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT

a)Complaints were rare. The habitability provisions were acceptable to
the crew.

b)The most used recreational materials were TV, books, writing materials, and

music. The least used materials were cards, dice and games in which competition
is a factor.

I'NTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR

a)Interpersonal differences were minor. No serious hostilities developed, and

those that did develop usually concerned an operational omission.

b)There was no friction between crewmembers and support personnel.

c)Little group cohesiveness developed. Relationships among crewmembers were

characterized as close-working, professionally motivated, impersonal, and
noninteractive.

CONCLUSIONS

CREW PERFORMANCE

a)The training program should be flexible with respect tO schedule and subject

matter for long duration simulations of this type.

b)Cohesion training was effective in reducing the frequency and severity of inter-
crew difficulties.

c)Performance of the crew was excellent in accomplishing the normal operation

of the systems and in the successful completion of the main repair and
maintenance tasks.

STAFF SELECTION

Selection of the outside staff was by all measures successful.

HABITABILITY EVALUATION

Factors have been indentified which may be crucial to the acceptability of a
habitat. These are: crew motivation, crew adaptability, duration of habitat
utilization, and initial accepteb_lity of accommodations.
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BEHAVIORAL PROGRAM

a)Although reported intercrew hostility was minimal, few interpersonal relations

developed.

b)Subjects were unusually lethargic and required increasing amounts of sleep.

c)The minimal behavioral effects noted during this 90-day test did not provide
sufficient information to permit extrapolation to missions of greater duration.
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SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATION

Project Hope
Human Factors Research Department, Lockheed-

Georgia, Marietta, Georgia; and Aerospace

Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base, Ohio.

PURPOSE

To evaluate the effects of work-rest cycles on performance and attitude
variables.

SUBJECTS

SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS

Study Characteristics

Work/rest cycle 16 college students tested around-the-clock

for 96 hours. Schedules used were 2/2, 4/4, 6/6,

and 8/8. Subjects not confined.

Work/rest ratio 20 college students tested for 96 hours.

Schedules used were 4/2 (N = lO) and 6/2 (N = lO).
Subjects not confined.

Operation 360 II combat ready Air Force personnel (B-52 crew

members) tested for 15 days on 4/2 schedule while

confined to the crew compartment.

HOPE II 5 cadets and l newly graduated officer from

the Air Force Adacemy tested for 15 days on 4/2

schedule while confined to crew compartment.

HOPE Ill lO newly graduated pilots (Air Force officers)

tested for 30 days on 4/4 schedule while confined.

HOPE IV 4 graduates and 6 cadets from the Air Force

Academy tested for 12 days on a 4/4 schedule

with 44 hours without sleep imposed on days 6
and 7 of confinement.

HOPE V 5 Air Force Academy graduates and 5 newly graduated

Air Force pilots, otherwise same as HOPE IV.

HOPEs VI & VII 12 newly graduated Air Force pilots tested for

12 days on a 4/2 schedule with 40 hours without

sleep imposed on days 6 and 7 of confinement.

PERIOD OF TESTS (1956-1962)

a)Six 96-hour runs (work/rest cycle and work/rest ratio)

b)Four 12-day runs (Hope IV, Hope V, Hope VI, Hope VII)

c)Three 15-day runs (Hope II, Operation 360)

d)One 30-day run (Hope Ill) Subjects believed duration was to be 40 days.
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EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANDPROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Subjects were confined or unconfined as stated in experiment description.

b)Confinement was in a simulated advanced aerospace system crew compartment,

divided into a five-station work area, a leisure area, and a sleeping area.

c)No outside telephone communication was available.

PROCEDURES

a)Work/rest schedules tested:

96-hour runs

Operation 360

HopeII

HopeIll

HopeV

2 runs, 4 hours on-duty and 2 hours off-duty:

2 runs, 6 hours on-duty and 2 hours off-duty:

2 runs, 2 subjects randomly assigned to l of

the 4 work/rest cycles - 2 hours on-duty and

4 hours off-duty; 6 hours on-duty and 6 hours

off-duty; 8 hours on-duty and 8 hours off-

duty.

4 hours on-duty and 2 hours off-duty.

4 hours on-duty and 2 hours off-duty.

4 hours on-duty and 4 hours off-duty.

4 hours on-duty and 4 hours off-duty.

4 hours on-duty and 4 hours off-duty.

4 hours on-duty and 2 hours off-duty.

4 hours on-duty and 2 hours off-duty.

b}Sleep deprivation: during the sixth and seventh days of Hope IV and Hope V,

each subject remained awake and worked II consecutive 4-hour duty periods.

During Hope VI and VII, the procedure was similar but subjects worked only 40
hours instead of 44 without rest. Supplemental tasks (the Ohio State Psycholo-

gical Test and the Matrices and Mathematical Programming Test) and two programmed

texts, "The Analysis of Behavior" and "Matrices and Mathematical Programming",

were employed during the sleep deprivation periods.

c)Subjects received program orientation and training.

d)Performance tasks included arithmetic computation, warning lights and probabi-

lity monitoring, and auditory vigilance. Pattern discrimination was used as a

performance task in the 96-hour runs and in Operation 360. Code lock solving

and target identification, which are group performance tasks, were added tasks

during Hope II-VII. Each 2-hour work span was divided into low, intermediate

or high performance demands.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

96-HOUR RUNS

a)Effect of work/rest cycles on performance was measured by arithmetic computa-

tion, pattern discrimination, warning lights and probability monitoring, and

auditory vigilance.

b)Subject's general activity and attitudes were also studied in the multi-

schedule runs. General activity was observed by the experimenter and recorded

in his logbook. Attitudes concerning food, comfort of the work station, sleep-

ing quarters, and the subject's adjustment of his schedule were subjectively

measured by questionnaires.
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OPERATION 360

Effect of work/rest cycles on performance was measured by arithmetic computation,

warning lights and probability monitoring, pattern discrimination, and auditory

vigilance.

HOPE II AND Ill

Effect of work/rest cyc|es on performance was measured by arithmetic computation,

warning lights and probability monitoring, auditory vigilance, target identifica-

tion, code lock solving and as recorded in the experimenter's logs.

HOPE IV, V, Vl, AND VII

a)Effect of work/rest cycles and sleep loss on performance was measured by
arithmetic computation, warning lights and probability monitoring, auditory
vigilance, target identification and code-lock solving which was recorded in the

experimenter's logbooks,

b)Psychophysiological factors were studied in most of the experiments but will

not be reported.

RESULTS

PERFORMANCE

a)No significant performance differences were noted for subjects in the 96-hour

experiments in which subjects were on one of four work/rest cycles - 2 hours

oh and 2 hours off, 4 hours on and 4 hours off, 6 hours on and 6 hours

off, 8 hours on and 8 hours off; but on the basis of subject preference and

overall adjustment the 2-hour and 4-hour cycles were superior to the 6-hour

and 8-hour cycles.

b)In the other 96-hour runs the performance levels for the 4 hours on and 2

hours off schedule and the 6 hours on and 2 hours off schedule did not show

that either schedule was superior. The study did suggest from the poor sleep-

ing habits of the subjects on the 6 hours on and 2 hours off schedule that

continued confinement would have resulted in severe performance decrements.

c)No consistent patterns between subjects concerning their performance

level were evident in Operation 360. Some subjects had decrements in

performance whereas other subjects did not. There were well marked diurnal

rhythms in performance levels. It was felt that the test conditions had

less adverse effects on those with a higher level of motivation.

d)In the Hope IV-Vll studies performance levels were higher for subjects
on the 4 hours on and 4 hours off schedule than for subjects on the

4 hours on and 2 hours off schedule.

e)The period of sleep loss during the Hope IV-VII studies resulted in signi-

ficant decrements in performance. Sleep deprivation produced greater decrements

in performance during Hope VI and VII which used the 4 hours on and 2

hours off schedule than during Hope IV and V which used the 4 hours on and 4

hours off schedule.

CREW BEHAVIOR

HOPE II-VII

a)Initially, subjects had difficulty in falling asleep quick enough in order

to efficiently use off-duty time. However, most subjects reported adaptation

after 3 to 4 days.

b)In Hope II and Hope Ill, subjects were generally able to stay alert on the

job after the first 3 to 4 days.
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c)Suchphysicaldiscomfortsassorenessof bodyparts,headaches,feelingsof
nausea,soreeyes,coldsymptoms,andfootirritationswerecommoncomplaints.
d)DuringHopeII andIII subjects'logsnotedthatafewconflictsbetweencrew
membersoccurredearlyin themissiondueto fatigueandsleepiness.During
HopeIV-VIIthereweremoreconflictsaftertheperiodof sleeploss. However,
subjectsindicatedandexperimenterobservationsconfirmedthatthenatureof
conflictswassuchthat"missioneffectiveness"wouldnothavebeencompromised.
e)Subjectsbecameboredwiththeirwork.
f)Majoroff-dutyactivitieswere:
HopeII - sleepingandpersonalhygiene.
HopeIll - reading,letterwriting,games,sleeping,andpersonalhygiene.

g6-HOURS RUNS (with the 2/2, 4/4, 6/6, and 8/8)

a)No differences related to work/rest cycles for states of alertness, fatigue

or adaptability were reported.

b)There was a great deal of conversation between subjects and experimenters.

c)Off-duty activities were:

sleeping - 70% of the time.

eating - 12% of the time.

reading, playing cards or relaxing - 18% of the time.

d)Several subjects expressed resentment toward the experimental routine.

e)Subjects on the 2-hour and 4-hour cycles maintained their motivation

to continue better than subjects on the 6-hour or 8-hour cycles.

f)The 6-hour and 8-hour subjects developed a negative attitude toward

the experiment which would have resulted in performance decrements if the
confinement had continued.

OPERATION 360

a)Four subjects were able to get enough sleep in this experiment but one

could not adjust to the sleeping schedule. He reported much suffering from

sleep deprivation as the confinement progressed.

b)Four of the subjects felt they could have continued in confinement inde-

finitely.

c)Five of the six subjects in the second group tested (a volunteer group) said

that they could have performed their normal (B-52 crewman) duties on the 4/2
schedule.

CONCLUSIONS

a)The results suggest that the test conditions have less adverse effects on

subjects who are highly motivated.

b)With proper selection of personnel for sleep adaptability, the 4/4 schedule can

be followed indefinitely and the 4/2 schedule for fifteen days. The 4/4 schedule

permits essentially normal performance responses in relation to stresses such as

sleep loss.

MAJOR METHODOLOGICAL FINDINGS

a)Asymptotic levels of performance on the battery of tasks were achieved after

approximately 48 hours of performance.

b)The test-retest reliabilities of the tasks were quite high.
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c)Withtheexceptionof thosemeasuresrepresentingassessmentsof thesame
functionin twodifferentwaysor undertwodifferentconditions,thetaskswere
essentiallyorthogonal.
d)The tasks can be used to confront the operator with a substantial range of

workloads, from the relatively light to the extremely heavy.

e)A variety of observational measures (ratings of alertness by experimenters,

subject diaries, etc) were found to be of assistance in the on-going con-

duct of the experiments and the maintenance of equipment, but of little or

no other value.
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SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATION

SAM (2-Man)

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine

Aerospace Medical Division

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

PURPOSE

To evaluate the psychological and behavioral effects of confinement in a

spaceflight simulator.

SUBJECTS

Eighteen subjects: all rated pilots; two men in each mission

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT (1960)

a)Two 30-day runs.

b)Six 17-day runs.

c)One 14-day run.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Space capsule simulator.

b)Two 30-day flights at 18,000 ft.

c)Four 17-day flights at 33,500 ft.

d)Two 17-day flights at ground level.

e)One 14-day flight at 18,000 ft.

f)No outside communication.

PROCEDURES

a)Tasks: management of logistic aspects of flight (waste disposal, food

preparation and recycling of fluids); monitor and control internal

environment (manage cabin pressure, oxygen concentration, carbon dioxide

level, and humidity); and operation of psychomotor tasks (tasks such as

monitoring, discrimination, encoding, decoding, arithmetic and problem solving).

b)Selection: no psychiatric selection to match compatible individuals.

Subjects were given psychiatric evaluations as part of their overall
medical evaluation.

c)Work/rest schedules: psychomotor tasks for 2 to 3 hour periods during the

day and 5 hours during the night for an average of II or 12 hours a day. Subjects

were able to sleep for five straight hours during the night. When not manning

the psychomotor tasks, subjects monitored and controlled the internal environment

and managed the logistic aspects of the mission. There was not much time for

rest during the day.
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VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Behavior was measured by pre-and post-flight psychiatric tests and by

inflight observations by TV, concealed microphones, and diaries.

b)Interaction was measured by pre- and post-flight psychiatric tests and

inflight observations by TV, concealed microphones, and diaries.

c)Performance was measured by the psychomotor tasks - monitoring,

discrimination, encoding, decoding, arithmetic, and problem sloving.

RESULTS

PERFORMANCE

a)Proficiency in performance varied from one flight to another.

b)During some flights performance remained at a stable level, whereas

in other flights performance decreased.

BEHAVIOR

a!No perceptual aberrations were noted.

b)Somatic symtoms occurred occasionally.

c)The monotony of the experiment caused reminiscing, fantasizing,
and drowsiness.

d)There was a tendency for subjects to become disoriented as to day

_:_ :_i;_t t!_:e.

e)The men tended to curse and tell jokes to relieve tension.

f)Crew adjustment to work/rest schedules was achieved in 5 to 21 days.

g)There were no serious emotional changes.

INTERACTION

a)Interpersonal tensions varied in the flights. Only one crew was free
of interpersonal tensions.

b)Feelings of irritation were often present when the men were fatigued.

Most interpersonal irritations and tensions were suppressed, but usually
expressed unconsciously or in the men's diaries.

c)Subjects refrained from expressing their hostilities because of their
motivation to have a successful mission.

d)There were some negative feelings toward the ground control.

CONCLUSIONS

a)No serious problems arose due to confinement and isolation.

b)Although there was friction and tension between individuals, mission

goals were sufficient to prevent any serious overt hostilities.

c)Monotony seemed to be a major problem.
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SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATION

60-day (1968)

Advance Biotechnology and Power Department

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

Santa Monica, California

PURPOSE

To evaluate the physiological, behavioral and man-machine problems during

a 60-day confinement study and their effects on crew behavior.

SUBJECTS

Four subjects: college students; volunteers; age - 22-28 yrs.

Subject Age Marital Status Current Field
of Study

I

II

III

IV

z6

28

z5

ZZ
i

I

Single

Single

Married

Single

Psychology

Oriental Philosophy

Music

Z ool ogy

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT (Completed April 19, 1968)

Sixty days.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Cyclindrical chamber, 12 feet in diameter and 40 feet long.

b)Closed life support system.

PROCEDURES

a)Work/rest schedule: two men on duty at all tlmes. Each man was scheduled

to have 8 hours of sleep a day. The schedule could be modified for un-

scheduled maintenance or other activities.

b)Tasks: domestic chores; operation, maintainance and monitoring of life

support system; perceptual motor tasks; and behavioral tests.

c)Selection cirteria: age 21-30; good health; above average intelligence.

The final selection of four subjects and two alternates was based on pro-

ficiency during training and/or psychological evaluations. Such factors

as individual motivation to ensure mission success, individual grasp of

program objectives, proficiency in learning subsystems and equipment, and

ability to function as part of the crew were taken into consideration in
the final selection.

d)Training: altitude chamber'indoctrination; space station operations;

biomedical monitoring; personal hygiene; food preparation; physical

fitness; first aid; communications; housekeeping; group dynamics; be-

havioral testing and behavioral testing equipment; human anatomy and

physiology; and design philosophy for man-machine control systems.
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TEST AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Habitability assessment of the simulator was measured by a habitability scale

which measured the annoyance level of such items as noise, dirt, bunks, bore-

dom, etc.

b)Crew performance was measured by the Perceptual-Motor Performance Console
which included lO tests: arm hand steadiness, finger dexterity, manual

dexterity, response orientation, control precision, multilimb coordination,

rate control, perceptual speed, reaction time, and mirror tracing.

c)Crew motion characteristics were recorded by photoelectric relays.

d)Ability to receive remote instruction was evaluated from proficiency on a

speed reading course.

e)Behavioral dynamics of personal interactions were measured by crew inter-

action scales/questionnaires and by the Isolation Symptomatology Questionnaire,

the Group Confinement Inventory, the Primary Affect Scale, and the Subjective

Stress Scale (SSS).

f)The crew was monitored by one-way view ports, moving TV cameras, and an

intercom system.

RESULTS,

HABITABILITY

a)The mean annoyance value for all items was 0.77 which indicates less than

"very little" annoyance.

b)The ratings changed little over the period of testing. The most irritating
features of the testwere sleeplessness, food, and noise.

CREW PERFORMANCE

a)A gradual shift in crew activities toward command center from the exercise

area.

b)No significant changes in overall crew travel during the mission.

ABILITY TO RECEIVE REMOTE INSTRUCTION

A formal course in speed reading was presented to the subjects to evaluate
constructive use of crew time.

REMOTE INSTRUCTION PROGRAM RESULTS

Before After

Reading Rates Reading Rates Comprehension

(words/minute) (%voids/minutel (%)

SubjectI

Subject II

Subject HI

SubjectlV

Average

ZgB

318

359

9O0

468

i170

1380

1448

1875

1468

95

90

75

i00

9O
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BEHAVIORAL DYNAMICS

a)The mission was not particularly stressful to the crew members.

b)Interpersonal conflicts were minor.

c)Strained relationships developed between test subjects and outside support crew.

d)Boredom and monotony were not problems during the mission.

e)The crew functioned well throughout the mission.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Psychologieal status of the crew members remained excellent; the test condi-

tions were not particularly stressful to the four subjects.

b)A habitability assessment of the SSS indicated that mean ratings of crew

annoyance ranked in the minimal to mild range.

c)Perceptual motor skill performance, after showing initial improvement, remained

constant or continued to improve throughout the testing periodl

d)An assessment of crew dynamics and interactions indicated that the four

subjects functioned smoothly as a crew throughout the test.

e)All four crewmen completed a course in reading dynamics, demonstrating that

formal and creative educational programs can successfully be incorporated into
future studies.

REFERENCES

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY. 1968.

60-day manned test of a regenerative life support system with oxygen and

water recovery. Part II: Aerospace medicine tnd man-machine results.

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, Santa Monica, California. ll9 pages.

[NASA CR-g8500]
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
1965Simulation

U.S.NavalAir EngineeringCenter
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania

PURPOSE

To evaluate the physiological and psychological effects of the following:

breathing pure oxygen at reduced pressures; long term full pressure suit

occupancy; and habitability aspects of confinement.*

*Only the psychological aspects of confinement will be reported.

SUBJECTS

a)There were eight subjects: aviators; university graduates with degrees in

science, engineering or mathematics; volunteers; officers.

b)Six subjects acted as the experimental group and were divided into two groups.
The individuals in each group worked the same hours. One group worked a day

shift and the other worked a night shift. The remaining two subjects com-

prised a small control group.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT (1965)

Thirty-four days.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)The experimental group was in a large low pressure chamber, I00% oxygen

atmosphere, with total pressure of 356 to 368 and oxygen partial pressure

of 152 to 160.

b)Twenty days of the confinement were at a simulated altitude of 27,000 feet.

c)The control facility was a plywood cottage - 8' X 8' X 16' - with a layout

similar to that of the experimental facility.

PROCEDURES

a) Selection: criteria for selection included willingness to volunteer, a tech-

nical aptitude, a verbal aptitude equal to that of Mercury astronauts, super-

ior flying ability, and good physical condition.

b)Subjects received two weeks of training and orientation.

c)Tasks included: individual response to light stimuli; group responses to

light stimuli; estimates of level of aspiration; and perceptual motor tasks.

TASKS AND VARIABLES STUDIED

a)Verbal learning and affective changes were measured by a test which involved
learning to associate pairs of nonsense syllables and meaningful words.

b)Interpersonal relations and group cohesiveness were measured by the Fiedler
Adjective Scale which was modified by Borislow. Measurements were taken

before, during and after confinement.

c)Motivation was measured by a hand dynamometer.

d)Symptoms of confinement were measured by a questionnaire filled out daily by
the subjects.
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e)Performance was measured by individual and group responses to light stimuli;

estimates of level of aspiration; and perceptual motor tasks.

RESULTS

VERBAL LEARNING AND AFFECTIVE CHANGES

There were no significant affective changes.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

a)Group cohesiveness did not significantly change during confinement.

b)Subjects did not allow themselves to build up hostilities.

MOTIVATION

a)The motivation of the group, as a whole, varied throughout the mission.

b)A constant increase in motivation was recorded from days l to 8.

c)After day 12 motivation decreased until day 18; it increased until day 30

then decreased again.

SYMPTOMS OF CONFINEMENT

a)Being impatient with other subjects occurred frequently in the experimental

group but not in the control group during confinement. Irritability increased

in intensity as the mission progressed.

b)Anxiety _zz _i_zt _ _ k^.____.. ^_ _^ _^_

c)Restless sleep was the most frequently reported symptom.

d)Inactivity was a recurring complaint of three subjects.

e)Weak and sore muscles were reported frequently in the early part of the mission,

f)Reported symptoms of irritability, inactivity, dirtiness, and lack of interest
became more frequent toward the end of the mission.

TIME ESTIMATION

a)There were no significant correlations between time estimation and anxiety.

b)Subjects overestimated time at first and then progressively their
estimates became more accurate.

PERFORMANCE

a)Error levels fluctuated little from day to day with minimal or no

decrement in performance during the mission for both individual and group

performance.

b)Learning was a factor for the individual performance responses for the first

14 days.

c)As measured by estimates of level of aspiration, goal seeking behavior of the

men, as individuals, tended to increase over confinement.

d)During the first lO days of confinement the day shift performed better than

the night shift, then both shifts were equal for 3 days. For the remainder

of the confinement the night shift performed better than the day shift.
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CONCLUSIONS

STRESS

a)Symptoms of stress were reported by both the experimental and control groups.

b)The control subjects reported more emotional symptoms and stress than the
experimental group due to boredom and a feeling of being of secondary interest
to the study.

NUTRITION

The nutritional aspect of the study was noteworthy only in that the diet was

very well accepted and appeared to be adequate in all aspects.

GENERAL

The most common single source of annoyance to the subjects was the ratio of
temperature/humidity. Although fairly precise control could be maintained

by the automatic equipment it appeared that no single set of conditions could
satisfy all of the six experimental subjects for very long.

REFERENCES

COBURN, K.R. 1967.
A report of the physiological, psychological, and bacteriological aspects of

20 days in full pressure suits, 20 days at 27,000 feet on 100% oxygen, and
34 days of confinement.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C. 254 pages.

[NASA CR-708]
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
1959Simulation

U.S.NavalAir MaterialCenter
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania

PURPOSE

Tostudytheeffectsof confinementonperformance.

SUBJECTS

a}Sixsubjects:enlistedmen,all stationedat theNavalAir MaterialCenter;
age- 18-29yrs.
b)Fourcontrols.

PERIODOFCONFINEMENT(1959

Eightdays.

EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANDPROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

The experiment was conducted in a potassium superoxide closed breathing system.
The capsule was divided into two compartments: one for eating, recreation, and
hygiene; the other for work and sleeping.

PROCEDURES

a)The task program consisted of: Key Tap Test; Visual Tracking Task; Multiple

Solutions Test; Time Estimation Test; Autokinetic Task; Group Cohesiveness
Test (a motor task); atmospheric monitoring; Battleship Game.

b)The crew was monitored continuously by two television cameras and
concealed microphones.

c)Selection technique: The following measures were used in the selection
of the subjects: the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale; the Cornell Index;
Personality Orientation Device; Study of Values; the Rorschach; The

Bender-Gestalt test; the Thematic Apperception Test; and an intra-personal
rating scale marked by senior scientists in the lab. Subjects were
selected from a group of 24 volunteers out of an original group of 40 men.

d)Work/rest cycles were 13 hours of work and II hours of rest each day. Each
subject's cycle was the same, but their schedules were different.

e)Control subjects were tested in the same manner as the experimental subjects,
but they were not confined.

e

VARIABLES STUDIED

Performance: such factors as rigidity, vigilance, tracking, time estimation,

and suggestibility were considered.

TESTS

a)Time Estimation Test
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b)MultipleSolutionsTest
c)KeyTapTest
d)BattleshipGame

RESULTS

TIME ESTIMATION

The confined subjects overestimated the passage of time when compared

to the control subjects. The degree of overestimation increased as
the length of confinement increased.

MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS TEST

a)No significant differences were recorded between the results of the control

and experimental groups.

b)All subjects revealed some improvement in performance which might be
attributed to learning.

KEY TAP TEST

a)The only significant source of variation was that of confined subjects.

b)Control subjects were not employed for this part of the test.

BATTLESHIP GAME

All subjects' responses showed some improvement.

CONCLUSIONS

Confined subjects' performance was adequate.

REFERENCES

BURNS, N.M., and E.C. GIFFORD. 1961.
Environmental requirements of sealed cabins for space and orbital flights - A

second study. Part 2; Effects of long term confinement on performance.
Naval Air Material Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 28 pages.

[NAMC-ACEL-_Ia]

BURNS, N.M. 1959.
Environmental requirements of sealed cabins #or space a:id orbital flights - A

second study. Part I: Rationale and habitability asoects of confinement study.
Naval Air Material Center, Philadelohia, Pennsylvania. 23 pages.
[NAMC-ACEL-413]
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SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION
Selectionof Spaceflight
Candidates

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

PURPOSE

To examine psychiatric and peer rating methods in the selection of

space flight candidates.

SUBJECTS

Fifteen career pilots initially selected from 60 candidates. All were:

a)College graduates ages between 26 and 35.

b)Graduates of/or students at the USAF Aerospace Research Pilots
School.

c)With three exceptions, the subjects were the oldest or the only male child in
their families.

PROCEDURES

i)Two psychiatrists and one psychologist evaluated each crew menber

and ranked him from 1 to 15 according to their judgment of his

suitability for space flight.

b)Candidates ranked each other after all lived together for I0 days in

a competitive situation.

RESULTS

Comparison of Rank Orders

PlychLitrist Compol_e

SlJbjI{_" A • _ t _EvlJlitot Jllwif

Ace 6at 13 14 13 12

8an 10a 2a 2a 4 15

Cap 13 14 ]5 ]5 3

Oon 14 15 12a 14 11

Elf 3 4 2b 2 ]0

Ftip 8a 9a 6a 9 4

Gil la 7 9 8 8

Hud 6b 9b 2c S 9

Imp 5 l 2d 1 7

Jake Ib 9c I 3 5a

Kip 4 6 ]0a 7 5b

Lem 8b 12 12b 12 1

Mick 10b 5 10b 11 12

Ned 12 2b 6b 6 I 2

Ole 15 • -7 6c 10 13

"Code names ere esSilined without reference to actual names, initials,
or order of examination.

_Letter indicates those cases ;n which no rank distinction could be
made between two or more candidates by the shown evaluator or in

composite.
_ Psychololical testinlj.

The degree of interevaluat6r agreement was only fair. When a composite,

self-determined ranking of candidates was developed, only one of the

examinePs' top five candidates was selected by the candidates themselves;

however the peer composite agreed with the evaluator composite of three
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of the five in the lowest ranks.

CONCLUSIONS

a)An analysis should be made of personality factors which contributed to

the success of such men as Columbus, Magellan and the Wright brothers.

b)Problems of selection could be diminished by mutual sensitivity, empathy

and consideration on the parts of both psychiatrists and candidates.

c)The flight surgeon under psychiatric tutelage should conduct an on-

going evaluation of crew members as a "back-up" to the selection process.

The flight surgeon would thus become intimately familiar with individual

personalities and group dynamics.

d)Psychiatric considerations in aerospace medicine have opened new and

strange vistas for ways to understand the motivations and emotional

limits of man.

REFERENCES

PERRY, C.J.G. 1967.

A psychiatric "back-up" system for selection of space crews.

American Journal of Psychiatry 123:821-825.

PERRY, C.J.G. 1965.

Psychiatric selection of candidates for space missions.
The Journal of the American Medical Association 194(8):g9-I02.
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UNDERWATER
BenFranklin(1969)

GrummanAerospaceCorporation
Bethpage,NewYork

PURPOSE

Toevaluatethepsychologicalandphysiologicalreactionto long-duration
confinementandisolationandto providespaceprogramswithinformationon
crewreactions,theman-machineinterface,habitabilityandbiologicalisolation.
Onlythepsychologicalreactionswill bereported.Theinformationobtained
concerningcrewreactionsandhabitabilitywill bediscussed.

SUBJECTS

Sixsubjects:twooceanographers,twopilots,arelief pilot oceanographer,and
aNASAcrewmember;age- 34-46yrs.

PERIODOFCONFINEMENT(July14- August14,1969)

Thirtydays.

EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONSANDPROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)A submersible vessel of cylindrical shape - 48' x lO', with 3500 cubic feet

which included the deck, bunks, storage areas, and equipment areas.

b)A closed ecosystem.

PROCEDURE

a)Selection criteria: desire and ability to participate; compatibility not

a determining factor.

b)Training: review of ship system and equipment; review of the maintenance

procedures; crew demonstration and dock-side time trials, training on the

Langley Research Complex Coordinator.

c)Crew member assignment and function:

Assignment Function

[Primary] [Secondary]

l)Mission Leader Scientific Operations

2)Oceanographer Scientific None

3)Pilot Operations Scientific

4)Oceanographer Scientific Maintenance

5)Pilot Operations Maintenance

6)Engineer Life Sciences Studies Maintenance

d)Tasks: domestic chores; maintenance and operation of ship and equipment;

life science experiments; ocean experiments.
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e)Recreation:cassetteplayerwithmuslcaltapes;playingcards;scrabble;
adartboard;drawingpads;watercolors;games;books.

TESTSANDVARIABLESSTUDIED

PREMISSION

a)Base-line psychological, physiological, and motor skill performance

profiles were determined on each crewman for comparison with data

obtained during and after the mission.

b)Psychological - dominance-submission, social adjustment, anxiety, need

to achieve, need to affiliate, and mood profiles were determined by:

Interviews

Rorschach Test

Primary Affect Scale (PAS)

Subjective Stress Scale (SSS)

Group Confinement Inventory (GCI)

Edwards Personal Preference Scale (EPPS)

Continuous Addition

FIRO-B

Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory (MMPI)

c)On the basis of these profiles and close premission association with

crew members, two investigators attempted independently to predict crew

adaptability and reaction to human-engineering and environmental limitations

of the vessel.

d)Physiological - the following base-line measurements for physiological re-
actions to confinemnt were taken:

EEG

Physical fitness index

Wrist and forearm strength

Recovery pulse

Blood pressure

Oxygen utilization

Weight

e)Motor Skill Performance - crewmen practiced on the Langley Research Center

Complex Coordinator with the intent of reaching a plateau of performance.

DURING MISSION

a)Psychological - data on psychological variables were obtained during the

mission by means of a daily questionnaire log which included a Mood Scale

Check List, a Subjective Stress Scale, and a Sleep Recall Questionnaire.

Not all items were sampled daily.

b)Physiological - Physiological measurements taken premission were also

taken at regular intervals during the mission.

c)Motor Skill Performance - during the mission, daily tests of proficiency

were carried out on the Langley Research Center Complex Coordinator.

d)Habitability - quantitative data on social adaptability, area utilization,

and crew activity were obtained by use of time-lapse photography and inter-

mittent voice tape recordings.

The following habitability measurements were also taken:

Preferences with respect to food
Environmental measurements
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Use of water and sanitary facilities
Recreation

Activity
Use of bunks

Measurement of task performance

POSTMISSION

Psychological and physiological tests administered prior to the mission were
repeated. Intensive individual interviews were also conducted.

RESULTS

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

a)As time passed the crew showed a general trend toward personal withdrawal

and an increased need for privacy.

b)Depression was greatest at the mid*point of the confinement.

c)None of the crew suffered serious deterioration in performance on the Langley

Research Complex Coordinator

d)Problems resulted from failures and misunderstandings in communication
with the surface crew.

e)The logs, the psychologists, and topside command were targets for the release
of crew frustrations.

f)Lack of private communications was a source of annoyance.

g)Very little group activity or games took place; as the mission progressed

the men tended to remain alone unless assignments required them to be

together.

h)Listening to music was the most frequent free time activity of the crew.

i)All the men had trouble sleeping at various times during the mission.

j)Tension increased gradually.

K)Motivation and morale remained hiqh. Motivation for mission success

helped to solve problems of indifference before they got out of hand.

MAINTENANCE

The crew showed flexibility and resourcefulness in being able to

organize, modify and adjust their workload to fit the operating
conditions.

HABITABILITY

a)Individual food ratings varied from good to bad. Complaints about

the food increased with time.

b)Major habitability complaints were surface communication, food, forward

seats, clothing, forward table, bunks, temperature control, accessiblity,

hot water, galley space, time line, noise.

c)The principle complaint was a lack of privacy.
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PREDICTOR VARIABLES

a)The independent predictions of crew adaptability made by two of the investiga-

tors were nearly identical. They predicted nearly all of the crew in-

compatibilities that became evident during the mission. This indicated that

the current understanding of people permits prediction of behavior with

acceptable reliability. The predictions are summarized in the following table.

Crew members were identified by code (X,Y) to prohibit identification.

Predicted CORRECTLY PREDICTED

Behaviors and/or Responses Yes No

Will defer to topside under pressure X

Very conscious of responsibility X
Anxious X

Asserts authority X

Will come in conflict with X X

X will control behavior though upset X

Great need for recognition X

X will collide with Y lhe did, but controlled himself) X

Strongly motivated - will carry on even if unburdened X

Least likely to provoke conflict X

Will not be a leader in developing group cohesiveness X
Difficult but will accommodate X

No. l irritant X

No. 2 irritant X

Extremely competent X

Reveals anxiety but controls it X

Crew will close ranks and resist over hostility X

Hostility will arise if power resource fails

X will be annoyed by mess X

Housekeeping

Difficult because of limited space X

Insufficient storage area X

Lack of training will prevent a clean, orderly,

inspectable environment X

Untidiness could cause hostility X

Hygiene

Spaces adequate, difficult to keep clean X

Clean up may result in hostilitites X

Ear infections will be present X

If a cold or other infection occurs will spread X

Showers will give way to sponge baths X
Water will become contaminated X

Cold water for bathing will be unacceptable X

Water

Taste will be unacceptable X

Expect cold water will become contaminated X

Will run short of hot water X

Food

Will not be liked X

Will not affect health X

Need hot food, cooked in more conventional manner X

Carrying of pantry supplies will result in some

hostility based on consumption X
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Predicted
Behaviorsand/orResponses Yes

Recreation
Crewswill at first beverybusy-littletimefor recreationX
Will playgroupgames-cards
Conversationwill beamajorrecreation
Entertainmentwill eventuallybecomemoreindividual X
Twosetsof earphoneswouldhelp X
Therewill bemuchgeneraltalk X
Art supplieswill probablynotbeused X
Eatingwill beamajorsourceof enjoyment X

CrewQuarters
Useasstorageareawill reduceacceptability X
Locationwill interferewithsleep;privacy X
Quartersprovidelittle opportunityto exhibit
territoriality X
2crewmenwill showsometerritoriality X
Bunksshouldgetfavorablecommentregardingcomfort
(SilicagelandLi OHRanelswerestoredundermattress)
Complaintsaboutheadroom X
Complaintsaboutabsenceof lights X
Curtainswill notprovidesufficientnoiseisolationfor
light sleepers X

Temperature&Humidity
Lackof controlledtemp/humiditywill resultin com-
plaints X
IVhumidityis highwill causeskinirritation X
Will complainof coldwhennearbottom X

WorkStations
Command&ControlStationnotwellHumanEngineered
butwellunderstoodbycrew-willnotresultin problems X
Lackof Writing&WorkStationswill becomplainedabout X
NAVOCOcannotmonitorequipment&seeoutsideat
sametime X
Crewwill havenum_uscomplaints&recommendationsX

CorrectlyPredicted
No

b)Negativeinteractionoccurredbetweenmenwhowerepredictedto bein-
compatiblemoreoftenthanbetweenindividualsexpectedto becompatible.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Althoughtherewereminorirritations,annoyances,andmanycomplaints,
theoverallmissionwasasuccess.
b)Theauthorsuggeststhatmoretraining,improvementsin food,provisions
for privacy,andselectiononthebasisofcompatibilitymighthavehelpedto
avoidtheseirritationsandannoyances.

HABITABILITY

a)The techniques used in habitability analysis, based on time-lapse photo-

graphic records, provided a basis for habitability prediction techniques

applicable to future spacecraft programs.

b)Environmental monitoring, including trace contaminants, was possible with

simple manual equipment now available.
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c)Theauthorssuggestthatfacilities for preparinghotmealsandanadequate
selectionof mealsbasedonthepreferencesof theactualcrewareof prime
importance.
d)Thewatersystemshouldbedesignedsothatit canbedrained,inspected
andcleanedperiodically.Hotwatershouldbemadeavailablefor periodic
showering.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

a)Pre-mission psychological profiles of each of the six crewmen enabled the

investigators to predict certain relationships among the men during the
mission.

b)Analysis of the results of the Group Confinement Inventory revealed

pertinent information including the following: the crewmen became more

negative about their environment as time progressed; annoyance with partners

increased steadily throughout the mission; annoyance with mannerisms of others

was greatest in retrospect; general tension increased gradually; overall

crew compatibility was highest at the end of the third week; level of

conflict was highest during the middle part of the mission; the crewmen

sought more privacy as the mission progressed; and boredom with environment

increased with time.
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UNDERWATER
Sealab

Officeof NavalResearch
Departmentof theNavy
Washington,D.C.

PURPOSE

SEALAB I

a)To confirm shore laboratory investigations of the physiology of saturation

diving.

b)To determine the characteristics and suitability of undersea habitats for

the support of swimmmers performing various tasks in offshore waters.

c)To determine man's efficiency in the performance of various classes of tasks

while living under saturation conditions.

SEALAB II

a)To study individual and group reactions to extreme, prolonged stress in a
field situation.

b)To explore systems analysis and mathematical modeling as means of

analyzing conditioning procedures in small isolated groups.

c)To expand knowledge of adjustment and adaption of groups of men to stressful

environments. Measure group and individual work performance of aquanauts.

d)To

e)To

in a

f)To

g)To

as a

collect data useful for future screening of personnel.

determine man's general ability to do useful work at a depth of 200 ft.

realistic ocean environment under saturated diving conditions.

determine physiological changes in man as a result of extended diving.

identify any neurologicaland psychophysiological changes in man

result of extended diving.

SEALAB III*

a)To establish assembly time baselines for specific underwater works, against which

subsequent deep water work could be compared.

b)To illuminate potential problem areas, in particular to document any adverse

effects of the bulky Mark VIII diving equipment and unbilicals.

c)To estimate the physiological work loads imposed by the various aspects of

the task, again to provide necessary information for later evaluation of

response to deep ocean work.

*The Sealab IIl program was cancelled, and the only work done was carried out

at the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory at Port Hueneme.

SUBJECTS

SEALAB I

Four Navy subjects.

l

SEALAB II

a)Twenty-eight Navy divers and civilian scientists.
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b)Threeteamsof I0 meneach.
c)OnemanfromTeamI remainedto continuewithTeamII.
d)OnemanfromTeamI joinedTeamIll.

SEALAB Ill

a)Six-man team.

b)Four regulars and two alternates.

c)Navy and civilian members.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

SEALAB I (July - August 1964)

Eleven days.

SEALAB II (August 28 - October 14, 1965)

Fifteen days for each team.

SEALAB Ill (July and August 1965)

Twelve hours for each of the two dives.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

SEALAB I

a)Laboratory - 9' diameter x 40' long.

b)Depth - 192 ft.

c)Atmosphere - 79% He, 17% N, 4% 02.

d)Habitat temperature - 78°F-gO°F.

e)Water temperature - 65°F.

f)Clear warm water and hard bottom conditions (Bermuda).

SEALAB II

a)12' diameter x 57.5 long cylinder.

b)Depth - 205 ft.

c)Atmosphere - 73-75% He, 21-22% N, 4-5% 02; pressure - 6.8 atmos.; humidity -
60-80%.

d)Habitat temperature - 82°F-88°F.

e)Water temperature - 47°F-56°F.

f)Continental shelf, ocean conditions (La Jolla, California).

SEALAB Ill

a)This study included only the underwater construction task termed Divercon I.
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b)lO'diameterx I0' highdomedcylinderopenat thebottom.
c)Depth- 50ft.
d)Atmosphere- MarkVIII gear.
e)Location- NavalCivil EngineeringLaboratory,PortHueneme,California.
f)TheSealabIII habitatontheseafloorwasneveroccupied,all workwas
performedbydiversfromthesurface.

PROCEDURE

SEALAB I

a)The crew duties included: repair and maintenance of the Sealab equipment,

general housekeeping observation and filming of sea life and Sealab operations,

and gathering of marine biological samples.

b)Blood samples, urine samples, electrocardiograms, and other phys'iological

measurements were taken on a routine basis of the subjects during the

occupation, as well as 9 days before and 5 days after the undersea

exposure.

c)The effects of variations in atmosphere were monitored.

d)Psychological observations were made of crew actions and interactions. The

crew had been selected on the basis of individual capabilities and physiological

profile, with no respect to possible psychological incompatibilities.

SEALAB }!

a)Vital functions which might assist topside control in medical management of the

experiment were monitored. These studies included daily blood analysis, in-

spection of urine and saliva, pulmonary function, electrocardiographic recordings,

body temperature control, exercise tolerance, and routine physical tests.

b)During Sealab II decompression runs, a test program applying gas chromatography

to determine the dissolved gas levels in urine was conducted.

c)Pre- and post-dive neurological examinations included assessment of the
cranial nerves, motor system, sensory sytem, cerebellar function, gait and

station, and screening test for aphasic signs. EEG and autonomic variables

(heart rate, respiration, finger pulse response, galvanic skin response and

basal skin resistance) were obtained. The autonomic variables were scored for

basal levels, spontaneous fluctuations in basal activity and response to

stimuli.

d)Two methods were investigated to record physiological parameters of free

swimming subjects: (1) the acoustic underwater telemetering of EKG signals from
the swimmer to the habitat and wire transmission to the surface vessel, and

(2) the use of a miniaturized unit which was carried by the swimmer and recorded

EEG and eKG.

e)Psychomotor tests used during the program were designed to measure the

application of maximum force (strength test), manipulative dexterity, eye-hand

coordination, and the cooperative assembly by four divers of a three-dimensional

configuration. On most of these tests, data were obtained on dry land, in

shallow water, and during submersion in Sealab.

f)The program also included auditory and visua I tests. Pre-dive and post-dive

hearing tests were administered to each diver. Data were collected in the water

on color and form discrimination, and the optical properties of light trans-

mission as well as the observation of underwater lights. Results were also

obtained on the ability of the divers to perform mental-arithmetic tests,

both before and during the submersion period.
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g)In addition to the specific tests described above, the men were under continual

surveillance during submersion by closed-circuit television and open audio
channels. The behavior of the men was systematically observed and recorded.
These data included eating and sleeping habits, activity levels, variation

of mood, morale, motivation, and the general spirit of cooperation. Following
the submersion period, each diver completed questionnaires and medical ex-
amintions, and was interviewed.

SEALAB III

a)Divers were given three questionnaires to fill out. The purpose was to extract
their ideas of the human factors important to Divercon I.

b)Heart rate recordings were taken during the mission using water proofed

chest electrodes connected by 200 ft of cable to an electrocardiogram recorder.

c)Divers were observed in order to assemble a detailed time sequence of
work elements.

TESTS

SEALAB I

a)More than 30 physiological values were derived daily from eaoh subject,

covering all useful parameters of blood morphology, blood chemistry, basal
metabolic function, body temperature, and general physiological status.

b)General observations were made of the psychological responses of the crew
during the operation.

SEALAB II

a)Psychological tests and questionnaires.

b)TV observation and audio surveillance.

c)Interviews.

d)Self-reports.

e)Physiological tests.

SEALAB III

a)Three questionnaires - Trouble Shooting Check, a Task Element Ranking Form,
and a Diving Factor Ranking Form.

b)Heart rate recordings.

c)"Work" was recorded by a surface person aided by an underwater observer.

VARIABLES STUDIED

SEALAB I

Physiological response to Sealab conditions was measured.

SEALAB II

a)Performance behavior

b)Hood changes

c)Adjustment and adaptation to the Sealab environment

d)Amount and quality of sleep
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e)Mealbehavior
f)Activitylevelandpatterns.

SEALAB Ill

Performance

l)Task difficulty

2)Task .importance

RESULTS

SEALAB I

During the first 4 days the subjects were somewhat uncomfortable, noting

joint aches and headaches.

PHYSIOLOCIAL EFFECTS

a)No adverse physiological effects were noted from the test results.

b)There appeared to be a clearly defined slowing of all physiological functions,

under conditions of an undersea environment.

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

a)When oxygen levels were held at 4 percent, or in excess, the aquanauts re-

ported an impruwd se_ise of well-being, whereas at levels of 3 to 3 I/2

percent this was not the case.

b)There appeared to be a significant increase in individual susceptibility

to nitrogen narcosis after He-O2 saturation.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

a)Group cohesion and general effectiveness of interaction were remarkably

good, considering the spectrum of personalities and talents involved.

b)Throughout the experiment, foul language served to replace actual interper-

sonal conflicts.

c)During Sealab, the men accentuated their personality idiosyncrasies.

d)Discontent was directed toward the topside control.

e)Subjects, from the movement of their entry, moved at about half speed.

f)News that the men could communicate with home perked them up.

g)Subjects developed a great sense of independence when they realized they
could survive without assistance. This destroyed the "buddy" system and

resulted in an accident.

SEALAB II

PHYSIOLOGICAL

a)In general no significant changes were noted in the physiological parameters
monitored. However, an increase was noted in some serum enzyme levels

(notably lactic dehydrogenase) during the first 3 to 5 days of under-

sea expsoure; levels slowly returned to normal values.

I

b)Results indicated that a high correlation existed between the amount of dis-

solved gas in the urine and the ambient atmospheric concentration.
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c)Progress was made in developing a system for the monitoring of vital signs
of free swimmers.

d)All pre-dive EEG's during resting, waking, activation, and periods of sleep
were interpreted as being within the criteria for normal. The post-dive
records were distinguished by more rapid onset of sleep and the appearance

of large amounts of spindle stage and slow-wave sleep.

e)Neurological changes were found in the post-dive examination of only one man.

f)The men were questioned in order to ascertain whether neurological symptoms
were present while they were in the habitat. Sixteen men reported suboccipital,
retro-orbital, or generalized headaches. For most the headaches were mild,
but three divers had headaches so severe they were obliged to go to bed.
The headaches were most severe un awakening and abated with activity. Three
individuals reported that their thought processes were slowed, and two
subjects experienced euphoria for the first few days. Sleep problems, getting

to sleep as well as stayin 9 asleep, were reported by some divers.

g)The only significant difference between the pre-dive and post-dive basal means
was for skin conductance. The pre-dive conductance mean was significantly

higher, reflecting the higher degree of arousal before the:_ive. These data
are consistent with the EEG findings of more drowsy records and quicker onset
of sleep during the post-dive examinations.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

a)The "common fate" environment increased group cohesiveness.

b)A factor analysis of the variables studied supplied the following picture
of a high scoring diver. He was highly regarded by his leader as a worker
and was highly chosen by his peers as a desirable teammate; he was a good
performer (on the basis of achieved diving) and reported a low level of overt
fear. He also spent little time communicating with people outside Sealab and

a good deal of time in interaction with his teammates, while spending little
time lounging in the laboratory area. He AIso missed few meals.

c)Personality measures given prior to the dive failed to predict adjustment.

d)Three major demographic variables were considered as probable predictors
of successful adjustment: age, birth order, and size of home town. Older,
laterborn divers from small towns adjusted best to the multiple stresses.

e)First borns logged less diving time and made fewer sorties from Sealab. This
was correlated with fear.

f)Mood scale results indicated well-being and happiness correlated significantly
with adjustment. The divers who reported themselves most happy were least
successful in adjusting, while those who perceived themselves as most

vigorous and alert showed the best adjustment.

g)The picture of the desired leader which emerged from the test results was
of an older, mature, perhaps aloof man rather than someone more social, fearless

and high performing.

h)Sharing in group reactions and activities correlated positively with good
performance.

i)Food was not a primary source of gratification in Sealab.

j)Gregariouness was positively associated with amount of diving time, and
this supported the view that social interaction is strongly related to success-
ful adaptation.

k)There was no evidence that any aquanaut made a territorial claim, however,
this may have been due to lack of space rather than desire.

l)Perceived stress increased dependency on leaders.
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SEAL_B III

qUESTIONNAIRES

a)When asked to evaluate tasks from very easy to very difficult, the divers

classed almost all tasks as easy.

b)Tests that required ranking of tasks in sequential order of difficulty

or importance provided the best results.

c)The tasks involving handling of the large Divercon I components were ranked

most difficult, while the use of hand tools and equipment inspection received

the lowest scores.

d)The importance of inter-diver communication and special equipment was stressed,

while communications to the surface were depreciated.

HEART-RATE RECORDINGS

a)Average heart rate responses underwater ranged from about lOO bpm for

light tasks to 140 bpm for heavy tasks.

b)As the diver left the water and walked to his seat with 150 Ibs of gear,

heart rate averaged 160 bpm.

OBSERVATIONS OF WORK

a)Diving work was classified in productive and non-productive categories.

b)Time/work schedules were developed.

CONCLUSIONS

SEALAB I

a)Tests indicated that human subjects could live and work under pressure at

193 ft in the open ocean without significant physiological problems.

b)Total performance, in underwater conditions, as measured in output-hours
did not reach sea-level norms.

c)The ability to perform required tasks was more important in the selection

of personnel than the meticulous matching of personalities.

d)Motivation was of paramount importance.

e)The authors suggest that: it is important to establish clear-cut lines of

command prior to any venture; and all future undersea manned ventures will

require improved coordination of medical and engineering phases with a great

degree of control vested in the medical complement of the team.

SEALAB II

a)No significant short-term physiological changes occurred to cause
deterioration of the aquanauts' physical condition.

b)There was a clear degree of diver adaptation to cold water, as shown both by
interviews with the aquanauts and by pre-dive and post-dive cold-water-immer-
sion physiological measurements.

c)There was a degradation of performance which increased with the com-
plexity of the task being accomplished. Data indicated that part of the per-
formance decrement waq essocia%_d with personality variables.

d)No significant pre-dive or post-dive neurological or EEG changes were found

while the only significant difference in psychophysiological variables was a

drop in arousal level from pre-dive to post-dive.
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e)Theimpressionwas gained that the amount of work accomplished and the

comparatively good showing in the psychomotor performance tests were due

to the combination of very high morale, the aggressive achievement-oriented

motivation, and the high expertise and long experience of most of the divers.

f)Good work records in the water suggested that divers should be of relatively

pragmatic disposition and able to contend with stress and danger without

being preoccupied with them.

g)Persons who tended to be good mixers also tended to achieve more in terms

of diving operations.

h)Social interaction was strongly related to successful adaptation to a

vigorous environment.

i)Based on the analysis of the overall performance of the aquanauts, criteria

can be developed to assist in the selection of future aquanauts.

SEALAB Ill

a)The main lesson was that one must take into account the limitations in

performance imposed on the underwater observer himself and establish an

observation system which properly balances the capabilities of underwater

and surface personnel.

b)The tasks emerged as fairly rigorous, involving some heavy workloads, but

could be accomplished by two-man teams in I0 to 12 hours under ideal conditions.
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UNDERWATER

Tektite

Office of Naval Research, Department of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.; and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C.

PURPOSE

TEKTITE I

a)To evaluate and develop means to observe crew behavior.

b)To study the behavior and effectiveness of a small group of highly trained men
living under stressed and isolated conditions.

c)To study biomedical responses of men living under high nitrogen-partial-pressure
saturated conditions in the marine environment for an extended period.

d)To learn whether man as an aquanaut may develop new kinds of sleep requirements
which differ from those of land based man.

e)To learn whether man may also develop serious sleep disturbances during his

attempts to adapt to the ocean floor environment.

f)To observe the effects of two-way video between the habitat and mission control.

TEKTITE II

a)To evaluate the behavioral dynamics of small groups during missions in hostile
environments.

b)To perform research studies on crew selection, composition, command structure
and crew rotation.

c)To study habitability preferences of aquanauts living and working in confined

quarters.

d)To study the effects of unexpected perturbations on crew behavior and

performance.

e)To determine the possible effects of nitrogen narcosis on performance.

f)To observe the effects of two-way video between the habitat and mission
control.

SUBJECTS

TEKTITE I

a)Four marine scientists from the Department of the Interior.

b)All males, aged 31-35 years.

TEKTITE II

a)Forty-eight subjects.

b)Forty scientists and eight engineers.

c)Age - 23°45 years.

d)Five subjects in each mission (four scientists and one engineer); six 20-day

missions organized as two sets of three missions with four engineers serving

for 30 days each and rotating at the half way point to each set.

e)One mission of five women.
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PERIODOFCONFINEMENT

TEKTITE I (Feb. 15-April 16, 1969)

Sixty days.

TEKTITE II (1970)

a)Four missions of 14-day runs.

b)Six missions of 2D-day runs.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

TEST FACILITY

a)Two domed cylinders 12.5' diameter x 18' high connected by a tunnel and

standing on a support base.

b)Depth - 49 ft.

c)Atmosphere - 92% N, 8% 02; humidity - 42%-60%; pressure - 2.3 atmospheres.

d)Location - Greater Lameshur Bay, St. John Island, U.S. Virgin Islands.

PROCEDURES

TEKTITE I

a)Tasks performed included domestic chores, habitat maintenance and repair,

marlne science research, ana biomeOical and behavioral science programs.

b)Recreation activities were conversation, guitar playing, reading and cards.

c)Work/rest cycles; 17 hours and 18 minutes per day:

1.7 hrs direct marlne science research

2.3 hrs marine science support
1.5 hrs biomedical and behavioral science

l.g hrs habitat maintenance and repair

0.5 hrs open
2.7 hrs self maintenance

3.0 hrs recreation

3.7 hrs resting and sleeping.

TEKTITE II

a)Work/rest cycles; 24-hour day:

6.4 hrs marine science

1.3 hrs habitat maintenace

0.4 hrs other work

8.4 hrs sleep
1.8 hrs self maintenance

4.9 hrs recreation

0.8 hrs other.

MEASUREMENTS

TEKTITE I

a)Pre-mission testing; in-depth interview, base-line mood scales, Rorschach

protocol, psychomotor tests, and biomedical tests.

b)Continuous observation by closed circuit TV and microphones.
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c)Electroencephalograms.
d)Sleeplog.
e)LangleyResearchCenterComplexCoordinator.
f)Post-missiontestsandinterviews.

TEKTITE II

a)Data collected by teams of psychological observers who were students at

the University of Texas at Austin.

b)Pre-mission psychological testing.

c)Continuous observation by closed circuit TV and microphones.

d)Self-reports. Each acquanaut filled out a mood adjective checklist twice a

day.

e)Post-mission debriefing.

VARIABLES STUDIED

TEKTITE I

a)Behavioral Measurements.

Behavioral reactions of individuals

Emotional adjustment/stability

Manifest anxiety
Intrahabitat communication

Objective and levels of motivation

Time/motion study

Morale

Group cohesiveness

Leadership function

Overt aggression

Sleep assessment

b)Life History Questionnaire - Prediction Technique.

TEKTITE II

a)Command structure.

b)Crew composition.

c)Selection and prediction.

d)Group dynamics.

e)Isolation and confinement.

f)Performance.

g)Time lines.

h)Problem solving.

i)Work/rest cycles.

_)Communication.

k)Stress perturbation.
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PREDICTOR VARIABLES

TEKTITE I

a)Age.

b)Education.

c)Employment.

d)Present Family.

e)Parents.

TEKTITE II

a)Age.

b)Years SCUBA experience.

c)Participation in religious activity.

d)Parents' education.

e)IQ.

f)Birth Order.

g)Life History Questionnaire.

RESULTS

TEKTITE I

a)There was a gradual shift toward later arising and retiring times. Only slight

difficulty in going to sleep. No severe loss of sleep or disruption of sleep

cycles. Average of 8 hours of sleep a night. All subjects indicated a

need for more sleep. Heart rate during sleep was elevated over that for pre-

and post-dive nights. EEG evidence indicated longer and deeper sleep.

b)Experience in the Tektite I habitat did not affect performance on a complex

psychomotor task as measured by the Langley Complex Coordinator.

c)Age - the group was quite homogeneous in age. In selecting men for unusual
environments, it is necessary to have men who have sufficient experience

such that their potential is known, yet who are young enough that they have

sufficient stamina and resilience to withstand the rigors of unusual environ-
ments.

d)Education - all subjects had a history of a comparatively regular education

and even progress toward degrees.

e)Present Family - all four were married.

f)Men did not act as individuals in a vacuum. Life and work were

influenced by their fellow team members.

g)The aquanauts spent 432.15 man-hours in the water during the mission.

TEKTITE II

a)Average amount of time spent working for aquanauts was 8.04 hours per day.

b)The team scoring highest on sleep spent 39.6% of its time sleeping in

contrast with the lowest which spent only 30.8%.
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c)Psychologicallyeachgroupappearedto haveestablishedaninitial norm
for workandto havegenerallymaintainedthis levelof outputthroughout
themission.

d)Whenascientistwasteamleader,hispersonalgoalscoincidedwithhis
missiongoals.
e)Habitat maintenance took an average of 5.27% of mission time overall and

did not differ significantly across missions.

f)Those who spent more time caring for themselves were less likely to participate

in group recreational activities.

g)Individual gregariousness was positively associated with performance.

h)Vehicle design should provide variability (particularly visual), good food with

minimal waste, adequate work aids, individual privacy, and adequate garbage

disposal, and must avoid "multiple use" spaces.

i)Privacy was very important, especially to individuals who did not relate

well to the group.

j)The most popular place was the control room where contact with topside was
available.

k)Crews made most use of TV, music, magazines, books, and the video-
phone in their off-duty time. They did not make much use of games.

l)Food flexibility was recommended.

CONCLUSIONS

TEKTITE I

a)The authors suggest that saturation dives of the Tektite type can be conducted
safely, provided that a rigorous safety program is implemented.

b)Tektite I proved that long excursions by aquanauts in undersea habitats are
feasible and can be applicable to civilian and military needs.

c)Man adapted to the stresses that accompany undersea habitation at 43 feet.

d)Aquanauts slept longer during the dive than during the pre- or post-dive

period.

TEKTITE II

a)The aquanauts felt very little anxiety or depression during their stay in the

habitat.

b)The crew said they preferred books, music, TV, and the video phone for

recreation.

c)Conversing was the most frequent leisure activity.

d)The most popular place, except during meals and bull sessions, was the bridge
or control room where contact with topside was available.

e)All subjects achieved a respectable level of performance.

f)Positive moods, including concentration, activation, social affection,

pleasantness, strongly predominated though they decreased somewhat as mission
duration increased.

g}There were few conflicts.
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h)A two-way video link seemed to reduce feelings of isolation and overt

hostility toward remote operational personnel.

i)Both male and female aquanauts adapted successfully to life in a confined
environment.

j)Differences in performance found between teams probably resulted in large
part from the setting of group norms for behavior by crews in the absence of

externally imposed standards.

k)Teams in which a scientist-aquanaut was leader achieved more Marine Science

work than those with engineers as leaders.

l)Group relations and performance were better when the engineers and scientist-

aquanauts played an active role in each other's field of expertise.

m)Analysis of time factors in habitat behavior showed significant shifts in

activity over time. Aquanauts spent less time working and more time in

leisure and sleeping in the second half of the mission than in the
first half.

n)In-habitat activity variables were strongly related to performance. Be-

havior in long (20-day) missions were generally more stable than in 2-week
missions.

o)The Life History Questionnaire proved to be a very effective predictive
instrument.

p)Results showed that meaningful data could be collected from natural groups

over time by employing observational methodology.
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COALMINEDISASTER NationalAcademyof Sciences

Washington,D.C.

PURPOSE

a)Toexamineindividualandgroupbehaviorin acoalminedisaster.
b)Tocarryoutbasicresearchin humanbehaviorbyexaminingthemen'sbehavior
duringentrapment,theirphysicalandespeciallypsychologicalstateafter
rescue.

SUBJECTS

a)Nineteenminers,age- 22-58,dividedinto threegroupsbythenatureof their
entrapment.

GroupI
GroupII
GroupIII

12men,22-58yearsof age.
6men,29-49yearsof age.
l man,agenotavailable,

b)Twelyenon-trappedminerswhoworkedin thedayshift onthedayof the
disasterwerematchedupwithtrappedminersfor: typeof work,age,education,
religion,andmaritalstatus,for a comparison.

PERIODOFCONFINEMENT

a)GroupI 6I/2 days.

b)Group II 8 I/2 days.

c)Group III 8 I/2 days.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

GROUP I

a)Cavity measuring 12' x 30' with lO men.

b)Another cavity about same size with two men (injured).

c)Both cavities were at the bottom of the 13,000 foot level wall.

GROUP II

a)Main cavity of 30'-40' long, about lO' wide and 4'-6' high.

b)Cavity located at the top of the 13,DO0 foot level wall.

GROUP Ill

a)Located about 75' from Group II.

b)Cavity was 4' wide by 4'-5' long and 5'-6' high.

ENVIRONMENT

a)Temperature - 8O°F.

b)High concentration of methane and carbon dioxide.

c)Odor of corpses.
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d)No light, food or water after the third day.

e)The semi-isolated man was trapped for 8 I/2 days about 75 feet away

from the group of six. He was without food and water for the entire period.

TASKS

Attempts to escape: explored the mine, hollered through the pipe, beat

on pans and pipes.

TESTS AND VARIABLES STUDIES

Variables studied: feelings, behavior, attitude, reactions, immediate memory,

attention and concentration, visual-motor coordination, analytic thinking,

and handling of unstructured material.

MEASURED BY:

a)Interviews

b)The Vocabulary, Digit Span, and Block Design sub-tests of the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale.

c)Counting backwards from 20 to l, and counting backwards from IOO by 7's.

d)Bender-Gestalt drawing test.

e)Rorschach Ink Blot test.

f)Sentence Completion test.

RESULTS

a)The fear of not being rescued was uppermost in the minds of the trapped

miners. The sounds of rescue operations were interpreted by some as the

sealing off of the mine. This fear was dealt with by denial and their

companions' reasoning.

b)More anxiety and pessimism were felt as time progressed, especially

in the group of six. This may have been due to the pinned miner and
isolated man.

c)There was a single outburst of irritableness in the group of six and one of

hostility in the group of 12. These situations were handled by the other

miners by direct action or reasoning.

d)The presence of dead and decomposing bodies was a source of stress.

e)There were no major morale problems when the men were actively trying to

escape during the first 3 days in the group of 12.

f)There seemed to be different leaders for various roles:

leaders that knew a great deal,

leaders that promoted trvino *_ e_c_e, and

those that kept the morale up.

g)These roles changed back and forth.

h)There was much despair with some members giving up hope of rescue.

i)They felt anticipation when they lost control.

j)Almost all of the trapped miners experienced one of the following psycho-
physiological symptoms during entrapment:
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respiratorysymptoms,
gastrointestinalsymptoms,
cardiovascularsymptoms,
genitourinarysymptoms,
skinsymptoms,
musculoskeletalsymptoms,or
headaches.

k)Thegroupof six hadfewercomplaintsthanthegroupof 12,possibly
dueto thepresenceof adyingmanwhichdrewtheir attentionawayfrom
theirownproblems.
l)Almostall experiencedhallucinations,whichwerecausedbysensorydepriva-
tion.

m)Thetrappedminersdidnotscoreloweronpsychologicalteststhannon-trapped
miners.
n)Interviewersobservedtensenessandanxietyin thetrappedminers.
o)Thereseemedto beevidenceof stressinboththenon-trappedandtrapped
miners.
p)Theanxietyreactionsof theminerswerecharacterizedbydepressivefeatures:

self-preoccupation,
self-depreciation,
indecision,and
constrictionof thoughtandimagination.

q)Theescapeperiodwasatask-orientedsituation(thiswasthefirst 2or 3
days).Thesurvival period (without food, light, water) was an emotion-
oriented situation (last half of the entrapment).

CONCLUSIONS

a)Psychological tests indicated that being trapped for 6 I/2 to 8
days with little food and water and with the threat of death affected
the miners less than expected.

b)The Sentence Completion Test indicated that trapped miners experienced

subjective anxiety with self-preoccupation, uncertainty, and questioning of
personal adequacy.

c)There was some evidence that age and years of experience were factors in
resistance to the stresses involved.

REFERENCES

BEACH, H.D., and R.A. LUCAS, eds. 1960.

Individual and group behavior in a coal mine disaster.

National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.

[Disaster Study No. 13]
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PENTHOUSE

(1965)
Space Sciences Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley

PURPOSE

To investigate: l)legal-political; 2)nutritional; and 3)social-

psychological factors of a confined group.

SUBJECTS

a)Penthouse II - 6 subjects, age 21-28 years.

b)Penthouse III - 12 subjects, age 20-39 years.

c)The subjects were volunteers and well paid.

d)Twelve staff members were present during both studies; they were allowed

to leave the Penthouse at any time and were not subject to the experimental
conditions. One of the psychologists took the part of a subject during
Penthouse III.

PERIOD OF CONFINEMENT

a)Penthouse II - 88 days. (2 March - 28 May 1965)

b)Penthouse III - 43 days. (15 June - 28 July 1965)

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

TEST FACILITY

Penthouse of a building at the University of California campus.
Living space consisted of 2600 feet surrounded by a terrace

of about 9800 square feet.

PROCEDURES

a)Tasks: Penthouse II - prisoner's dilemma games, discussion sessions,
exercise, and medical routines for the nutritional experiments;

Penthouse III - participation in sham legal cases, discussion sessions,
exercise, and medical routines for the nutritional experiments.

b)Recreation: card playing, television, radio, reading, movies, and
occasional walks.

c)Meals: Penthouse II - subjects given a formula diet; Penthouse III -

six subjects given a formula diet like Penthouse II, and six subjects
given the Gemini diet which is a diet of packaged, dehydrated, bite-
sized items.

d)Restrictions: Penthouse II - none, allowed visitors, phone calls and
mail; Penthouse 111 - no visitors allowed, restricted telephoning,
no restriction on mail.

For both studies lights were supposed to be out at II and bedtime was
designated as II P.M. - 7 A.M.

e)Selection Technique: questionnaires and personality inventories,
physical exam and an interview. Recruited through the University of

California. Researchers attempted to find congenial subjects for
Penthouse III which was not attempted for Penthouse II.
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TESTS

a)Ergometer.
b)Polibicalandmentalquestionnaires.

VARIABLESSTUDIED

a)Rule-creatingandrule-violatingbehaviorasmeasuredbydaytodayobser-
vationsandremarksfromthelogs.
b)Generalbehaviorandattitudesasobservedandasmeasuredbysocial-psy-
chologicaltests.

RESULTS

RULE-CREATINGAND RULE-VIOLATING BEHAVIOR

a)Subjects were reluctant to formulate rules for their own governance.

b)The rules set up by the researchers were resisted and evoked complaints.

c)Subjects disposed of rules whenever they wanted. For instance, subjects
stayed up past bedtime and watched TV. Subjects in Penthouse III made phone
calls during restriction time.

d)Penthouse lll's behavior did not show as much latent and patent hostility,
distress, and anti-law behavior as Penthouse ii.

GENERAL BEHAVIOR

a)As time passed subjects became more irritable, depressed and prone to out-
bursts of temper.

b)Subjects did not devise techniques for settling internal differences and there-
fore became more tense and more irritable.

c)A sharp drop in group activity occurred in the latter part of both studies.

d)Subjects staked out areas for exclusive use and became hostile when others
trespassed.

e)Penthouse II subjects used the prisoner's dilemma game as a weapon against
the investigators. The game resulted in a two-person zero-sum contest between
the subjects and the investigators.

f)Subjects showed solidarity when confronted by investigators.

g)Subjects in Penthouse III were willing to consider cases in the sham legal
trials with a pro-con decision.

CONCLUSIONS

a)In a group confined for purposes of physiological experimentation it is

feasible to extend the spectrum of the investigation to include psychological,
sociological, political, and legal behavior of the group.

b)Penthouse II and III groups permitted observation of the formation of what
has been called "legal structure of a confined micro-society".

c)Greater resistance existed to political and legal investigation than to
psychological and sociometric testing.

d)Micro-societies were reluctant to formulate rules for their own governance.
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e)Both affectional and aggressive feelings were insulated due to the effects

of crowding.

f)The investigators were unable to persuade the subjects to devise conscious

techniques for settling their internal differences.

REFERENCES

COWAN, T.A., and D.A. STRICKLAND. 1965.

The legal structure of a confined microsociety.

Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley.

325 pages. [Internal Working Paper No. 34]
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PRISONSTUDY Departmentof Justice

NewZealand

PURPOSE

a)Todeterminewhetherpersonalitydeteriorationis oneof theeffectsof imprison-
ment.
b)Toshowthatimprisonmentis characterizedbya lossof cognitiveefficiency
andlossof motivation.

SUBJECTS

a)Eighteensubjects- separatedintothreegroups.
b)GroupA- thosein prisonfor thefirst time. (prisonenvironment)
c)GroupB- thoseonprobation.(outsideworld)
d)GroupC- longer-termprisonersandthosewhohadservedpreviousprisonterms.
(prisonenvironment)
e)SixmatchedpairsweremadefromGroupsAandB,basedon: sex,nationality,
age,maritalstatus,educationalbackground,occupation,andcomparisonswere
madebetweenGroupAandGroupBandGroupAandGroupC.

TESTANDVARIABLESSTUDIED

a)Testbatteryincluded- Koh'sBlockDesignTest,McGillDeltaBlockTest,
DigitSymbolsubtestof theWeschslerBellevueScale.
b)Variablesmeasuredweredeteriorationin personality,lossof cognitive
efficiencyanddecreasein motivation.

RESULTS

a)Deteriorationin personalitywasnotsignificant.
b)Slightcognitivelosswasfoundbutwasnotsignificant.
c)Adecreaseinmotivationwasnotshown.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Alargersampleis neededandalongertimeintervalbetweentesting.
b)Fewstudieshaveresultsthatconfirmtheauthor'shypothesis(Purposeof
Study)thatconfinementleadsto deterioration.

REFERENCES

TAYLOR, A. 1961.

Social isolation and imprisonment.

Psychiatry 24:373-376.
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EVALUATION OF TESTS Texas Christian University

Fort Worth, Texas

PURPOSE

a)To examine personality characteristics that have appeared to be signi-

ficant predictors of personal and interpersonal adaptation under conditions

of isolation, stress and long-term confinement.

b)To identify factorially defined, reliable, and administratively

appropriate measures which could be used in future research on the selection

of space crew personnel.

SUBJECTS

a)One hundred and ninety-eight Army ROTC cadets and officers from Texas

Christian University and the University of Texas at Arlington were

tested, but only the scores of 157 were used. Data from 41 subjects

were excluded due to psychometric consideration.

b)Ages ranged from 18 to 34 years, with a mean age of 20.3 years.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

I. Part I of the report dealt with the selection and administration Of the

tests (instruments).

a)The literature was reviewed to ascertain

I. Predictors of personal and group adaptation to

isolation, stress and confinement.

2. Behavioral and personality dimensions related to
adaptation to isolation, stress and confinement.

b)An experimental test battery consisting of 24 instruments was assembled.

This battery consisted of personality, biographical and attitude instruments,

as well as a medical history form that appeared to provide measures of the

behavioral-personality dimensions sought.

c)Subjects were tested in groups of lO to 40 each, in classrooms at their

respective universities.

d)Each subject was given a package containing all tests and instructed

to follow directions.

e)Completion of the entire battery of tests required three sessions per

group, totaling 7 to 9 hours.

f)All the data gathered took the form of self-ratings or self-reports.

II. Part II of the report dealt with the factor of self-ratings or self-reports

of the test results.

a)Of the 34 tests and instruments given to each individual, only the results
of 18 tests were utilized.

b)One hundred and thirty-four variables were identified; of these 63 were in-

cluded in the factor analysis, and the remainder were considered outside vari-
ables.
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c)Acomparisonof thedifferenttestsrevealed231duplicatororsimilaritems.
Eachindividual'sresponseto thesequestionswascompared.Thirty-sevensub-
jects,whomadearelativelylargenumberofillogical responses,wereexcluded
fromthedata. Fouradditionalsubjects,whoweremissingcertaindata,were
alsoexcluded.
d)Factoranalyticmethod.

I. Themethodusedinvolvedtheextractionof
principalcomponents,conversionto universe
principalcomponents,andtransformationto-
warda simplestructure.

2. Eighteenprincipalcomponentswereextracted,
andII of thesewereconvertedto universe
principalcomponents.

TESTSANDVARIABLES

Thefollowingtestsandvariableswereutilizedin thefactoranalysis.
Test IInstrument)

I. Ascendance-Submission

Reaction Study

2. Adult Opinion Survey

3. Barratt Impulsivity
Scales

4. Gordon Personal Profile

5. Repression-Sensitization

Scale

6. Gordon Personal Inventory

7. Thurstone Temperament
Schedule

8. Internal-External Scale

9. Test of Behavioral Rigidity

lO. S-R Inventory of

Anxiousness

II. Self-Disclosure Questionnaire

12.

13.

Fundamental Interpersonal
Relations Orientation -

Behavior (FIRO-B)

California Psychological

Inventory - Rational

14. Illogical Score

15. Consistency Score

Variables Included

Ascendance-Submission

Emotional Stability, SoCial Extraversion,

Conscientiousness, Cyclothymia vs.

Schizothymia, Agreeableness vs. Hostility

Relaxed Composure vs. Suspicious

Excitability, General Activity, Paranoid

Sensitivity

Motor Control, Variability, Interest

Feeling, Risk, Social Interaction, Impulse

Control

Responsibility, Sociability

Psychological defense mechanisms ranging

from repression to sensitization

Cautiousness, Personal Relations, Vigor

Active, Vigorous, Impulsive, Dominant,

Stable, Sociable, Reflective

Measure of generalized expectancy

Flexibility

Anxiety Response

Amount of information about self person

has disclosed to others

Expressed Inclusion, Expressed Control,

Expressed Affection, Wanted Inclusion

Wanted Control, Wanted Affection

Sociability, Responsibility, Achievement,

Conformity, Dominance

Illogical Score

Consistency
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16. Edwards Personal
Preference Schedule -
Inverse

Order, Exhibition, Autonomy, Affiliation,

Intraception, Succorance, Dominance,

Abasement, Nurturance, Change, Aggression

17. Social Insight - Inverse Passivity, Competition, Aggression.

RESULTS

I. Part I results

a)With respect to biographical and personal history items, three variables

were reported to be consistent predictors of adaptation to isolation, stress

and confinement. Each of these variables was positively related to good

adaptation:

I. Age

2. Absence of delinquency

3. Low need for avocational activity

b)Behavioral and personality variables, which consistently discriminated

individual differences in adaptation to the stresses of isolation and long-

term confinement, were conceptualized in terms of the following eight

behavioral-personality dimensions:

I. Energy Level

2. Autonomy-Dependence

3. Impulse Control

4. Rigidity-Flexibility

5. Need of Change

6. Emotional Stability

7. Interpersonal Relations

8. Aggression

II. Part II results

Factor analysis of the correlations among the 63 personality measures

(variables) produced II factors. Of these, three major factors were identified:

Social Dominance; Rational Self-control; and Stable, Relaxed vs. Unstable,

Suspicious. Three lesser factors were labeled as Social Dependence; Cyclothymia

vs. Schizothymia, and Cultured, Restrained Sociability. The other factors

were Agreeableness vs. Hostility; Passive vs. Aggressive; Non-Expressive;

and Heterosexuality.

CONCLUSIONS

These conclusions were drawn in Part II of the report and were based on an
evaluation of all of the information.

a)Based on the correlations of the scales of 18 instruments it was concluded

that five instruments would provide adequate measures of eight, reasonably
well defined factors; these instruments were the Adult Opinion Survey,
Thurstone Temperature Schedule, California Psychological Inventory, Gordon
Personal Profile, and Gordon Personal Inventory. Administration of these five

would take approximately 2 hours.

b)This study disclosed dimensions of individual differences which appear to have

promise for personnel selection.
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c)Responsesconsideredillogicalcouldproveto beimportantandhighlyuseful
in selectionof personnelfor missionscharacterizedbylongduration,isolation,
andconfinement.
d)Whentheresultsof thestudywereviewedin thelight of thepersonal
characteristicssoughtfor spacecrewpersonnel(PartI), it wasconcluded
thatmoredefinitivemeasuresof personalitywereneededthanwereoffered
bymeasuresof broadly-defineddimensions.

REFERENCES
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MOUNTAIN CLIMBING EXPEDITION Berkeley Institute of Psychological

Research, San Francisco, California

PURPOSE

To assess individual behavioral patterns and interpersonal relations
which developed during the 1963 American Mount Everest expedition.

SUBJECTS

Seventeen climbers

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

l)The climb to the summit of Everest presented many natural hazards
both in terms of terrain and weather conditions.

2)Each team member rated himself and all his fellow teammates, the latter

procedure including his preferences for a leader and a colleague, before,
during and after the expedition.

3)Observations on individual behavior and interpersonal relations were
made by a psychologist travelling with the team.

4)Results were correlated with independent psychological assessments.

TEST

l)Terman Concept Mastery Test - verbal intelligence.

2)D-48 - non-verbal test of intelligence ability

3)General Information Survey

4)Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal

5)Chapin Social Insight Test

6)Strong Vocational Interest Blank

7)Ten General Values

8)Six Spranger Values

9)Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values

lO)California Authoritarianism Scales - enthnocentrism, fascism and

political-economic conservatism.

ll)Gough Adjective Test List - used for both self and peer ratings and
by independent assessors.

12)California Psychological Inventory,

13)Edwards Personal Preference Inventory

14)Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
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15)MinnesotaMultiphasicPersonalityInventory
16)BassOrientationInventory
17)Welsh-BarronArtScale
18)GottschaldtFiguresTest
19)BarronHumanMovementScale

RESULTS

l)TeammenW)ersratedaperson'sgeneralcharacteristicsasmore
importantthanhisprofessionalexpertise.
2)Thegroupplacedhighvaluesonempiricalandaestheticconcepts,
tendedtooverestimatesocialneedsandunderestimateeconomicneeds.
3)Selfandpeerratingsonthe60wordsin theAdjectiveCheckList
rangedfrom5to 43wordswithlongerlists tendingto bemorenegative.
4)Groupcohesionbrokedownat onetimewhenafatal accidentoccurred;
otherwise,thegroupnormestablishedtheindividual'sworthto theteam
andavoidedovertsubjectivereactions.
5)Independentpsychologicalassessmentsmadeduringpre-missionwereaccurate
predictorsof behavior,andpost-missionresultscorrelatedhighlywith
groupopinionsof eachother.

CONCLUSIONS

l)Theindividual'shandlingof himselfandotherswasthecriterion
for performance.
2)Enduringpersonalitytraits wereof primeimportancein establishing
interpersonalrelationswhilerandomandunpredictableeventswerenot.

REFERENCES

LESTER, J.T. 1965.

Behavioral research during the 1963 American Mount Everest Expedition;

correlates of field behavior.

Berkeley Institute of Psychological Research, San FranciSco, California.

74 pages.
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REVIEW/SUB_RINE Angiboust,R.

PURPOSE

To discuss psychological factors likely to be encountered during operation
of the lunar laboratory.

CONFINEMENT REVIEWED

Submarine

REVIEW OF STUDIES

COHESION AND GOOD RELATIONS WITHIN THE GROUP DEPEND ON

a)The physical environment.

b)A sense of security.

c)Organization of work, relaxation and sleep.

FACTORS WHICH PROMOTE A GOOD PSYCHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

a)Conditions resembling life on earth are essential.

b)The activity schedule should resemble that of terrestrial habits.

c)Interest and motivation need to be continually stimulated.

d)Television is important as a link with daily life on earth.

e)Individual psychological traits are important, particularly the motivation
of each member.

f_Wise organization of a group can counteract behavioral incompatibility to
some extent.

g)Organization depends on selection, preparation and training.

LONG PERIODS OF TRAINING ARE IMPORTANT IN ORDER TO

a)Provide opportunity for the observation of the group.

b)Acquaint the group with each other.

c)Familiarize the group with the operations, equipment, etc. in order to:

l)Develop feelings of security.

2)Foster group unity.

3)Organize human relationships necessary for successful

operation of the lunar laboratory.
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REVIEW/SPACEFLIGHTSIMULATION Chambers,R.M.

PURPOSE

Toreviewandsummarizeresearchonisolationanddisorientationasit
relatesto theproblemsof spaceflight.

REVIEWOFSTUDIES

SAM
a)Asconfinementprogressedindicationsof reducedcrewmotivationappeared.
b)Althoughtherewerefeelingsof disharmonyandresentment,crewmoralewas
highthroughoutmission.
c)Individualdifferencesaffectedcrewinteractions.
d)Nogrossperceptualaberrationswereevident.
e)Noseriousphysiologicalandpsychologicalproblemswerenoted.

HOPE
Thisstudydemonstratedthatif crewsareproperlyselectedandmotivated,
theycanworkupto periodsof 2weeksusinga4hoursonand2 hour
off work/restschedule.

GENERAL
a)Mostof thestudiesindicatedthatthepsychologicalvariablesaregenerally
moreinfluentialthanthephysiologicalvariables.
b)Prolongedconfinementcausesdecrementsin psychomotorskill performance,

c)Proficiencyin performancecannotbemaintainedmuchbeyond20hoursof
continuousperformancewithoutrest.
d)Skill in vigilanceandmonitoringis susceptibleto fatigueeffects.
e)Somesubjectsbecomeincreasinglyirritableandevenhostileunderconditions
of confinement.

f)Degreeof confinementcanaffecttimeperception.
g_Prolongedcommitmentto exactingdutiesandcontinuedmonitoringof equipment
causesbordomandfatigue.
h)Studieshaveshownthatcrewmemberscanmaintaintheir performancelevels
onaworkingscheduleof 4hoursonand4hoursoff.
i)Discomfort,malfunctionof equipment,confinement,andfatigueproduce
hostilitiesandpersonalitydeteriorationsin somesubjects;however,
otherstudieshavenotshownanysignificantpersonalityeffects.
j)Astimein confinementprogressesprolongedperformanceis sometimes
characterizedbyunevenness,irregularity,lesspreciseresponses,queuing
or delayingof responses,filtering ofcertaincategoriesof stimuli,
stereotypingof responses,andincreasederrors.
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SELECTION

a)Good techniques of selection, training, and human engineering can increase
man's ability to tolerate the stresses of space flight.

b)Crew members should be selected who have ability to tolerate the stresses of

space.

c)Training should include exposure to sustaining prolonged periods of confinement
and isolation.

CONCLUSIONS

a)The conditions of isolation are very conclusive to disorientation, since

these may at times involve:

l)Elimination of certain sensory cues.

2)Gross distortion of the ways in which sensory cues are presented.

3)Distortion of ability to sense and perceive cues accurately.

b)Astronauts and their crews will not suffer from the potentially detrimental
effects of isolation and disorientation provided that:

l)The astronaut and crew are appropriately selected and trained.

2)They are provided with piloting and related tasks.

3)They are provided with continuous contact with essential aspects
of the enviornment.

c)Once the stimuli, responses and basic physiological and psychological
mechanisms are understood for specific space flight missions, techniques of
selection, adaptation and training, and human engineering may be used to
increase man's ability to tolerate the stressful conditions and to perform as

a reliable unit within any spacecraft system.

REFERENCES
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Isolation and disorientation.

In: J.D. Hardy, ed. Physiological Problems in Space Exploration.
Thomas Publisher, Springfield, lllinois, pp. 231-292.
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REVIEW/SPACEFLIGHT Chambers,R.M.,andFried,R.

PURPOSE

Toreviewscientificliteratureonthepsychologicalaspectsof spaceflight.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

a)Space flights.

b)Space flight simulators.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

GENEPJ_L PSYCHOLOGICAL FINDINGS

a)Perceptual disorientations are caused by illusions of vision, motion and

body position.

b)The requirements of space require the crew members to adjust to work/

rest schedules that are not related to normal day-niqht activities.

c)Feelings of irrationality, irritability, euphoria, exhilaration and other

maladaptive reactions caused by isolation and confinement will also influence

crew members' performance.

d)Fatigue can result in decrement in performance, impaired judgment, slower

reaction time, reduced vigilance, degradation of attitude, increased ranges

of indifference, loss Jn timing, and disintegration of perceptual field.

e)Errors and decrements in performance tend to increase with load stresses.

f)The emotional behavior of men in space is apt to alter as a function of the

pnysluiOgl(_dl drl_ _.y_rlUlU_lL.al _bi"_}:_} i1_: _:ll,,.,UUllb_:l _. - Ull_.,_l _.u,,,_j, ,,u_,uuua

environment, weightlessness, isolation and confinement - which might produce

dramatic changes in the emotional behavior and personality of an individual.

g)Confinement can cause such performance decrements as:

l)Irregularity in performance.

2)Performance oscil Iations.

3)Increase in error amplitude.

4)Decreases in proficiency in some parts of a task and not in
others.

5)Changes in timing task components.

6)Reduction in performance output.

7)Inadvertent control inputs.

8)Failure to detect changes in the stimulus field.

g)Errors in retrieving, integrating, storing, and processing
information.

lO)Sudden changes in rate of performance.

ll)Response lags.

12)Overcontrol ling or undercontrol Iing.
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13)Perceiveddisintegrationof theperceptualfield ordisplay.
14)Dissociationof correctiveresponsefromappropriatecontrolunit.
15)Lossof proficiency.

Eckstrand I19591 pointed out some of the steps in training astronauts which
should be taken:

a)Improved techniques for maintaining performance levels.

b)Improved techniques for fostering retention of skills and knowledge.

c)Improved techniques for developing skills to operational proficiency.

d)Improved types of orientations and training.

e)Techniques for simulating interactions between physiological stressful

environments and psychologically stressful tasks.

Astronaut Selection

Ruf___f(195g) considers the following characteristics important in selecting an

astronaut:

a)High level of intelligence.

b)Drive regarding the project.

c)No overdeDendence on others.

d)Ability to tolerate close associations and extreme isolation.

e)Ability to function outside familiar surroundings.

f)Abilitv to resDond predictably.

g)Motivations based on interest in project.

h)No evidence of impulsivity.

i)Ability to tolerate stressful situations and react appropriately.

REFERENCES
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Psychological aspects of space flight.
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REVIEW/PSYCHOLOGICALASPECTSOFSPACEFLIGHT Christensen,J.M.

PURPOSE

a)Tosamplesomeof therelevantinformationto spaceflight.
b)Toidentifyareasthatwill requirefurtherattentionbeforepredictions
in thebehavioralareafor theMarstrip canbemadewithconfidence.

REVIEWOFSTUDIES

CONTRIBUTIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY TO THE MARS MISSION

a)Man can help achieve the required reliability and effectiveness by active

involvement in most if not all of the necessary operations (rendezvous,
guidance and control, etc.).

b)Voas has stated that "Man's primary role in the operation of space vehicles

will be to increase system reliability."

c)Westbrook has estimated that based on current technology, an automatic

control system (three-axes) for a round trip between earth and moon would

have a reliability of 0.22.

d)Planning and designing for a flight to Mars require the most detailed

knowledge of man's perceptual, motor, and intellectual skills and of the
effects that a variety of truly unusual environments has on these skills.

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF THE SPACECREW

a)Selection of the original seven astronauts - all were superior in

intelligence, exceptionally stable emotionally and unusually capable of

withstandinq severe physical stresses.

b)For verbal/symbolic tasks any factor that influences learning is likely to

have the same effect on retention.

c)Rehearsal of highly skilled tasks should occur on at least a daily basis.

d)It is recommended that heavy reliance be placed on performance aids such as

checklists, manuals, etc; they do not deteriorate with time and they are not
affected by stressful situations.

ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY

a)Display and control requirements - such factors as lack of meaningful
horizon, lack of conventional reference points, lack of "up" and "down",
etc. challenge the ingenuity of the engineer and the psychologist to present

both an accurate and meaningful display.

b)Personal tethering and propulsion - Mueller shows that a simple tether line

used in a fish-like fashion represents a dangerous oversimplification of the
problems. Personal propulsion systems will not be the simple rocket gun
devices that served Buck Rogers so well.

EFFECTS OF OTHER UNUSUAL ENVIRONMENTS ON PERFORMANCE

a)While there is considerable information on the physiological effects

of acceleration of varying degree and duration, there is not a comparable

amount on behavioral effects.
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b)Chilesreportsthatsomecrewmembersrevealedin post-missioninterviews
thaT,_thoughmarkedinterpersonalantagonismsexistedamongsomeof the
members,theseantagonismswereneverrevealedduringtheexperiment.
c)Therealchallengewill beto designasystemthatwill requireandwill use
thecrewmembersin essentialjobsthatarechallengingenoughto prevent
monitoringandboredom,yetsufficientlybelowthemaximumlevelof capability
toallowfor possibleperformancedeteriorationor for emergencies.

INTELLECTUAL SKILLS

a)Man's greatest contribution will be in the realm which we term "intellectual"

b)One task that man will perform will be maintenance.

CONCLUSIONS

THE USE OF MAN TO STUDY SPACE

Particular emphasis in research should be in the design of suitable controls

and displays, design for ease of maintenance, the effects of long-term weight-

lessness and the effect of multiple stresses.

REFERENCES

CHRISTENSEN, J.M. 1963.

Psychological aspects of extended manned space flight.
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Force Base, Ohio. 29 pages.

[AMRL-TDR-63-81]
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REVIEW/SUBMARINE Duffner,G.J.

PURPOSE

Toreportgroupresearchonpersonnelselectionandto dealwithproblemsof the
submarineenvironment,existingassessmentprocesses,andresearchhypotheses
relatedtocertaindevelopmentmethodology.

CONFINEMENTSREVIEWED

Submarine

REVIEWOFSTUDIES

STRESS FACTORS

a)Instability of the submarine as a weapon.
b)Nature of submarine operations.

EXISTING ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

a)Psychologic tests.

b)Physical examination.

c)Sensory testing.

d)Fifty pound pressure test.

CRITERION RESEARCH METHODS

a)Pools of traits, defining the good and the poor submariner.

b)Performance and achievement criteria.

c)Sociometric criteria.

PREDICTOR RESEARCH

PRESENT PREDICTORCOMBINATIONS

a)Training task observations.

b)Base battery.

c)Mental tests (Arithmetic, etc.)

d)Personal history.

e)Semi-structured interviews by submarine medical officers, candidates assessed

on background factors, job history, etc.

PREDICTOR VARIABLE USED EXPERIMENTALLY

a)Semi-structured T.A.T.

b)Modified picture completion.

c)Masculine role test.

PREDICTOR VARIABLES USED ON OPERATION HIDEOUT

a)Basic battery.

b)Manual dexterity.

c)Rigidity.

d)Sentence completion.

e)Rorschach (individual).
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REVIEW/OFFDUTYTIME Eberhard,J.W.,andSmith,K.T.

PURPOSE

Thisstudyanalyzestheavailableoff dutytimein longdurationspace
missionsandsuggestswaysto useoff dutytime.

CONFINEMENTSREVIEWED

a)Arctic
b)Antarctic
c) Ships
d)Submarines
e)Missilebases

REVIEWOFSTUDIES

TIME FINDINGS

a) There are two components of off duty time in the long duration studies:

l) Scheduled off duty time.

2) Unscheduled free time resulting from the excess time
scheduled for other activities.

b) Men in general and men in special environments have approximately

5 hours a day free time.

c) Crew size is based upon heavy work phases of the mission.

d) Men in confined space with little work to do are unwilling to share
their work load.

e) Reduced sleep time requirements may result from a weightless

environment and from the problems of confinement and boredom in long

duration missions.

f) Off duty time may exceed lO hours per day during deep space periods

of the mission.

ACTIVITY FINDINGS

a) Discretionary activities should depend upon the free choice of each
crew member.

b) Men in confinement prefer work to free time.

c) Talking, reading fiction, watching movies and television are the most

frequently performed activities by confined groups.

d) Men in confinement take almost twice as long to eat as men in the

general population.
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e)Exerciseis aninfrequentlyperformedactivityfor all of the
adultsstudied.
f) Recreationalfacilities havehistoricallybeenthesourceof significant
moraleproblemsfor confinedgroups.

PRINCIPLES RELATED TO OFF DUTY TIME

a) The amount of free time for each crew member should be determined in

light of scheduled opportunities and contingencies.

b) In long duration space flights, due to the reduced activity

possibilities, free time should be limited to about 5 hours per day.

c) The mission time line should be designed to insure that the maximum

amount of social interaction is possible during off duty times. In

extreme cases of interpersonal conflict, off duty times can be

rearranged to reduce the amount of off duty interaction.

d) Task rotation should be considered a normal routine to curtail the

unwillingness of crew members to share their limited work load should

contingencies arise which limit a crew member's work opportunity.

PRINCIPLES IN DESIGNING DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITIES

a) Selection of discretionary activities must take into account crew

members' preferences and the influence of long duration confinement on

these preferences.

b) Discretionary activities should be selected that tend to reduce the

anticipated monotony and increase sensory stimulation.

c) Rules relative to activity performance should be considered in the

design, integration, and use of activities in the spacecraft.

REFERENCES
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REVIEW/LEADERSHIP Fiedler, F.E.

PURPOSE

a)To study the contribution which the leader and the members of a group make
to the task performance under varying conditions of stress in small group
situations.

b)To discuss the type of leadership style which is most appropriate to group
performance.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

Effect of Stress on the Leader's Contribution to the Task

a)Mann has stated that the relationship between all personality attributes of the

leader and group performance has generally been low and he cites medians of

only .15 to .25 for even the best measures.

b)Fiedler and Meuwese (1963) have shown that the leader's intelligence and

ability scores correlate highly with group performance primarily when the

group environment is pleasant and relaxed, and when good interpersonal relations

exist within the group.

c)Meuwese and Fiedler (1964) studied seniors in the Army and Navy ROTC

programs at University of Illinois. The experiment involved 54 three-man

groups, with sets of 18 groups randomly assigned to one of three conditions:

l)low stress.

2)internal stress.

3)external stress.

Each group performed two creative tasks in succession l)Pay Proposal of ROTC
i ..... i_.^ k^_^_+ ..... _ ^_,, u:,,y :_ 8_ c_o _:Ao+gl and

2)Fable task (write down a fable or story). The results suggest that the

stress of the situation caused the leader to be anxious, and that the leader's

anxiety, in turn, interfered with his ability to concentrate his efforts

on the task. The major importance of the data is that the intelligence of

leaders on their task relevant abilities is utilized by the group primarily

under conditions of minimal stress.

d)Meuwese and Fiedler (1964) showed that the effectiveness of the group is

contingent upon the interaction of the leadership style and the difficulty

of the group situation for the leader.

CONCLUSIONS

a)It seems likely that the group, operating under serious threat and external

stress, might require a therapeutic leadership which will enable the members

to reduce their anxiety level to manageable size so that task relevant activities
can be tackled.

b)In general, a highly structured and controlling leadership is most effective

under either conditions of high or low stress.

c)Under intermediate conditions of stress, a more permissive, less structured

style of leadership is most efficient.
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REVIEW/SPACECABINSIMULATORS(SAM) Flinn,D.E.

PURPOSE

Todiscussproblemsof choosingindividualswhocanperformtherequired
tasksof spaceflight underpsychologicalstress.

CONFINEMENT

SAM

In SAMillusionsof bodyimage,distortionof spaceandtimeandhypnagogic-
like imageryhaveoccurredasaresultof thestressesof confinementfatigue
andtherestrictedperceptualfield.

BASIC PERSONALITY STABILITY

a)To be effective and reliable, the astronaut must be free of significant

emotional conflicts and anxiety.

b)He must be able to work with others under stress during training period.

c)A subject that will do well in space is one who:

l)Is mature.

2)Is well integrated.

3)Is motivated.

4)Has a normal self critical faculty.

5)Is capable of forming group identification.

6)Has ability and developmental experiences.

7)Is able to rely on others (ground crew).

d)A pilot's flying experience may not serve as an effective screening

device since space flight missions involve relative passivity and require

that the pilot be more of a monitor than a pilot.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Test pilots are considered to be good applicants for space crews because

they already possess highly developed skills and a high level of adaptability.

b)The astronaut assessment program should be one which differentiates between

high levels of adaptability to the stresses of military flight, considers

the candidate in terms of psychological requirements that are relatively

unique to space flight, and assesses basic personality stability in an

attempt to predict maladaptive behavior.
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REVIEW/EFFECTS OF CONFINEMENT Fraser, T.M.

PURPOSE

a)To define the nature of confinement stress and to make an examination of its

psychophysiological effect on man.

b)To critically review the literature making analysis of data from many sources.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

a)The 60 or so studies reviewed can be classified as simulator studies,

confined chamber studies, cockpit studies, vehicle studies, submarine studies,
spacecraft studies, etc.

b)The operational conditions of the studies reviewed range from those of

bedrest to those of Gemini spacecraft.

c)The focus of this review is to integrate the findings of the various

studies with respect to physiological and psychological effects of confinement
and tolerance to confinement.

CONCLUSIONS

PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO CONFINEMENT

a)The effects of perceptual aberrations on the single isolate can be reduced

with motivation and experience.

b)The occurrence of perceptual aberrations is greatly reduced when two subjects

are isolated together, and it disappears in larger groups.

c_Psychological factors affecting group performance should be investigated and

integrated into the astronaut selection process.

d)While confinement, in itself, has little effect on intellectual or complex

psychomotor performance, perceptual isolation reduces these types of performance.

e)Confinement probably has little effect on time perception, while perceptual

isolation may cause gross errors in time estimation.

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO CONFINEMENT

a)In confinement, the response to stress is non-specific (viz: changes in

pulse rate, blood pressure, EEG, etc.) and combined with specific changes due

to the reduced mobility.

b)An important area for investigation is the possibility of reduced re-

sistance to new forms of stress associated with the "resistive stage" of

stress theory.

c)In situations involving long-duration confinement, the "initial heightened

activity begins to show the effects of an adaptive process during the second

week and appears to be maintained for about 2 months before a resurgence of
stress phenomena occurs."

d)Due to the paucity of data on the effects of long-duration confinement,

studies should be performed to evaluate the effects suggested in this study.
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TOLERANCE OF CONFINEMENT AND VOLUME REQUIREMENTS

a)"Above the threshold of acceptability, volume is not a major constraint
regardless of duration. Below the threshold of unacceptability, volume is the
major constraint regardless of duration. Between the thresholds, the effects

of volume may be modified by other factors."

b)Confinement induces stress to an extent dictated by factors such as severity

and duration, habitability, and personal factors.

c)Tolerance threshold curves show that for periods of confinement of 30 to 60

days, about 150 cubic feet of free volume space per man is needed.

d)Tolerance was modified by habitability, work, rest, recreation, and exercise

schedules.

e)It is suggested that weightlessness may improve tolerance to confinement by

alleviating the restrictive aspects of confinement.

REFERENCES

FPJ_SER, T.M. 1966.
The effects of confinement as a factor in manned space flight.

National Aeroanutics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.
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176 pages.
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REVIEW/HUMAN CONFINEMENT EXPERIENCE Fraser, T.M.

PURPOSE

To outline the nature of the problems resulting from confinement on the basis of

60 studies of operational and experimental human confinement.

CONFINEMENTS STUDIED

}hmlau confinement experience

No. of subjects Volume per Duration

Type of Study Confinemcnt Conditions per run man (cu. ft.) days

Simulator

Singlc man

Simulator

Several men

Confincnlcnt

Chambers

SAM one-man space I 47 7

simulator

SAM onc-man space I 47 J½

simulator

Vostok spacecraft l 90 ?1

simulator

Lockheed-Georgia crew

system mock up-OPN 5,6 250, 183 15

36O

Ditto - HOPE II 6 187 15

Ditto - ItOPE III , I0 llO 30

Ditto - HOPE IV&V 10 110 12

Ditto - HOPE VI &VII 6 187 12

U.S. Navy ACEL

converted pressure

chamber 6 75 7

Ditto 6 75 8

North American Aviation

conical mock-up 3 67 7
,,__.L , _._:___ ,..:..:..

cylindrical mock-up 4 375 7

North American Aviation

dlsk-lik¢ mock-up 2 800 4

SAM two-man sim_dator

with simulated mission 2 106 14, 30

17

Republic converted altitude

chamber 6 211 14

I)ouglas orbiting vehicle

simulator 4 250 30

General Electric two.

compartment simulator 4 215 30

Martin Oahimore lunar

mission simulator 3 133 3, 7

NASA Ames conical capsule 2 61,5 7

NADC long range mission

simulator 5 140 5

University of Maryland

programmed environment 1 1368 152

University of Georgia

simulated fall-out

shelter 10 65 3

Ditto 10 65 3

Ditto 10 52 3

Ditto 30 52 4

Ditto 30 52 14

Ditto 30 52 14

Ditto 30 39 7
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(¢on/imred)

No. of subjccts Volume per Duration

Type of Study Confinement Conditions per run man (cu. ft.) days

Aircraft

cockpit

Armored

Vehicle

Submarine

Chair rest

Bed rest

Spacecraft

USNRDL fall-out shelter 100 117 14

Ditto 100 117 5

Lockheed Georgia flight

station mock-up 8 125 4

Coffin-like open capsule 1 28 7

F-84 aircraft cockpit I 30 2_

WADD aircraft escape 1 27.5 2

capsule

Armored personnel carrier:

Type M 59 l0 30 4 hrs

T._pe MII3, in motion 12 23.3 8 hrs

Type M113, stationary 10 28 12 hrs

Type M I 13, in motion I1 25.5 24 hrs

Type M I 13, in motion I I 25.5 24 hrs

Submarine Nautilus, 1956,

submerged and cruising 36 1600 11

Submarine Seawolf, 1957,

submerged 100 570 60

Submarine Nautilus, 1958,

submerged under ice-cap 100 570 4

Submarine Triton, 1960,

submerged around world 100 570 83

SA M : overstuffed

back-tilted chair I 25 4

Lankenau hospital, con-

tinuous bed rest, no

sitting I 25 45

SAM: continuous bed rest,

no sitting 1 25 28

SAM: bed rest studies

with and without

prophylaxis I 25 14

Mercury, MA-6 l 47 8 hrs

Mercury, MA-7, MA-8 1 47 12 hrs

Mercury, MA-9 1 47 I ]_ days

Vostok I 1 90 12 hrs

Vostok I[ 1 90 I day

Gemini 111 2 40 5 hrs

Gemini IV 2 40 4 days

Gemini V 2 40 8 days

Gemini V[ 2 40 I days

Gemini VII 2 40 14 days

REVIEW OF STUDIES

PSYGHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

a)If habitability is close to acceptable in confinement for a well-motivated

trained individual, overt psychological effects may not be observed, and even

covert effects, as judged by interview, diary evaluation, psychological testing,

and performance measures may be negligible except in extremes of confinement.

b)Monotonous environment has deleterious effects as evidenced by impairment of

thinking, childish emotional responses, and disturbances of visual perception
leading to the occurrence of both unstructured and fully structured visual

illusions.

c)A man, even though alone, can apparently learn to cope with perceptual
aberration.

d)Apart from emotional reactions, the sheer discomfort of confinement can be

severe.
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INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

a)Feelings of resentment and hostility either directed at individual

colleagues in confinement or projected to the external investigators in

an experimental situation have been fairly common in confinement and

isolation research.

b)In the SAM two-man chamber the investigators found that the subjects maintained

a high morale and demonstrated few emotional changes.

c)Lawton found that during the confinement period cohesiveness deteriorated

steeply with a sharp rise beginning as the flight was about to end. In spite of

this trend, personal emotional defenses were sufficient to maintain each

individual's stability.

d)Flinn in one study and Tiller and Figur in another found that the significance

of motivation and discipline as factors in masking the expression of hostility

and resentment is obvious, but should not be relied upon to ensure success in

a mission.

INTELLECTUAL CAPACITY

a)In the General Electric study significant performance decrements were observed

during the simulation period as compared with a pre-simulation control run.

b)Hanna and Gaita found no performance decrement in complex arithmetical tasks

during their 7-day space cabin simulation.

FACTORS WHICH CAN MODIFY TOLERANCE OF CONFINEMENT

a)Motivation and experience.

b)Activities and tasks during confinement.

c)Knowledge of duration.

d)Exercise and physical fitness.

e)Number of subjects confined.

CONCLUSIONS

In view of the 60 operational and experimental studies analyzed and reviewed,

the physiological and psychological responses of the subjects in various confine-
ment situations are discussed. Also discussed are some measures to reduce

undesirable responses (in terms of modifying tolerance to confinement).
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REVIEW/SELECTION Hartman, B.O.

PURPOSE

To review factors in influencing the aircrewman's capacity to perform
useful work.

Topics covered:
a) Psychological selection and training of aerospace crews.

b) Characteristics of the human operator.

c) Psychologic effects of physiologic stress.

d} Psychologic factors in spaceflight.

SUMMARY OF REVIEW

Psychologic Selection and Training of Aerospace Crews

AIRCREW SELECTION PROGRAMS

a) Requirements for an effective selection program:

I) Pool of applicants must be larger than the number of jobs
to be filled.

2) Job analysis must be available.

3) Candidates must vary in their ability to perform the job.

4) Procedures or tests which measure the variability to

perform the job must be available.

b) Typical selection procedures:

I) A minimum level of education; frequently 2 years of college.

2) A test which measures equivalent achievement, emphasizing

acquired information and general intelligence.

3) A battery of tests, each designed to measure a component of
the job.

4) A battery of tests measuring both job components and special

technical background factors.

5) A battery of tests with interest and personal history
elements added.

6) A battery with psychomotor apparatus tests added,

7) A battery of tests supplemented by a short training and
performance period, as for example I0 hours in light planes.

8) A special battery of tests, with results provided to a
selection board.
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c) An example of a good selection program: U.S. Air Force Requirements.

I) Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT).

2) Commissioned officer.

3) Physical examination.

d) Special Selection Programs. A good example is the procedure used by

the U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine in evaluating space flight

candidates including NASA astronauts.

l) Intensive physical examination including psychiatric

evaluations.

2) Tests of intelligence:

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale;

Miller Analogies Test;

Doppelt Mathematic Reasoning Test;

Minnesota Engineering Analogies Test.

3) Projective tests:

Rorschach Psychodiagnostic Test;

Thematic Apperception Test;

Draw a Person Test;

Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test.

TRAINING

a) Little substantial progress in the application of psychologic principles

to flying training has been made since World War II.

b) Most training devices are designed to improve a pilot's performance

rather than to measure it.

c) Although not applied to flight training as yet, programmed learning is

a likely candidate for "ground school" phases.

IT Ch_f_r_t_c_ nf the Human Operator

a) Operator delays and lags are a key area of concern in the use of

ma_ in complex systems.

b) Delays vary across sensory systems and can be substantial. For

example, receptor delay is 15 times longer for visual than for auditory

transduction, although this is offset by the ability of the visual system

to process exceedingly complex inputs.

c) Central nervous system delays are the longest, the most variable, and

therefore the least predictable.

d) Man may be described as fundamentally a single-channel sequential

responder with a reasonably wide base and low sensitivity input-output

capacity in relation to his cost and size.

III. Psychologic Effects of Physiologic Stress

a) Low levels of biodynamic stressors such as acceleration and vibration

alter crew performance because they "load" the limbs and interfere with

coordination.

b) Low levels of other stressQrs like hypoxia compromise crew performance by
inducing fatigue.
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c) Any stressor producing unpleasant subjective states and bodily discomfort

or pain distracts an aircrewman and creates a situation in which a

substantial possibility of poor performance exists.

d) Fatigue.

l) Performance becomes poorer during an extended period of

work due to fatigue.

2) Fatigue causes disruptions in timing, losses in fine
motor control, increased variability in performance, and a

lowering of standards.

3) Ta_ks based on gross, discrete cues are more resistant to

fatigue than tasks based on minute cues, in which vigilance

and alertness are important.

4) Duty schedules containing programmed periods of rest can be

carried out quite effectively for many hours.

5) Cumulative fatigue is the result of inadequate recovery

from several successive periods of acute fatigue and appears

gradually over several days or weeks. Performance effects are like

those seen in acute fatigue, including poorer airmanship, and

degraded management and judgment during flight. Impairment
in motivation, emotional control and interpersonal relationships

can develop.

e) Diurnal Effects

l) Diurnal variation is another factor involved in prolonged

work. Losses in proficiency are generally found when operators

have already been on duty for some time or when tasks are very

demanding.

2) If the operator's performance is at normal levels and

other primary stressors such as fatigue are not taking their

toll, no significant diurnal effects are likely.

f) Work/Rest Schedules

The important factor with respect to work/rest schedules is

the maximum time on duty. Duty schedules should not require

continuous work to the point where significant fatigue effects

occur.

g) Performance Upon Awakening

I) Having to work in a concentrated fashion after sudden

awakening interferes with the capacity to perform effectively.

2) A few minutes of nonworking time when the crewman can

devote himself exclusively to waking up offsets performance

decrements.

h) Maintenance of Skill

In order to maintain an acceptable level of performance,

Fitts suggests engineering the job to reduce overload

and augment low-load conditions and then to train as

frequently and intensively as possible.
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IV.

i) Alterations in perceptions

Alterations in an aircrewman's perception of his surroundings

are best characterized as undue narrowing of attention, inability

to focus attention properly, or actual distortions of sensory

input.

j) Other Problems

l) Such problems as irritation with routine operations, an

increase in physical complaints, and interpersonal friction

have been evident in small groups assigned to remote duty sites.

2) Aircrewman report significant losses in morale and job
satisfaction due to the frustrations of unavoidable delays.

Psychologic Factors in Spaceflight

a) Three psychologic problems _ere considered critical in the early days of

manned spaceflight:

I) Gross disruptions in emotional status as a result of pro-

longed isolation and sensory deprivation.

2) Difficulties in neuromuscular function in the weightless
condition.

3) The possibility of undefined performance disturbances

related to prolonged exposure to radiation.

Experience has relegated these to problems of minor concern at least in

relation to the lunar program.

b) Present psychologic problems are work/rest schedules and the relationship

between work, fatigue and sleep.

l) This problem is concerned with how to arrange the duty

day to provide sleep periods, housekeeping periods, and still

provide coverage throughout the day, for many days in succession.

2) Ground-based studies have demonstrated that man can perform

acceptabiy un _h_Jui_ a_ u,,usual a_ 4 h_-_. o,n _ty, 3 hrs.
off or even 2 hrs. on duty 2 hrs. off, but the sleep schedule
which goes with this does not permit adequate recovery.

3) The subject of what constitutes adequate sleep and sleep
deprivation are areas of concern today. (1971)
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REVIEW/COMPOSITION OF GROUPS Haythorn, W.W.

PURPOSE

To present a systematic and selective review of research bearing on the hypo-
thesis that the bahavior, compatibility and effectiveness of a group is dependent

on a particular combination of individuals.

REVIEW OF CREW STUDIES

THE COMPOSITION OF GROUPS

a)The presence of others in the perceptual field of an individual affects his

performance, but this effect depends on characteristics of the individual, the
others, and the task.

b)The behavior of other people is a determinant of a subject's behavior.
Individuals in groups composed of members with heterogeneous attitudes and
values may be less subjected to the pressure to conform than individuals in

homogeneously composed groups.

c)Individuals develop a complex set of needs, the satisfactions of which require

particular kinds of relations with other individuals. On the whole, behavior
conducive to effective leadership is clearly a function of the situation.

d)Inability of group members to get along frequently results in failure in achiev-
ing the group goals.

e)Socioeconomic level, educational level, intelligence and vocabulary all may

be expected to relate to the ability of individuals to communicate with each
other.

f)Differences in objectives among group members generate conflict which could

result in not achieving the goal.

g)Group activity allows individuals with complementary skills to assist each
other in attaining goals.

h)Every group has certain informal social skills that have to be played by
individuals for the success of the group.

i)The behavior of the groups varies as a function of the personality
characteristics of group members.

j)The personality of the leader significantly determines the group climate that
develops.

k)Under some conditions, assembling groups on the basis of personal1_references
produces more effective groups.

l)If a leader is to be effective, group members must have some confidence that

he is seeking at least some of the same goals that they are seeking.

m)When dissimilar attitudes exist, pressures toward balance tend to generate
interpersonal hostility or disliking.

n)Individuals homogeneous with regard to fundamental value systems relevant

to the nature of their interaction tend to be more compatible than groups
heterogeneous with regard to such values. In some situations, members of groups
can to a degree complement each other's weaknesses.
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o)Daily contact among persons with different outlooks and professional back-

grounds provides mutual stimulation which results in higher research performance.

p)Crew morale is lower when leadership roles are limited to a few crew positions,

but instructors give the crew a higher performance rating.

q)Crews in which relatively little informal interaction a,N)ng crew members was

reported were likely to have crew personal liking.

r)It is useful to consider compatibility in three dimensions:

l)Congruency vs. incongruency.

2)Complementary vs. non-complementary.

3)Competitive vs. non-competitive needs, values, and cognitive styles.

s)Interpersonal attractiveness and performance effectiveness must be distinguished

in the composition of a group since the results for one are different
from those for the other.

RELATION TO ISOLATION AND CONFINEMENT

a)Men that are required to function for long periods of time in narrowly

confined spaces under great degrees of isolation from the rest of society are

entirely dependent on each other for:

l)Social interaction.

2)Gratification of social needs.

3)Testing of social reality.

b)The boredom resulting from long periods of inactivity in the military system

which places few demands on the operator for long periods of time tends to make

individuals look to one another to provide necessary stimuli to counteract

the performance and morale-degrading effects of monotony.

CONCLUSIONS

a)The literature survey finds that research supports the view that group composi-

tion significantly determines group member behavior; that both homogeneity and

complementary hypotheses regarding the bases of compatibility and group

effectiveness are tenable.

b)Group behavior is a function of the modal characteristics of the individual

group members.

c)Group characteristics are directly dependent on individual member's character-

istics and interpersonal relations among members.
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REVIEW/DESIGN OF CLOSED ECOLOGIES Haythorn, W.W.

PURPOSE

To identify some of the sources of psychological stress in isolated

groups, and to point out their probable implications for systems design.

VARIABLES DISCUSSED

Stimulus reduction, social isolation, and interpersonal conflict are
sources of stress which seem particularly noteworthy with regard to their
implications for systems design.

a) Stimulus Reduction.

I) Under conditions of extreme stimulus reduction, a variety of perceptual
and intellectual decrements, and various bizarre behaviors and experiences

are reported.

2) Under less extreme conditions of stimulus reduction, reports of a
reduction in motivation, morale, and performance have been reported.

3) Stimulus reduction effects accumulate over time.

b) Social Isolation.

Social need satisfaction and opportunities for social reality testing
can be seriously impaired in small socially isolated groups. This can
result in: a heightened sense of frustration; decreased accuracy and

stability of self-concepts; and the development of invalid group norms.

c) Interpersonal Conflict.

I) Interpersonal conflict is heightened under conditions of isolation
and confinement.

2) Minor irritations accumulate to the point of being major sources of
tension.

3) The following factors contribute to interpersonal hostilities: lack
of privacy; inability to establish and maintain territorial ownership;
inability to find scapegoat outside group to displace aggression; and

restricted opportunities to release tension through muscular activity.

CONCLUSIONS

The stress caused by the stimulus reduction, social isolation, and inter-
personal conflict should be considered when designing any system for small

groups for a long period of time. Possible implications for design are:

STRESS CAN BE REDUCED BY:

I) Stimulus reduction Stimulus enrichment proceedures:
music

visual stimuli (TV, moviesl

radio programs
intellectual puzzles
reading material
choice of operation mode (automatic,
manuall
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2) Social isolation

3) Interpersonal tensions

Some degree of communication with outside
world

Crew size (at least 15} for long duration

missions

Reminders of larger cultural identity -

insignia, labels and proceedures

reflecting identity within larger group.

Provision of active recreation.

Provision of privacy
Identifiable boundaries between working

areas.

Identification of equipment as belonging to

one crew _osition.

Limiting necessity to share equipment and

living facilities.

Provision of ample space to permit men to

maintain preferred distances from each

other.
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REVIEW/INTERPERSONALSTRESS Haythorn,W.W.

PURPOSE

Toreviewvariousstudiesconcerninginterpersonalstress.

CONFINEMENTSREVIEWED

Variouskindswithvariousnumbersof subjectsin smallgroups.

REVIEWOFSTUDIES

SOURCES OF INTERPERSONAL STRESS

a)Competitive needs of group members.

b)Incongruencies between need patterns.

c)Complementarity of need patterns.

d)Social isolation.

e)Lack of privacy.

A VIEW OF PERSONALITIES IN GROUPS

a)Personality is seen as a concept used to reference the organizing function in

individual development.

b)With increasing freedom from physical threat, it is assumed that the individual

becomes increasingly concerned with self-identity.

c)A higher level of differentiation and integration is shown by the individual

who is primarily concerned with interpersonal relationships as these are expressed

in affiliative, affectionate, group oriented behavior.

A STUDY OF ISOLATED DYADS

a)Social isolation was expected to be stressful. A pure test of this, however,

was obtained only for hypothetically compatible dyads.

b}Interpersonal incompatibility was also expected to generate elevated levels

of subjective stress and symptomatology. The expectation was confirmed.

c)Both sources of stress applied in hypothetically incompatible isolated dyads.

d)This study supported the general hypothesis that social isolation and inter-

personal incompatibilities elevate subjective experiences of stress.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Social isolation and interpersonal incompatibilities produce high levels of

subjective stress and isolation symptomatology.

b)The task of social psychologists is to identify the environment and group

compositional situations which generate interpersonal stress.

c)Not much is known about group behavior under stress, for there have not been

many longitudinal, intricate studies.
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REVIEW/BIBLIOGPJ_PHY Honigfeld, A.B.

PURPOSE

To review studies on the effects on performance of confining two or more people

in a restricted area for a prolonged period of time as they pertain to the U.S.

Amy's interest in performance during and after prolonged confinement in armored
vehicles.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

a)Submarine.

b)Laboratory.

c)Fallout shelter.

d)Spaceflight simulation.

e)Antarctic.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

GROUP BEHAVIOR UNDER STRESS

a)Submarine-Kinseyconfined 23 men together for 2 months. He evaluated group

behavior with interviews, daily diaries, casual observation, and a structured

questionnaire.

b)Laboratory - Lanzetta imposed threat on groups of three students doing a highly

structured task_tened groups attached problems less forcefully, assertive-

ly, and actively than unthreatened groups. A second lab experiment by Lanzetta

used four people working on a task. Both the observers and the participants saw

the groups as less competitive, more cooperative, and more friendly under in-

creased stress. The results from the above two studies are directly opposed to

findings when groups are confined under high threat in real-life conditions.

c)Laboratory - Ruff studied confinement by placing five-man groups in a small

compartment for_ays. Three definite conclusions emerged: that differ-

ent groups behave differently; that there is a great increase in interest in

food; and that hostile feelings aroused by fellow crew members were not expressed

overtly but in sarcasm, in comments in diaries, and on projective tests.

d)Simulated Shelter - Altman made auditory and visual observations of 30 people

for l to 2 weeks. The_vers found that agitation and tension were

greatest just after the subjects entered the shelter and just before they left it.

e)Simulated Flight Chamber - Flinn reported that two subjects who were confined

for 14-30 days showed only covert antagonisms, which they displaced toward

monitoring personnel outside the chamber.

TASK PERFORMANCE

a)Simulated space-cabin - six men were confined for 7 days. They worked in

pairs. Each member of the pair tested, scored, and timed the other's performance.

The mean findings are: Intellectual'functions did not deteriorate; subjects

performed as well on the seventh day as on the first; and variable performance

on psychomotor tasks probably reflected boredom.

b)Simulated space capsule - Ormeston and Finkelstein confined subjects for 48

hours while measuring their performance on a variety of tasks. They found that

48 hours of close confinement had no effect on intellectual functioning.
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c)Submarine- Weybrew confined 23 men for 50 days. He found that, although

psychomotor or manipulative ability changed little, other variables did show

changes.

d)Summary of Task Performance

I. Confined subjects' intellectual performance will not necessarily

deteriorate, even though the environmental conditions are not optimum.

2. Confinement has little effect on tasks such as radar monitoring,

vigilance, discrimination, problem solving, aerial-reconnaissance

perception, rapid and accurate perception, form discrimination,

tracking, and time estimation.

3. Confined subjects can perform complex tasks, if they are of particular

interest to them, effectively for long periods. Variable performance

on psychomotor tasks probably arises from boredom. Thus, simple

routine tasks should be supplemented with more complex tasks which

require higher-level behavior.

4. When perceptual and motor-skill performance did degrade during

prolonged confinement, certain kinds of changes were characteristic:

a)Omitting portions of simple tasks, or parts of complex perceptual-

motor tasks. These omissions may indicate general inattentiveness or
boredom.

b)Approximation. The subject's responses became less accurate

and his performance less precise, but they remained minimally adequate

to meet the proficiency requirement of the task.

c)Longer response time. This increase may be due to gross misjudgments

of the passage of time or to general lethargy.

d)Larger and more frequent errors.

e)Queuing. The subject may delay responding during peak loads, then

catch up during lulls.

f)Lapses. Sometimes subjects' performance showed exaggerated

variability.

g)Stereotyped responses and movements, regardless of the stimulus.

The subject may treat all stimuli as if they were equivalent.

h)Filtering. Subjects may systematically omit certain categories

of stimulation and response, according to some subjective priority

scheme. Subjects frequently showed this filtering when stresses

increased markedly.

i)Operating controls unintentionally.

j)Failing to detect and respond to stimulus changes.

PREDICTING ADJUSTMENT TO CONFINEMENT

a)Well adjusted men perform best and adapt most easily to confined situations.

b)Relatively few variables are systematically related to confinement adjustment.

However, men who adjust to confinement better are older than 21, married, and

have more than 2 years of Armed Force service.

c)The men who adjusted best to confined conditions at Antarctica had above

average intelligence test scores, low interest in organized sports, high

rating of ability to communicate, high rating of ability to cope with

aggression, low rating on overt hostility, and less than a college education.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

a)General Problems in Confinement, Isolation, and Sensory Deprivation.

b)Physica] Environment of Confined Spaces.

c)Effects of Confinement.

d)Predicting Adjustment to Confinement.

CONCLUSIONS

a)When people are highly motivated, they can maintain effective working rela-

tionships during confinement.

b)People in confinement will undoubtedly develop feelings of resentment, but

will displace most of the negative feelings towards outside sources.

c)As stress increases, individuals seem to make more effort to control inter-

personal tensions.

d)The Army has highly specialized problems of confinement and isolation.

Due to the unique character of the operational situations which may present
themselves, few studies have been performed. Questions posed are, for example:

what if, in a combat situation, one member of a tank crew decides to "drop-out"
and what are the effects on the rest of the tank crew?

e)Because in simulated field studies subjects are aware of their roles,

operational field studies produce more satisfactory data. Subjects know
this is the "real thing" and are not controlled by factors such as the
experimenter's expectations.
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REVIEW/PROTOTYPE MISSION TO MARS Kanas, N.A., and Fedderson, W.E.

PURPOSE

a)A literature search was made of isolated behavioral, psychiatric, and

sociological problems to be expected on a future long duration space mission.

b)An attempt was made to draw conclusions pertinent to a prototype mission to

Mars.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

a)Short term space flights

b)Submarines.

c)Antarctic expeditions

d)Isolation chambers

e)Space flight simulators

f)Russian hypodynamic work

REVIEW OF STUDIES

Tests (Measurement of Psychological and Social Stress)

a)Psychophysiological Tests

Test

Catecholamines

(urine or blood)

ACTH or Adrenal

Corticosteroid

Levels (urine

or blood)

Protein-bound

Iodine (serum)

Skin Resistance

Heart Rate

Blood Pressure

Respiratory Rate
EMG

EEG

Psychic Correlate

inc. norepinephrine--anger

inc. epinephrine--fear
inc. !eve!_ in stress

inc. related to anxiety

dec. with arousal

usually inc. in stress

variable

inc. in fear or anger
related to motivation

alertness related to frequency

It appears that psychophysiological tests for stress measuring external
stressors must also take into account internal stressors rooted in the personality

of the subject.

b)Psychological Tests.

Perceptual Tests
l)Threshold

2)Flicker fusion

3)Perceptual speed

4)Perceptual retention

5)Attention

6)Discrimination

Motor Tests

Steadiness

2)Tracking

3)Coordination

Perceptual-Motor Tests

l)Reaction time
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Cognitive Tests

l)Problem solving

2)Concept formation

3)Conditioning and

learning

Personality Tests

l)Direct observation

and interviewing

2)Self-ratings (e.g.,

MMPI, Edwards Per-
sonal Preference

Schedule)

3)Projective Tests (e.g.,

Rorschach, TAT)

c)Social Tests

l)Direct Observations.

2)Bales Interaction Process Analysis.

3)Ranking Scales.

4)Interpersonal Projection Test.

RE3ULTS

l)Physical and physiological stressors are

a)weightlessness

b)circadian rhythms

c)hypodynamia

2)Psychological and social stressors are

a)low sensory input

b)lack of motivation

c)confinement

d)isolation

e)monotony

f)free time

g)unconscious conflicts

h)blocked drives

i)dangers and emergencies

j)interpersonal relationships

k)crew size

l)crew structure

3)Weightlessness can cause

a)physiological problems

b)some visual disorientation

c)irritability

d)nervousness

e)increased hostility

4)Disruption of circadian rhythm periodicities affects

a)sleep cycles

(difficulty sleeping)

b)work cycles

c)performance

(produces variations)

5)Hypodynamia results in

a)poor time estimates

b)irritability

c)negative behavior

d)headaches, nausea and dizziness

e)such physiological effects as:

l)weight loss

2)muscle atrophy

3)joint pains

4)cardiovascular difficulties
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f)inability to think

g)depression

6)Low sensory input can cause

a)apathy

b)restlessness

c)tension, anger

d)anxiety

e)auditory and visual hallucinations

f)distorted time-sense

g)depersonalization

h)defects of body image

i)perceptual difficulties

j)inability to concentrate

k)a preoccupation with food and sex

These studies were performed mostly with individuals, but were felt

to be pertinent to groups on a mission to Mars.

The author concludes that the conditions on a mission to Mars will

not be quite so severe due to the addition of a buddy, the duty of

monitoring instruments, and other various activities that astronauts

have to perform.

7)In Antarctic confinement, isolation and monotony caused

a)disruption of sleep

b)apathy

c)tenseness

d)restlessness

e)complaining

f)irritableness

g)mistrust

h)uncooperativeness

8)In the Antarctic, monotony and boredom resulted in

a)widespred daydreaming

b)sensitivity

c)desire for a change

d)erroneous interpretation of familiar sounds

e)a tendency to choose those physically remote as companions for a

future trip

9)In submarine studies it was found that

a)psychomotor efficiency coordination decreased slightly

b)psychological problems such as anxiety, depression, insomnia,

and headaches occurred frequently

lO)In space simulation studies it has been found that

a)tension existed between the men but they usually used displacement

blminor perceptual problems appeared
c}monotony increased fantasy, reading or cat-napping

d)boredom produced some decrement in performance

e)fatigue increased

ll)Generalizations concerning confinement, isolation and monotony

a)interpersonal stresses developed

b)three stages in this order seemed to develop:

l)anxlety

2)depression

3)anticipation
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c)highlevelsof arousal(noise)or lowlevels(sleepdeprivation)
causedperformancedecrement

12)Sociologicalstresses
a)smallgroupsrestrict interpersonalcontactsandproducetension

morethanlargegroups
b)if theinformalstructuredeivatestoofar fromtheformalone,

stresswill develop
c)lackof socialrole(father)mayproducestress

13)Personality traits that are important in selecting crew for long-duration

space flights are

a)youth

b)single

c)good family history

d)few diseases

e)no serious injuries or stresses

f)college education

g)good at manual dexterity

h)active life

i)healthy home life

j)extreme moderation in the use of alcohol and tobacco

k)good appetite

l)normal sleep patterns

CONCLUSIONS

On a long-duration space mission, the three important stressors that the crew

will have to deal with are:

confinement

isolation

monotony

The literature on Antarctic, submarine, and space simulation studies shows

that behavioral, interpersonal, and psychiatric problems occur more fre-

quently when these stressors are present than when they are not. But per-

formance levels remain high enough to complete the mission if the men are

so motivated. Reaction to isolation seems to follow three stages:

l)heightened anxiety

2)depression

3)anticipation

The final stage is particularly important for long space missions because of

the presence of hostility, a decrement in performance, and adolescent be-

havior, which would interfere with required performance. Monitoring instru-

ments and improperly used leisure time contribute to the problem of mono-

tony, but this can be alleviated through such things as:

short work/rest schedules

improved selection of personnel based on personality variables

varying sensory input

inclusion of practical activity aboard a space mission such as

music, reading, etc.
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REVIEW/GROUPPROBLEMSOLVING Kelley,H.H.,andThibaut,J.W.

PURPOSE
a)Tosummarizetheliteratureontheexperimentalinvestigationof problem
solvingbysmallgroups.
b)Toconsiderabroadrangeof factorswhichareknownto affectgroupprocesses
andto examinethemastheyrelateto groupproblemsolving.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING

a)It appears that a variety of factors may affect the group product and account
for its unique character as compared with a simple pooling of individuals.

b)These factors can be analyzed in terms of whether they affect:

l)The individual solutions, judgments, opinions, etc. which
are available to be combined into the group product.

2)The actual combination or voting process in which individual
contributions are "weighted" in some way to determine the final

group outcome.

SOME SPECIFIC FACTORS AFFECTING GROUP SOLUTIONS

As compared with working alone, working before a passive audience or with
other persons at the same task seems to have the following effects:

l)Greater quantity of work where physical outputs are involved,
suggesting increased motivation to perform the task.

2)Lesser quantity or quality of work where intellectual processes
or concentration are involved, suggesting that social stimuli
are able to compete successfully with task stimuli.

3)Inhibition of responses and qualitative changes in work,
which suggest that the person somehow "takes account" of others

as he goes about his work.

4)Greater variations through time in his output, indicating the
presence of periodic distractions and/or the effects of working

under greater tension.

5)Evidence that these effects wear off as the person adapts
to the social situation.

INDIVIDUAL MOTIVES IN RELATION TO GROUP GOALS

a)The interdependent relationship in which cooperation is rewarded seems to
lead to strong motivation to complete the common task and to the development
of considerable friendship among the members.

b)Group decision studies suggest that member acceptance of group goals is
heightened by a goal setting procedure involving discussion and participation
in selecting the goal.

TYPE OF TASK

Deutsch found a higher volume of interaction and greater attentiveness
to one another's contributions on the human relations problem than on the

puzzle problem, presumably because the solution to the former depended
on consensus.
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GROUP SIZE

The available investigations of group size and participation suggest that

as size increases, the most active member becomes increasingly differentiated

from the rest of the group, who become increasingly similar to one another
in their participation output.

GROUP RELATIONS FACTORS

a)Friendship among members.

b)Communication.

c)Group standards.

d)Group majority.

e)Treatment of deviates.

f)Initial attitudes.

g)Status differences.

h)Leadership.

REFERENCES
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Experimental studies of group problem solving and process. Chapter 21.
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REVIEW/HABITABILITY Kubis,J.F.

PURPOSE

To review general principles which are applicable to habitability of space
vehicles.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

a)Problems of habitability develop from habitat-tenant interactions.

b)As applied to spaceflight, proposed changes in the spacecraft or in the

astronaut are subject to well-defined constraints of technological capability
and human tolerances.

c)The spacecraft-astronaut interaction is compounded by a number of stresses

rarely or never experienced by man before.

d)Habitability requirements vary, depending in the main on the goals and

purposes of the spaceflight.

e)Considered globally, habitability involves four basic types of components:

physical, physiological, psychological and social.

f)A system is considered habitable if man can function as man within its

environmental confines. Whatever the goal of a space mission may be, the

primary objective is to preserve man's integrity and his dignity.

REFERENCES
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REVIEW/PROLONGED ISOLATION Levine, A.S.

PURPOSE

To point out the importance of research and information pertaininq to
small group interaction under conditions of confinement and isolation.

RESULTS

Experience in the Arctic, in the Antarctic and on submarines submerged for long
periods of time has shown that:

a)Isolation is a much more significant stress factor than extreme cold or any
other adverse environment.

b)Lack of sensory stimuli sometimes causes disturbances akin to insanity which
are generally of a temporary nature.

c)Inactivity for long periods is demoralizing.

d)An area providing privacy for the individual is important.

e)A cardinal point in controlling stress in a group is to provide relief goals.

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

a)Problems and solutions can be identified by studying the composition of

groups, living conditions, communications, and motivation.

b)A high level of training as a group is invaluable.

c)Psychiatric selection methods are effective in eliminating men who might
experience severe emotional or mental disturbances during isolation.

d)Capable leadership can prevent stress from reaching the danger zone.

e)This research is needed because future weapon systems will involve small

groups of men operating for extensive periods of time under conditions of
both social and geographic isolation.

REFERENCES

LEVINE, A.S. 1965.
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REVIEW/HABITABILITY Parker, J.F., Jr., and Every, M.G.

PURPOSE

a)To review a number of studies in the area of habitability.

b)To extract from these studies findings which are relevant to any long-

term mission in confinement.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

a)Underwater (Tektite, Sealab etc.)

b)Spaceflight.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

HABITABILITY - Definition

a)Fraser (1968) - Habitability describes the qualities of an environment with

respect to the acceptability of that environment for man.

b)Johnson (1969) - The major elements of habitability are: l)the environment

(noise levels, lighting, temperature, etc); 2)architecture; 3)mobility, restraint

and equipment handling; 4)food, its storage, preparation, serving, eating

arrangements, and facilities; 5) clothing and personal accouterments; 6)personal

hygiene; 7)housekeeping; 8)communication; 9)off-duty activity provisions.

c)Habitability depends on the interaction between the individual and the

environment.

PHYSICAL FACTORS

a)The necessary crew volume requirements for long term missions have been
established in earth-bound spacecraft simulations at from 350 to 700 cubic

feet, but this requirement appears to be reduced by conditions of weightlessness.

b)Space should be provided for mission related tasks, vehicle management, bio-
medical support, storage areas, rest and off-duty time, dining and food manage-
ment, personal hygiene, and privacy and territorial needs, but some of these

areas may overlap.

c)Provisions should be made for mobility and restraint devices, suitable

garments, light intensity and color, and noise control.

CREW STRUCTURE

The presently used military structure seems to be an effective and acceptable
method of crew structure.

FOOD PREPARATION

a)Weber and Gatts (1969) - provided an excellent review of the considerations in

developing a food service program for long missions. Concepts must be developed
for cooking and baking equipment, so food will be as attractive and palatable
as possible.

b)Preparation of food underwater presented some unique problems:

l)Frying of food is prohibited because of the release of acrolein.

2)Certain foods such as toast, when burned, release CO which, even

in small concentrations, at high pressures can cause severe problems.
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LEISURE TIME

a)Eberhard -

ACTI VITI ES

summary of activity findings:

l)Men in confinement prefer work to free time.

2)There is a higher incidence of abnormal symptoms among men in

confinement without adequate work opportunities than with those

who have such opportunities.

3)Discretionary activities should depend upon the free choice of

each crewmember.

4)Confined individuals create some free time activities of their

own.

5)Off-duty time and activity patterns of isolated groups differ

from those of the general population; furthermore, the activity

patterns of the individuals in confinement change over time.

6)Talking, reading fiction, watching movies, and television are

the most frequently performed activities by confined groups.

7)Men in confinement take almost twice as long to eat as men in

the general population.

8)Exercise was a necessary but infrequently performed activity
for all of the adults studied.

9)Interest in educational activities is highly individualistic;

however, it is generally sought infrequently.

lO)Individuals who regularly use religion, or those who do not,

adjust best to confinement.

ll)Activities such as painting, playing cards, chess and checkers,

are relatively infrequently mentioned by most of the individuals

studied.

12)Recreational facilities have historically been the source of

significant _or_l_ pro_l_-_.._.for confined g._oups.

CONCLUSIONS

a)The crews involved in both space and undersea missions have been extremely
work-oriented and have shown little inclination for any other activity, with

the exception of sleep and self-maintenance. However, as mission lengths

increase, so will the need for adequate leisure time activities.

b)Certain behavioral patterns among the crew in relation to mission support

personnel have become evident during both space and undersea missions.

c)When provisions for personal needs, such as food preparation, waste manage-

ment, hygiene, maintenance, warmth and privacy, fail to meet expected standards,

they can become a cause of morale decline and performance degradation.

REFERENCES
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REVIEW/DETERMINERS OF INTERPERSONAL

CLIMATE

Rawls, J.R.

PURPOSE

The present effort involves a focused review of a selected group of problems
that are believed to be peculiarly important under conditions of isolation and

confinement, with particular interest in principles that have demonstrated
effectiveness in the mitigation and management of these problems across
situations.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

SOCIAL DISTANCE

a)Fitzgerald 1963 - found that self disclosure, as a dimension of social distance
could be used to determine how close one person felt to another.

b)Taft 1958 - investigated differences between high, intermediate, and low

tolerance subjects. Intolerant subjects appeared to be more pessimistic, ego-
defensive and extrapunitive rather than impunitive. Tolerant subjects did not
dwell on frustrating obstacles. They were ego-defensive as was the intolerant

group but were more forgiving.

c)Photeadis and Begger 1962 - found that church participation was negatively
correlated with social distance, whereas orthodoxy and extrinsic belief were
not related.

d)Rao 1960 - found that the correlation between radicalism and "tough mindedness"
was .39; between radicalism and social distance, .03; and between "tough minded-
ness" and social distance, .42.

SOURCES OF SOCIAL DISTANCE

a)Banton 1960 -
Social distance:

l)Resulted from person's negative attitude.

2)Reflected a lack of common interests and experiences.

3)Was characteristic of certain types of social relationships.

4)Was caused by self interest.

RELEVANCE TO LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT

a)Social distance measures could seemingly be utilized to optimize interpersonal
relations and maximize group effectiveness in a variety of ways.

b)Taro 1960 - concluded that the behavior of the leader is the most important
factor in unit morale and effectiveness among isolated and confined groups.

IMPLICATIONS OF PERSONAL SPACE FOR LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT

a)Pollack and Kiev 1963 - individual's modification in shape, area, or
penetrability of personal space has been utilized as an index of his present
clinical state.

b)Han's utilization of space appeared neither meaningless nor random, for
spatial behavior has been shown to represent a means of communication as well
as a modifier of behavior.
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c)Alargeportionof theliteraturecenteredaroundtwoinquiries:(I) what
factorsdirectlyinfluencepersonalspace,and(2)whatreactionsoccurto
invasionsof personalspace?

INTERPERSONAL ATTRACTION

a)Haythorn and Altman 1967 - indicated that under conditions of isolation, good

interpersonal relations were important to group productivity and effectiveness.

b)Wilkins 1967 - reported that in studies of groups in the Antarctic, inter-
personal relationships occurred mainly between work partners; and, as smaller

groups were investigated, the number of men chosen as off-duty associates also
became smaller.

c)Iso!ation studies have shown that as length of time in isolation increased

group cohesiveness decreased and then showed a sharp increase toward the end
of the mission.

d)Similarity of attitude was an important factor in determining interpersonal
attraction.

CONFLICT AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION

a)The following represent the constructive range of functions served
by conflict:

l)Conflict results in the establishment of group norms.

2)Conflict clarifies objectives.

3)Conflict sets group boundaries by strengthening group cohesiveness
and separateness.

4)Without conflict, accommodative relations would result in subordina-

tion rather than argument.

5)Conflict reduces tension and permits maintenance of social inter-
action under stress.

b)Theodorson 1962 - found that conflict in such groups may lead to either
cohesion or disintegration.

c)Kinds of conflict:

l)Substantive and affective conflict.

2)Conflict of interest and conflict of values or belief.

d)Altman and Haythorn 1965-1967 - found that interpersonal compatibility within
dyads was an important dimension of behavior in isolation.

e)Shepard 1963 - posed four means of resolving conflicts:

l)Suppression.

2)War.

3)Limited war.

4)Bargaining.

f)Douglas 1962 - analyzed psychologically the interaction of bargainers and
mediator. Three stages in the mediation process were indentified:

l)Establishing the range.

2)Reconnoitering the range.

3)Decision - reading crises.
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CONCLUSIONS

SOCIAL DISTANCE

It seems likely that social distance measures provide insights related to the

optimization of interpersonal relationships through selection, crew composition,
leadership style, group structure, spatial arrangement, crew scheduling, and

capsule design.

PERSONAL SPACE

Of paramount importance at this stage of development is the need for studies
of personal space variables as they are related to conditions of isolation
and confinement.

I NTERPERSONAL ATTRACTI ON

It seems that interpersonal attraction between members of the space crew
would be expected to lead to greater group unity and, consequently, to less

interpersonal conflict.

CONFLICT

a)A number of group composition factors are assoclated with low incidence of
conflict (e.g., proficiency in group activities, interpersonal compatibility,

etc.).

b)Selection of the group should be on the basis of mutual attraction and common
interest, attitudes, and goals, rather than on the individual's psychological

profile per se.
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REVIEW/POLARANDSUBMARINEISOLATION Rohrer,J.H.

PURPOSE

a)Toreviewtheeffectsof polarisolationandsubmarinehabitabilityas
receivedin 12piecesof literature.
b)Toapplysocialandpsychologicalmaterialto living ina falloutshelter.

CONFINEMENTREVIEWED

First study: polarisolation
Secondstudy: submarine

VARIABLESSTUDIED

a)Anxiety
b)Boredom

RESULTS

POLAR ISOLATION

a)Persons exhibited psychiatric symptoms to which they were predisposed.

b)For some, increased anxiety resulted in aggression.

c)If there was a need for aid, anxiety motivation might have been channeled to

this goal.

d)The effect of anxiety plus impersonality of a large group might lead to

nuclear formal organization.

e)Increased anxiety resulted in headaches and sleeplessness.

SUBMARINE STUDIES

a)Anxiety was greatest when the subjects entered isolation.

b)There was a desire for communication with the outside world.

c)Social irritation was caused by:

humidity

temperature

ventilation inadequacies.

d)The attractiveness of food affected the group tolerance of isolation.

e)There was a greater amount of sleeping done in isolation.

f)Diversity for leisure time was required.

g)Anxiety was relieved through activity.
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CONCLUSIONS

The author suggests that initial anxiety could be reduced by sub-

jecting persons to functionally oriented and meaningful tasks, like "do-

it-yourself kits." Two-way radio equipment relieves anxiety. Food should
be attractive and environmental conditions should be pleasant.

REFERENCES
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REVIEW/UNDERWATER Schulte, J. H.

PURPOSE

To review each underwater study briefly in an attempt to predict future
development in underwater exploration.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

a)Genesis I, II.

b)Sealab, I, II.

c)Conshelf I, II and Ill.

d)Man in the Sea I and II.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

GENESIS I

a)Experiments conducted in 1962 evaluated the effects of three different gas
mixtures on animals.

b)As a result of thls series of experiments it was concluded that man could
probably be exposed to a breathing mixture of 97% He and 3% 02 at a pressure
equivalent to 200 feet of sea water for prolonged periods of time without
developing any deleterious effects.

GENESIS II

a)In 1962-1963 experiments on men conducted in a recompression chamber at
ambient pressure and at a simulated lO0 and 200 feet of sea water depth pressure.

b)One hundred physiological and psychological tests were performed daily on each
subject. Only stress indicators were outside normal limits, due to the
hazardous situation.

SEALAB I

In this study four men lived and worked at a depth of 192 feet for II
days.

SEALAB II

Bond performed a field experiment in 1965 in which three groups of lO men
each descended to an underwater lab 205 feet below the ocean surface for conse-
cutive periods of 15 days. Also, one man stayed submerged for the first 30
days.

CONSHELF I

a)In a 1962 experiment conducted by Cousteau, two men spent I week under 33 ft.
of water breathing compressed air.

b)Physically and subjectively the men suffered no harmful effects from their
excursions into the sea. No decompression was needed.

CONSHELF II

a)In a 1963 study directed by Cousteau, five men lived for a month at 36 feet un-
derwater and two additional men lived l week at go feet before returning to the
house at 36 feet. The two additional men breathed a mixture of air plus helium
while at the depth of 90 feet.

b)No harmful effects from exposure were found.
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CONSHELF III

a)Six men remained at a depth of 370 feet for a period of 3 weeks in a study

conducted by Cousteau.

b)The men did not suffer any injuries or physical damage from the dive.

MAN IN THE SEA, PHASE I

a)In thls study, a man spent about 24 hours at a depth of 200 ft. breathing a
mixture of 97% He and 3% 02 .

b)Link estimated that is should normally require only 16-18 hours decompression
from prolonged exposure to the pressure at 200 feet below the surface and 18
to 24 hours at 400 feet.

MAN IN THE SEA II

a)In a 1964 test conducted by Link, two men lived 2 days at a depth of 432 feet

breathing 3.6% oxygen, 5.6% nitrogen, and 90.8% helium.

b)They did not suffer any apparent harmful effects.
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REVIEW/SOCIAL ISOLATION Schultz, D.P.

PURPOSE

TO review the results of various studies on the effects of confinement in a

very specific and monotonous sensory environment on an individual alone or with

small groups of people.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

a)Antarctic

b)Submarine

c)Fallout shelters

d)Prison

e)Lab experiments

REVIEW OF STUDIES

I. HAYTHORN, ALTMAN and MYERS. (1965)

Study of subjects confined to a small room.

The purpose of this study was to attempt to match the

personalities of pairs of men in order to facilitate

their adaption to isolation.

Variables: I. Composition of group

a. need dominance

b. need achievement

c. need affiliation

2. Stress

Results: I. A persisting emotional decrement was noted

2. Two of nine pairs terminated before the

end of the period of confinement

3. There were serious outbreaks of hosti-

lity toward each other

4. The composition of the isolated pairs

was a significant determinant of

subjective response to the stress of
confinement

II. TAYLOR. Prison Study. (1961)

The purpose of this study was to determine if personality

deterioration is an effect of imprisonment.

Variables: I. Personality deterioration

2. Cognitive efficiency
3. Motivation

Results: I. Deterioration was not evident

2. Perhaps deterioration begins with

cognitive function and then spreads

to a change of attitude, outlook,

motivation, and emotional orientation
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Ill. RUFF, LEVY, and THALER. (1959)

Study of subjects confined to a small compartment.

Variables: I. Behavior

2. Physiological effects

3. Objective and projective tests

Results: I. A positive attitude toward each other

was maintained

2. A trend toward regressive behavior was noted

3. Ego impairment occurred
4. Subjects were capable of more mature and flexible

handling of certain conflict areas

5. Hostility was suppressed or denied

IV. GUNDERSON and NELSON. (1963)

Measured emotional reactions of scientists and naval personnel

who experienced prolonged social isolation at stations in the

Antarctic.

Variables: I. Somatic symptoms

2. Emotional symptoms

3. Size of group
4. Satisfaction with Antarctic life

5. Affective and work relationships

Results: I. Sleep disturbances

2. Depression
3. Headaches

4. Irritation

5. Sore muscles

6. An increased incidence over time of symptoms

7. Decline in

a. work satisfaction

b. social relationships

c. group accomplishments

8. Size of groups have no relation to

somatic and emotional symptoms

V. MULLIN. (1960)

Study was based on interviews of 85 scientific and Naval personnel,
conducted at American Antarctic stations.

Variables: I. Individual adjustment to the group

2. Sameness of the environment

3. Absence of usual sources of gratification

Results: I. Headaches

2. Insomnia

3. Horseplay, loud complaining, and swearing

4. Lack of intellectual energy

5. Tension

VI. ROHRER. (1960)

A review of submarine habitability and adjustment to polar isolation.

Variables: I. Size of group

2. Length of stay

Results: I. Three phases of adjustment to polar isolation

a. anxiety

b. depression

c. decrease in depression

2. Submarine habitability also revealed an

initial anxiety

3. The larger the group, the fewer the
disturbances
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VII. ALTMAN,SMITH,MYERS,MCKENNA,andBRYSON.Falloutshelters.
(Ig60)
Variables:I. Temperature(varied)

2. Presenceor absenceof atrained
leader

Results: I. Noseriouspsychological
or socialstressappeared

2. Trainedleadersseemedtobebeneficial,
butnotnecessary

3. Emotionalagitationand
tensionwerehighat startandendof
confinement

4. Ahighdegreeof groupcohesivenesswasmaintained
VIII. RASMUSSEN.Falloutshelters.(1963)

Variables:I. Psychologicdiscomforts
Results: ]. Leading source of discomfort was lack

of water for washing

2. The winter test revealed complaints about
food

3. The summer test revealed numerous

complaints about the temperature

CONCLUSIONS

a)The presence of other people in a small isolated group may provide meaning-

ful and varied stimulation for a time, but prolonged confinement can minimize

even this source of varied sensory input and result in a monotonous environment.

b)General effects of isolation:

I. Emotional impairment occurs

2. Not all groups show adverse effects to isolation

3. Intellectual functions might be impaired slightly
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REVIEW/SOCIALSYSTEMMODEL Sells,S.B.

PURPOSE

Apreliminaryattempthasbeenmadeto comparethesocialsystemof theextendedi
durationspaceshipwithothertypesof socialsystemsin orderto obtainback-
groundmaterialfor furtherstudies.Theobjectiveof thisstudywasto define
a setof criteria todeterminetherelevanceof dataobtainedin various
situationsto theproblemsof isolationassociatedwithspacecraft.

REVIEWOFTHESTUDY

a)Asetof characteristicsto beconsideredin anisolatedsocialsystemwas
established.Theyfell intosevengeneralcategories:objectivesandgoals;
valuesystems;personnelcomposition;organization;technology;physical
environment;andtemporalcharacteristics.Atotal of 56variableswere
classifiedunderthesegeneralheadings.
b)Elevensocialsystems,eachinvolvingisolation,confinement,and/orstress
to a highdegree,wereselectedfor study.
c)Conditionsof theII systemswerecomparedto theconditionsof anextended
durationspacemissionaccordingto the56characteristicsreferredto above.
Similaritywasdesignatedbya three-pointscale: two(highlysimilarto extended
durationspaceshipsituation),one(moderatelysimilar),andzero(dissimllar).
d}Theorderof similarityfromhighestto lowestwassubmarines,exploration
partiesandexpeditions,Navalships,bombercrews,remotestations,POWgroups,
professionalathleticteams,mentalhospitalwards,prisonsociety,industrial
workgroups,andshipwrecks.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Because of the similarity of the social systems on submarines, exploration

parties and Naval ships to that of the extended duration space ship, profitable

historical studies of literature concerning these areas has been undertaken.

b)Significant research problems to the study of isolation and confinement

in space include: the social system model; research design and methodology;

astronaut selection and crew composition; authority; stress; training and

preparation; motivation; privacy, personal possessions, personal space, and

considerations of territoriality; conflict arousal and resolution; and

communication.
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REVIEW/EFFECTS OF ISOLATION Sells, SIB., and Rawls, J.R.

PURPOSE

To review literature dealing with the effects of isolation on man's

performance.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

a)Submarines.

b)Arctic.

c)Antarctic.

d)Penthouse.

e)Other isolated situations.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

THE NATURE OF ISOLATION

a)The forms of isolation were generally distinguished as being social

isolation, confinement, and sensory restriction.

b)The circumstances of isolation structure the significance of the situation

to the individual. The factors defining these circumstances can be broken

down in terms of motivation, goal orientation, preparation, duration, confinement,

treatment, social condition, support conditions, and environmental variability.

EFFECTS OF ISOLATION

a)Socia] deprivation is a source of stress to the individual to the extent that

it calls for modes of personal problem solving that are not available and for
which suitable alternatives cannot be found.

b)The major issues for space mission planners are: l)to select personnel least

vulnerable to stress from social deprivation; 2)to program crew composition

and on-board work and living experiences to provide maximal compensatory support
for social needs of the crew.

c)Haythornhas emphasized the importance of compatible personalities in the
limited social situation and has made a significant start in the quantitative

study of the problem.

d)Gunderson reported that men with high affectional needs experienced problems

with wintering-over situations in the Antarctic confinement.

EFFECT OF CONFINEMENT

a)The close quarters, with incident status leveling, familiarity, reduction of

privacy, enforced intimacy, absence of shelter from interpersonal conflict, and

limited opportunity for recreational pursuits, presents numerous problems in

relation to personal conduct, interpersonal interaction, leadership, organization,

and group management.

b)Haythorn has observed a speeding up of the acquaintance process, marked by an

accelerated rate of interpersonal information exchange.

c)Tendency to withdraw is a reasonable alternative and leads to breakdown of

communication.
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d)Isolatedsubjectsin theUCLAPenthouseexperimentactuallystakedoutareas
of exclusionfromothersandactedwithmarkedhostilitytowardtrespassers.
e)Mullin recorded observations frequently mentioned in the literature:

l)Group and individual tensions and irritations are ever present. The most
important lesson a member can learn is he cannot afford to alienate himself
from the group support.

2)A mechanism of displacement of hostility frequently observed is the tendency
to direct anger, scorn, toward external competitors and superior authorities.

EFFECT OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION

a)The problem appears rather to involve "the same faces, the same surroundings,

the same routines" over and over, accompanied by minimal physical mobility and
activity.

b)Even a moderate amount of monotony can result in profound psychological effects.

MITIGATION MEASURES

a)Attention must be directed to the requirements of the on-board social system to
provide a systematic and internally consistent framework for planning.

b)It appears that whatever produces greater crew competence, compatibility, and

cohesiveness would also contribute to greater resistance to isolation effects.

CONCLUSIONS

a)In terms of military applications, until strong scientifically dev_loped argu-
ments for another approach can be offered, the recommendation is to follow the
traditional pattern of leadership and social organization.

b)In the areas of crew control and interpersonal behavior, individual beliefs,
traditions of service, and idiosyncratic preferences must be respected.

c)Significant contributions can be expected in planning and designing an amazing-
ly comfortable and efficient habitation within which groups of 5-15 men
could live and work on long duration space missions.

REFERENCES
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REVIEW/SMALL GROUPS IN ISOLATION Smith, S.

PURPOSE

To glean usc_ful facts and hypotheses and avoid unsubstantiated over-

generalizations and careless conclusions from the literature on small

groups in confinement.

CONFINEMENTS

a)Controlled laboratory isolated group experiments.

b)Isolated duty stations in the Antarctic and Arctic.

c)Submarine - service habitability and situation studies.

d)Experiments in fallout shelter occupancy.

e)Space-system tests and other aerospace assessments.

f)Manned space flight.

g)Experiments in man-in-the-sea.

h)Various reports of expeditions and explorations.

i)Accounts of sea voyages and disasters.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

I. Group Behavior

A. Interpersonal Stresses

I. Overt or covert interpersonal frictions frequently occur.

2. Evidence of pronounced irritability, hostility, and personality

conflicts.

3. Interpersonal compatibility more important in very confined

groups than in groups working in more enriched environments.

4. A carefully selecte_ group, well constituted in regard to compat-

ibility, will likely avoid serious personal problems and conflicts.

'B.

C.

Group Interaction
I. Communication and other interactive activities decline with time.

2. Territoriality and privacy needs increase with time.

Relationship with the Outside World

I. Loss in performance feedback and consensual validation from
outside sources has been observed.

2. Meaningfulness and influences of society will probably diminish

during lengthy periods of isolation.

3. Displayed aggression and hostility often are directed at people

or objects external to the group.

4. Functioning of isolated groups was influenced by loss of informa-

tion about outside events and the lack of important feedback from

outside sources.

5. Isolation and confinement seemed to foster a resentment for

rules and regulations, and an unawareness of any need for legal

structure or self-government.

II. Reactions to Confinement a_d Isolation

Ao Boredom and Monotony

I. Results in widespread daydreaming and intense desire for a change.

2. Particularly noticable after task program has been learned well

enough for it to become routine.

B. Motivation and Morale

I. Highly motivated groups appear to endure isolation without serious

problems, but this is time dependent.
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2. Motivationaldropswereshownto becausedbypoorleadership

andconflictsbetweenthesubjectsandoutsideagents.
3. Therewasa significantdeclinein personalmotivationandhence

groupmorale,butaccompanimentwithanyperformancedecrement
hasnotbeenreported.

4. Theheightofmoralewasshownto beaninversefunctionof
imposedregimentationin onestudy.

C. Annoyances
I. Limitedfacilities for personalcare
2. Monotonousdiet; foodannoyances
3. Crowdedconditions
4. Behaviorof others
5. Boredom
6. Internalfrictionandrelationswithstaff
7. Resentmentoverrules
8. Sleepingproblems
9. Odorsandnoise
lO. Temperatureandhumidity

D. Symptomatology
I. Anincreaseinemotionaldisturbancesandsymptomaticcomplaints

duringprolongedisolationwereshownin spiteof livingcondi-
tion improvement.

2. Symptomatologyusuallybecameapparentafteraninitial period
of confinementandmaylessenjust beforetermination.

3. Symptomaticcomplaintswereobservedasfollows:
a. headaches
b. nausea
c. sleeplessness
d. depression
e. mooddeclines
f. occasionalcompulsivebehavior
g. occasionalpsychomotorproblems

Ill. PerformanceData
A. IntellectualFunctioning

I. Therewasverylittle evidenceof seriousshiftsovertimein
intellectualfunctioningin shortandmediumtermconfinement
andisolation.

2. Therewasnotestevidenceto confirmthedecrementsthatso
manypersonsfeelreallyexist.

B. PerceptualandMotorSkills
I. Membersof isolatedgroupsgenerallyseemto beableto maintain

theirabilities,andonlya fewinstancesof skill decrements
werereported.

2. Experimentsin longerperiodsof confinementmaynotholdwhen
participationis morecommonplaceandroutinized.

IV. PhysiologicalandBiochemicalChanges
A. In isolatedgroups,changescanresultfrom:

I. Unresolvedconflictandtension
2. Environmentalstresses

B. In prolongeddurationsboredommaycontributeto a loweredphysiolo-
gicalstate.

V. IndividualDifferencesandSelection
A. Individualtraits relatedto successfulperformanceandadjustmentare:

I. Workmotivation
2. EmotionalStability
3. Socialcompatibility

B. WellAdjusted
I. Conscientious
2. Responsible
3. Acceptsauthority

C. PoorlyAdjusted
I. Complaining
2. Fearful
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3. Marginally concerned about work

4. Greater aggression

5. Less orderliness

D. Screening criteria and predictors which have been reported to be
useful:

I. Consideration of past personal effectiveness and adequacy of

adjustment to prior duty station.

2. Technical competition of the individual in regard to the nature

of the mission.

3. High appropriately directed motivation.

4. Ratings of ego strength and adequacy of defense mechanisms.

5. Detection of personality problems which might be a demoralizing
influence or a source of friction.

6. Evaluation of individual in terms of the group to which he will

belong.

VI. Other Variables Affecting the Success of Groups in Confinement

A. Group Maintenance

1. Efficient group organization

2. Good leadership

3. Clear definition of objectives and methods

4. Adequate training

5. Effort to maintain good morale

B. Group Size

Must be studied in relationship to severity of isolation and duration

of the mission.

C. Work-Rest Cycles

D. Habitat Design

E. Others

I. Privacy

2. Cultural awareness

3. Extent of audio contact from the outside world

4. Expectation as to the duration of confinement

CONCLUSIONS

Fewer problems exist for small groups in isolation than for individuals.

Three major stresses confronting isolated groups are:

Boring sameness of activity and environment as compared to the

variability usually available.

Interpersonal dependence necessitating group members to find ways to

get along with one another in spite of overcrowding and unfavorable
conditions.

Lack of usual sources of emotional gratification and release.

Interpersonal problems are present, particularly in lengthy confinement

alon_ with boredom due to unchanging environment.

Interpersonal problems have been shown to be more serious among incompatible

groups.

Group members tend to withdraw from one another and from group activities

during lengthy confinement and display increased territoriality for areas

and possessions.

Aggressive hostility is frequently directed away from the group, perhaps

representing useful scapegoatlng.

Loss of relevant feedback from parent society may be a problem during very

long confinement.
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Test data are lacking to substantiate many aspects of performance,

intellectual effectiveness and perceptual-motor activity did not decline

during short-term confinement.

Selection for participation in group confinement must include group con-
siderations in addition to conventional individual criteria.
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REVIEW/EMOTIONAL REACTIONS Solomon, P.

PURPOSE

a)To discuss the role of motivation in the emotional reactions of a space traveler.

b)To analyze the more dangerous emotional reactions caused by space travel, with
a view toward their unconscious derivations.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

MOTIVATIONS

a)Aggressive - directed toward attaining goals.

b)Defensive - directed toward avoiding failure; it is here that the chief prob-

lems with personnel may be expected.

EMOTIONAL REACTIONS

a)Psychological reactions to danger involve the intellect and emotions.

b)Personnel for space travel should choose persons that are likely to employ

their intellect consistently in an emergency.

c)Every man has a breaking point.

d)Factors that can play an important role are: physical fatigue, sleeplessness,

hunger, thirst, discomfort, illness, danger, lack of a strong leader,

solitude or poormorale in the group, monotony and boredom, and uncertainty in

an emergency.

e)Individuals need continuous meaningful contact with the outside world.

f)The presence of another subject causes less serious mental aberrations.

g)In assessing an individual's ability to withstand the stress of sensory

deprivation a person's unconscious reactions should also be studied...a person

might have deep seated problems that might not be revealed in psychiatric tests

a candidate for space should be put through sensory deprivation experiments...

if he can't stand this he should not be able to participate in space travel.

h)During the course bf space travel there should be communication constantly

between astronauts and earth monitors and astronauts and family if possible.

i)Astronauts should be given plenty of work to do.

j)At least two men should be together to avoid inactivity, monotony and

boredom.
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REVIEW/SENSORY DEPRIVATION Suedfeld, P.

PURPOSE

a)To review the literature on isolation, confinement, and sensory deprivation.

b)To develop taxonomy and unifying theory relating degree of motivation to
performance.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

a)Long-duration space flight implies a certain amount of monotony, isolation,

confinement, and sensory deprivation.

b)Performance and motivation are related curvilinearly (e.g., high performance

at moderate levels of motivation and low performance at both high and low levels
of motivation).

c)Interpersonal relationships in group isolation situations are related to

dimensions such as duration, conditions, tasks, authority, and group status.

d)In view of the existing literature on sensory deprivation, simple, well-learned,

behaviors show the highest improvement rate, while complex, unfamiliar tasks
show the highest impairment rate.

CONCLUSIONS

The relationship of motivation to both interpersonal relationships and task

performance can be applied to the various facets of long-duration space
flight.
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REVIEW/SUBMARINECREWEFFECTIVENESS WeybrewB.B.

PURPOSE

a)Tointegrateliteratureonfactorsaffectingperformanceof submarinecrew-
membersduringprolongedcruises.
b)Todelineatetheunique,stress-inducingaspectsof thesubmarineenvironment
whichrequireuniqueadaptationprocessesbyeachsubmarinecrewmember.
c)Todescribethepsychologicalandpsychophysiological"m_ke-up"of the
carefullyselectedsubmarinerin termsof specificadaptationresources.
d)Tointegratetheresearchfindingspertainingto thechangesinmorbidity
patternsandin psychologicalandphysiologicalstressindicatorsobserved
duringprolongedsubmergence- all astheyrelateto overallsubmarinecrew
effectiveness.

CONFINEMENTREVIEWED

Submarines
REVIEWOFSTUDIES

STRESS-INDUCING FEATURES

a)There is growing evidence that headaches, irritability and depression observed

during protracted submergence may be the result of restricted muscular activity

and stimulus invariance rather than the result of the reduced level of

stimulation per se.

b)Two other perceptual factors may affect submarine effectiveness: lateral

esophoria and time perception in the direction of increased positive.

c)Revitalized ambient atmosphere.

d)Threat of hyperbaric and reduction exposure.

e)Interruption of diurnal periodicity.

f)Sustained effort, sleep deprivation and fatigue.

SUBMARINE CREW CHARACTERISTICS

a)Input population included 4500-5800 enlisted men (18.5 yrs. average age)

and 320-450 officers (22 yrs. average age).

b)Test score cutoffs for the Arithmetic and Mechanical Aptitude Tests were set

at or about 75th percentile for the Navy as a whole.

c)All men volunteered for submarine service.

d)Psychiatric screening criteria use was the Personal Inventory Barometer

(PIB), which provides an emotional stability score and a depression

score.

INDICES OF SUBMARINER EFFECTIVENESS

a)Vigilance - the significance of the problem appears to have been recognized

but the results appear to be equivocal as to the severity of the effects

of long exposure to these conditions.
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b)Psychologicalperformance:
l)Faucettand Newman 1953 - suggested that the observed decrements

in performance may have been due to deteriorating motivation

rather than to any direct effect on the experimental conditions upon

psychomotor processes.

2)Johnson 1971 - following a brief learning period the curve

of mean scores plotted by week submerged reached a plateau, holding

consistent or at least showing no decrement, for the duration of

the 8-week missions.

3)Wilken 1969 - in a study involving 360 FBM patrols, 192

psychiatric cases were reported, 136 of which were de-

scribed as anxiety reactions, resulting in 69 sick days, most

of which were accrued by one man.

CONCLUSIONS

The optimal quality of the submariners' adjustment results from first, the

comprehensiveness of the medical and psychiatric screening procedures designed

to identify poor adjustment risks for the service. Secondly, motivation

patterns must be tied to the selection procedure.
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REVIEW/SUBMARINE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS Weybrew, B.B.

PURPOSE

To identify and delineate the most important areas of submarine psychology which
will formulate a theoretical model for future research in applied psychology.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

TIME PERCEPTION IN SUBMARINES

a)Underestimation of task-filled intervals.

b)Overestimation of void intervals. Individual differences in time estimation may

be predictive of adjustment to submergence.

SOCIAL MOTIVATION

a)Behavior directed toward satisfying needs for status, affiliation and

prestige.

b)Slightly motivated by desire to be with "good fellows", "better class of men",
etc.

CONFORMITY MOTIVATION

Willingness to take orders from superiors is a trait of most officers and
enlisted men.

ROLE BEHAVIOR AND GROUP STRUCTURE

a)Group cohesiveness is a function of role behavior ascribed to the group.

b)Crew members whose roles are clearly delineated maintain more favorable
attitudes during submergence.

c)Low discrepancy between self-perceived roles and ascribed roles correlate

highly with high group morale and leadership.

LEADERSHIP

a)Crew morale is related to leader's ability to delegate authority and the number

of personal contacts with other officers and men.

b)Successful leadership is characterized by factors relating to:

l)Drive.

2)Aptitude for submarine service.

3)Stable career orientation.

c)Leader's preference for members of group is transparent to group members
themselves.

VIGILANCE

a)Tendencies toward the following were noted:

l)Reduced alertness.

2)Inability to concentrate.

3)Reduction in excitation level as cruise progressed.
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b)Daily measures of critical flicker frequency thresholds indicated no

significant change in visual sensitivity.

c)Perceptual spans for numbers and letters showed no decrement.

d)Monotony was coincident with reduced excitation level and consequently

lowered vigilance.

PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE

a)Any decline is probably due to deteriorating motivation rather than any

direct effect on psychomotor processes.

b)Trend toward increased muscular tension during cruise has not been shown to

be related to performance.

SUBJECTIVE INDICES

a)As subjective tension increased, subjects had more difficulty sleeping.

b)Interpersonal irritability increased.

c)Headaches increased both in frequency and severity.

d)Good adjustment was observed on days when land falls are approached.

e)Adjustment was most favorable on Sundays and least favorable on clean-up days.

ASSESSMENT OF ADJUSTMENT POTENTIAL

a)Assessment of abilities.

b)Assessment of personality traits.

c)Aptitude assessment.

d)Motivation assessment.

e)Assessment of over-all adjustment status.

f)Psychophysiological assessment.

CONCLUSIONS

Suggestions for research focus resulting from review are as follows:

a)Selection methodology is needed that will emphasize positive factors

contributory to resilient psychological health as well as negative factors
related to behavioral disorders.

b)Development of new multivariate techniques of collecting predictor data

are needed.

c)Assessment of initial motivation and the problems of maintaining optimal

motivation during extended missions should be investigated.

d)Development of operational criteria is needed which will reliably indicate

individual differences in the changes in the quality of adjustment as a

function of time for prolonged missions.
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REVIEW/FALLOUTSHELTERSYMPOSIUM Baker,G.W.,andROHRER,J.H.

PURPOSE

a)Todiscovertherequirementsfor gettingsheltersbuilt inourcontemporary
society.
b)Toidentifyandanalyzethewiderangeof humanproblemsthatwouldbe
encounteredin generaladoptionanduseof falloutshelters.

PRESENTATIONSATSYMPOSIUM

Thefollowingstudiesfromthesjnnposiumthatwereconcernedwiththesocial
andpsychologicaleffectsof isolatedgroups.

Study I: Rohrer, J.H. Implications for Fallout Shelter Living from
Studies of Submarine Habitability and Adjustment to Polar Iso-
lation.

Rohrer suggests that the size of the group and duration of the

stay affect a person's adjustment in an isolated group. He has

applied the findings from submarine habitability and polar iso-

lation to suggest some speculations concerning the results of the

initial anxiety to be expected in shelters:

I. Persons who are predisposed to psychiatric symptoms will

exhibit them and create managementproblems.

2. Increased anxiety will result in increased aggression which

will be displaced.

3. Increased anxiety will result in headaches and sleeplessness.

Study II: Biderman, A.D. The Relevance of Studies of Internment for the
Problems of Shelter Habitability.

Biderman attempts to relate information regarding internment of

military, civilian, and political war prisoners to the problems

of fallout shelter living. He suggests some physiological and

psychological results of isolation that might pertain to shelter

habitability.

I. A possible threat from depressive reactions and disinvolve-

ments.

2. Organic and other effects of deprivation (hunger and other

deprivational conditions) included:

a. short temper

b. infantilism

c. projection

d. failing memory

e. shortened attention span

3. Distress and discomfort caused by:

a. inactivity
b. boredom

c. monotony

4. Sexual deprivation is rarely reported as a major source of
distress.

5. Some individuals adapt to an isolated environment by being:

a. active

b. aggressive

c. adaptive

Others adapt by being:

a. passive

b. withdrawn

c. maladaptive

6. A great many individuals lose the ability to cope with the

physical environment.
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Study III:

Study IV:

Study V:

Miler, D.C. Some Implications for Shelter Living Based on a
Study of Isolated Radar Bases.
Miller's study examined the impact of isolation on morale and

human relations problems. Some findings are:
I. Leisure problems will emerge.

2. Apathy and lassitude will increase unless there is a vigorous
work and recreational program.

3. The more isolated the shelter, the greater the extent of per-
sonal problems.

4. Inclement weather which limits out-of-door activity is
detrimental to mental outlook.

5. There is much restlessness.

Vernon, J.A. Generalizations from Sensory Deprivation to Fallout
Shelters.

Vernon's generalizations from studies of sensory deprivation
to fallout shelters are:

I. Hallucinations may occur.

2. Persons may become sensitive to pain.
3. There may be a loss of some motor performance while in

the shelters.

4. Shelterees might tend to sleep a lot.
5. Fallout shelters are likely to produce stress in individuals.

Murray, E. J. Adjustment to Environmental Stress in Fallout
Shelters.

A number of psychological adjustment problems might arise from
individuals being confined to fallout shelters:

I. Physiological deprivations (lack of food and water, poor
air circulation, and overcrowding) can produce:

a. irritable feelings
b. poor social and emotional adjustment
c. a deterioration in moral standards

2. Overcrowding may cause:
a. decreased efficiency

b. depression
c. irritability

3. Depression and fatigue can result from physiological depri-
vations.

4. Noise in confinement may cause:
a. irritability
b. fatigue

c. aggression
5. Overall stress will be produced by the conditions.
6. A great deal of frustration is produced. Common reactions

to frustration might be:
a. aggression

b. depression
c. regression
d. withdrawal
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REVIEW/NATO SYMPOSIUM Forgays, D.G., Wilkins, W.L., et al.

PURPOSE

To provide a summary of present knowledge of how man adjusts, indivi-

dually or in groups, to situations of isolation, whether physical or social,

purposeful or accidental.

FORMAL PRESENTATIONS

a)John P. Zubek and Paolo Bonaiuto - provided reviews of the measured effects of

sensory and perceptual deprivation in behavior.

b)Ernest Haggard - reported on the adjustment of isolated Norwegian farmers.

c)Eric Gunderson - Discussed the adaptation of scientists and sailors in the

wintering-over groups at Amundsen-Scott Station at the South Pole, Byrd Station

and the other Antarctic posts.

d)Paul D. Nelson - considered the phenomenological features of isolation, empha-

sizing that the natural course of human life involves man in a diversity of

• group contexts under a wide variety of environmental conditions.

e)R.W. Radloff - discussed the usefulness as well as the reliability of such

measures as: effects of underwater isolation, as in the cases of Tektite and

Sealab.

f)Paul Fraisse - reported results of experiments in caves with particular emphasis

on how perception of time is distorted and sleep affected by a long period of

monitored life in a cave.

g)W.W. Hawthorn _ reported on the studies of dyads at NMRI involving interactions

of two-man groups under conditions of great restriction of personal space.

He pointed out that, although there were unrewarding features of isolation, like

tedium stress and unreality stress up to a reaction of claustrophobia, there were

possible rewarding features as well, such as a positive sort of contemplation
and satisfaction following a period of self-appraisal on which explorers and

monks have reported.

h)Dr. Irving Altman - presented ecological aspects of the experience of isolation
and a consideration of the dynamics of social penetration.

i)S.B. Sells - considered the taxonomy of man.

j)Walter Wilkins - determined implications of the study of man in isolation for

understanding behavior.
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REVIEW/NASASYMPOSIUM Officeof MannedSpaceFlight

NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration
Washington,D.C.

PURPOSE
Toreviewwhateffectsthefactorof confinementwill playin mannedspace
flightsof longduration.

PRESENTATIONSATSYMPOSIUM

Contents
I.

andFindings
Anoverviewof confinementasafactorin mannedspaceflight (*T.M.
Fraser.LovelaceFoundationfor MedicalEducationResearch,
Albuquerque,NewMexico).
A. Thebehavioralresponseto confinementmaytaketheformof

hostilityor frustrationtowardtheenvironment,experimenters,
or theothersubjects.

B. Withmulti-mangroups,cliquescanform.
C. Althoughthegroupappearsto functionwell,coverthostilities

mayemergelater.
D. Anumberof studiesandfindingsarebrieflyreviewed.

II. Socialemotionalconsiderationsin confinedgroups(*W.W.Haythorn.
NavalMedicalResearchInstitute,NationalNavalMedicalCenter,
Bethesda,Maryland).
A. Isolationandconfinementarestressfulto smallgroupsof men,

evenwhentheconfinementsituationis physicallycomfortable
andsafe.

B. Dyadresearchhasrevealedahighrateof missionabortswhen
thevarietyof tasksrequiredof subjectsis reducedandwhen
theirexpectationsof thedurationof confinementareincreased.

C. Thestressesof stimulusreduction,isolation,andconfinement
canbealleviatedthrougha processof stimulusenrichment.

III. Crewstationdesignandvolumerequirements(*W.E.Federsen.Crew
SystemsDivisionMannedSpacecraftCenter,Houston,Texas).
A. Reviewof aspectsof spacestationdesignknownto impairperformance.
B. Recommendationsfor additionsandimprovements.

IV. Work-restschedulesunderconditionsof long-termperformance(*W.D.
Chiles.TrainingResearchDivisionBehavioralSciencesLaboratory,
6570thAerospaceMedicalResearchLaboratories).
A. Adjustmentto circadianrhythmsshouldbeafactorin long-term

schedulingorwork-sleepperiods.
V. Preventiveandremedialmeasuresrelatedto crewactivitiesand

performance(*R.M.Patton.HumanPerformanceBranch,AmesResearch
Center,MoffettField,California).
A. Reviewof problemareasandsuggestedapproachesto solvingproblems

relatedto crewactivitiesandperformance.
B. Theproblemsareascoveredare: selection;training;andinflight

measures.
VI. Operationalevaluationsof theconfinementproblem(*M.A.Grodsky.

Man-MachineEngineeringDepartment,TheMartinCompany,Baltimore,
Maryland).
A. Discussionof possibleeffectsof longdurationconfinementonspace

crewsandmeansof evaluationconcerningmission- andsystem-oriented
tasks.

VII. Humanfactorsina confinedoperationalenvironment- Sealab(*J.W.
Miller. EngineeringPsychologyBranch,Officeof NavalResearch,
Washington,D.C.).
A. Diversunderwaterweresignificantlymorefearfulandaroused

thanonthesurfacepriorto submersion.
B, Ageandmaturityweretheonlycharacteristicsassociatedwith

beingchosenasa leader.Performance,fear,arousal,gregariousness,
andchoiceasapeerwerenotrelatedto leaderchoice.

C. Therewasnoincreasein thehomogeneityof emotionalresponses
overtime.

D. Self-reportedfearandarousalweresignificantlycorrelatedwith
performancecriteria. Themorefrightenedandarouseddivers
showedinferiorperformance.
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E. First-bornandonlychildrenweremorefrightenedandhadpoorer
performancethanlater-borns.

F. Failureof anindividualto sharegroupactivitiesandsocial
behaviorwasassociatedwithhigherlevelsof reportedstress
andinferiorperformance.

CONCLUSIONS

Mission conditions affecting responses to confinement:

I. Physical Environment

a. Gravity
b. Environmental pressure

c. Environmental composition

d. Temperature-humidity
e. Sanitation

f. Food-water

g. Medical treatment

h. Environmental stability

i. Environmental pollution

j. Sound levels

k. Radiation effects

2. Sensory-Motor Limitations

a. Reduced depth perception
bo Reduced kinesthetic and vestibular stimulation

c. Monotonous stimulus environment

e. Reduced functional area

3. Psychological environment

a. Personal danger

b. Command structure

c. Interpersonal relations

d. Privacy

e. Flexibility of mission
f. Communication problems

4. Crew tasks

a. Active as opposed to passive vigilance tasks

b. Variety of tasks

c. Extent and capability of ground support

d, Sensory eqUipment

e. Guidance and control requirements

5. Crew size

a. One man

b. Two to four

c. Five or more

6. Diurnal work cycles

a. Work-rest cycle

b. Sleep-wakefulness

c. Amount of pre-flight training and adaptation

7. Individual differences

a. Adequacy of selection procedures
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REVIEW/SMALLMILITARYGROUPCONFERENCE Sells,S.B.

PURPOSE

Toreviewproblemsrelatingto theperformanceof isolatedmilitarygroups
in stressfulenvironments.Tostudysituationssimilarto thosein Arctic
isolatedgroups.

VARIABLESSTUDIED

a)Thethreegeneralareasinvestigatedwere:
I. ecologicalfactorsandstress
2. groupstructureandgroupdynamics
3. personnelaspectsof groupperformance

b)Themostimportantvariablesconsideredwere:
I. performance
2. depression
3. perception
4. adjustment
5. morale
6. boredom
7. interaction

RESULTS

a)Inactivity, boredom, and monotony increase distress and discomfort.

This is more relevant for well-fed persons, who have surplus energy be-

yond that required for existence, than for starved, exhausted persons.

b)In the 7-day confinement experiment performance efficiency on psycho-
motor tasks decreased; on tests of judgment and learning reasoning it

did not decrease.

c)People who have trouble with authority were more prone to trouble in
confinement.

d)In confinement for 36 hours in tank-type respirator experiment - all

subjects showed impaired ability to concentrate, distortions in time
Judgment, and degrees of anxiety. Half had delusions, illusions, and
hallucinations.

e)Decreased activity enhances depression.

f)Separation from valued stimuli - wives, friends, home - causes worry and

depression.

g)Perceptual distortions and hallucinations seem most related to lack of

patterning or absence of order or meaning.

h)When men function as a team, instead of a disorganized mob, they have more

strength, skill, stress toleranc_ and stamina.

i)Most maladjustment in confinement in Alaska related to dissatisfaction

with military provision for family, lack of interesting things to do,

inadequate social outlets. This led to low morale.

j)Good leadership positively correlated with high morale.

k)Though initial Attitude and Group Behavior Scales indicated adjustment

in a group isolated for 12 months at South Pole Station, further study

revealed resentment and dislike among group members.
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l)Youngestmenreceivedlowestadjustmentstationandperformanceratings.
m)Lackof communicationconcerningpurposeofmission,roledesignations,
importanceofwork,correlateshighlywithlowmorale.
n)Individualjobsatisfactionandmoralepositivelyaffectsgroupintegrationand
cohesiveness.
o)Smallgroupswithgoodintegrationarepotentiallyeffectivegroups.
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REVIEW/ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION Burns, N.M., and Kimura, D.

PURPOSE

To bring together the relevant features from several studies on confinement
and isolation with particular emphasis on the application of this data for
further research.

METHOD

Literature dealing with the following subjects was surveyed:

a)Pertinent animal experiments.

b)Controlled studies in which humans were confined and/or isolated.

c)Personal reports on the effects of confinement, isolation, and extreme
hazard.

REVIEW OF STUDIES

a)Early explorers coped with their aloneness and the monotony of their

surroundings by making a conscious effort to control their own thought
processes, to rigidly structure their work day, and to draw into them-
selves for added stimulation and interest.

b)Early explorers experienced: fear, monotony resulting in reduced over-
all mental efficiency, feelings of depersonalization, and hallucinations.

c)The degree of hazard present and the way in which the isolates perceive
the hazard affect the response to the situation.

d)Both very high and very low amounts of sensory input result in dis-
organization on a central level. A lack of sensory input not only results
in a lack of specific sensory data reaching the cortex, but also deprives

the cortex of the influence it normally receives from the brain stem.

e)When personal concepts of temporal congruity and logical analysis are
disrupted (as by sleep loss), the frequency of misperceptions increases.

f)Monotony and a lack of patterning do not provide adequate cues to the

individual and also fail to provide the essential nonspecific input on
which the cortex depends for normal functioning.

g)Early sensory deprivation and restriction interfere with the emergence
of normal patterns of perception and response.

h)Studies suggest a tentative relationship between stimulus change and
sensory deprivation. Organisms attempt to maintain a given level of
arousal. Level of arousal varies within and between species and is

dependent upon: l)the total of the organism's prior experience and 2)
the strength of momentary stimulus events that preceded exposure to the
present stimulus configuration.

i)An organism's behavior in confinement or isolation can be interpreted
as an attempt to maintain some level of arousal.

j)Isolation - confinement environments remove the consensual validation

to which we are accustomed and on which we are dependent in a normal
unrestricted environment.
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CONCLUSIONS

a)An adequate theoretical framework for handling the concepts involved in

the areas of isolation and confinement will depend on the utilization of

data that have already been accumulated in a number of ancillary areas,

including: childhood separations, critical age studies, effects of early

environment, psychopharmacology and the behavioral effects of hallucinogenic

agents, biological rhythms, and time estimation.

b)A thorough engineering study must be conducted of pilots' sensory and

motor capabilities under changing conditions of acceleration, and equipment

must be designed accordingly.

c)Emphasis must be placed on the selection and training of crews.

d)Group cohesiveness and team effectiveness under stress will assume new

importance in future space missions.
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REVIEW/HUMAN FACTORS IN SPACE FLIGHT Space Science Board, National Research

Council, National Academy of Sciences

Washington, D.C.

PURPOSE

To survey the following behavioral, psychological, physiological, and

medical factors of manned space missions of l to 2-year duration

in order to assess whether man's participation is possible and feasible
and to make recommendations for future research.

a)Physiological and Medical Factors.

b)Physical Factors.

c)Sensory, Perceptual, and Motor Factors.

d)Motivation, Cognition, and Sleep-Work Factors; Central-

and Autonomic-Nervous-System Indices.

e)Skilled Performance.

f)Subjective States.

g)Group Processes and Interpersonal Interaction.

h)A Social System Approach to Long-Duration Missions.

i)Human Factors and Operational Requirements.

METHOD

At NASA's request, the Space Science Board undertook a study of the behavioral,

psychological, physiological and medical factors of manned space missions.

a)A Steering Committee was organized to survey the above

factors and to identify specialists to write about these
factors.

b)The papers written were incorporated into this report by

the Steering Committee.

c)Since spaceflight biomedical and behavioral measurements

have been few (as of the preparation of this report,

1970°1971), analogies were sought in the literature.

_vestigat?ons of confinement and isolation were drawn

on, these included studies of social isolation (labora-

tory experiments), underwater habitats, submarines,

Antarctic and Arctic stations, simulated fallout shelters,

and space studies.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS MADE AFTER SURVEYING FACTORS

I. Ground-based research and subsequent inflight research with men and

animals should cover the full range of physiologically deconditioning
factors:

a)Understanding of course of deconditioning over two years.
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II.

Ill.

b)Deconditioningmechanismsandconsequences.
c)Validationof effectivecountermeasures.
d)Inflightresearchto includeonlydefinitiveexperimentsthat
cannotbeperformedonground.
e)Cautious,conservativeincrementalapproachwithman.
f)Possibleuseof humansurrogates,especiallyprimates,which
will remainin spacefor long-durationstudiesin man-tended
orbitalstations.

g)Unmannedanimalflights to investigatediscreteproblems.
Long-durationground-basedinvestigationsof immediateandcumulative
effectsof highZparticlesshouldbeundertaken:

a)Assoonasfacilities areavailable.

b)Providedthatinterimstudiessupportthepresenthypothesis
concerningthenatureandseverityof this hazard.
c)Inorderto developproperprotectionagainsttheeffectsof
highZparticles.

Researchconcerningthelong-termeffectsonmanof isolation,confinement
andsensoryrestrictionin conjunctionwithotherstressesis critically
needed.

a)Research should emphasize the following:

l)Cognitive functioning including EEG changes.

2)Maintenance of performance and retention of skills.

3)Sleep and work/rest cycles.

4)Group processes.

5)Allocation of tasks.

6)Perceptual and motor skills.

b)The following methodological approach is recommended - observation

and measurement from shorter operational missions must be

analyzed for relevance to longer-term missions, such as:

])Training exercises in simulators should be utilized as

sources of data bearing on crew performance over long
periods of time,

2)Long-term simulator studies and other field studies should

provide useful sources of data.

3)Laboratory studies are essential to clarify relationships

among variables.

4)Computer and mathematical modeling efforts seem warranted

and necessary in order to synthesize information obtained

through empirical research.

c)Forms and systems of measurement to be used:

l)Four system levels important to research on microsocieties

are:
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IV.

V°

VI.

Physiological

Psychological

Task performance

Interpersonal

2)On each system level measurement may take four forms:

Subjective report

Observations

Trace measurements

Archival measures

d)Substantive research questions:

l)Sources of CNS changes noticed in prolonged periods of

comparative monotony.

2)Effect of training and conditioning on long-term physical

adaptation and mainteqance of performance.

3)The role of interpersonal compatibility in mitigating

social withdrawal and encapsulation.

4)The role of leadership in maintaining adjustive inter-

personal relationships.

5)The effect of expectations or "set" on experimental results.

Techniques must be available to measure physiological, psychological and

performance status inflight and to provide early indications of potentially

serious situations:

a)Precise measurement of higher level performance.

b)Tests for psychological and/or psychiatric problems.

c)Emphasis on principles of noninterference, automotive and

monitoring for critical deviations in biological parameters

that best predict reductions in well-being.

Requirements for life support and safety, optimal habitability and comfort,

and operational efficiency should be incorporated early into spacecraft

engineering. Man's physical, psychological, behavioral, and interpersonal

requirements must be considered in the design of the spacecraft and the mission.

a)Habitability must be improved regarding capsule volume,

configuration and noise as they relate to work, mobility,

recreation and sleep.

b)Broad research programs and close coordination among

engineers, life scientists and human factors experts

will be necessary.

Elements of the long-duration mission should be viewed as portions

of a totally integrated and mutually reinforcing system. Systems

analyses approval should be advantageous in providing a common

frame of reference for interdisciplinary planning and implementa-

tion. Elements of long-duration mission include:

a)Temporal factors - pr6flight, inflight, postflight.

b)Engineering factors - spacecraft and its internal

environment, new technology.

c)Operational factors - ground support, mission control,

space mission.
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Vll.

d)Scientific factors - inflight experiments, preparation

and completion, medical care, ground-based resources.

e)Human factors - ground crew and flight crew and their

relationships.

Crew composition and selection criteria should be considered matters

of first importance.
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REVIEW/ISOLATION, CONFINEMENT, GROUP DYNAMICS Kubis, J.F.

PURPOSE

To review studies on the dynamics of groups isolated and confined for
periods up to 1 year.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

l)Arctic

2)Antarctic

3)Submarines

4)Spaceflight Simulation

5)Underwater Habitats

REACTIONS OF INDIVIDUALS TO ISOLATION AND CONFINEMENT

Arctic

Individuals confined for 2-12 months showed decrements in per-
formance and morale due to lack of privacy and social stimuli.

Antarctic

l)Individuals confined for 4-12 months developed symptoms of
some or all of the following:

a)Anxiety

b)Boredom

c)Daydreaming

d)Depression

e)Hostility

f)Irritability

2)In one case, an increase in work activity helped alleviate the symptoms.

Submarine

l)Individuals confined for up to 60 days exhibited some or all of
the following traits:

a)Boredom

b)Daydreaming

c)Desocialization

d)Headaches

e)Insomnia

f)Irritability
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2)Thesesymptomswereonoccasioncausedor increasedbya lackof space
andahighcarbondioxideatmosphere.

Spaceflight Simulation

l)In studies which followed both extensive selection procedures
(physical, intellectual and emotional) and intensive training in
"social sensitivity", subjects:

a)Maintained high motivation and morale

b)Improved performance

c)Established good interpersonal relations

d)Evidenced no decrements in psychomotor or cognitive functions.

2)In a 30-day simulation study carried out after random selection and no training,
interpersonal stress was evident and although cognitive and psychomotor
functions were not impaired subjects were:

a)Hostile

b)Irritable

c)Dissatisfied by the food

d)Unhappy about lack of privacy

-_)_n another 30-day simulation confinement which only included technical training,
two 5-man crews alternated work/rest schedules of 4 hours on/4 hours off. Al-

though subjects achieved high performance levels, they were:

a)Fatigued

b)Bored

c)Irritable

Underwater Habitats

The dangerous environment of the Sealab II experiment led each person to depend

more on others and fostered cohesion.

Group Dynamics

l)As confinement continues, an informal or functional group structure

will develop from the formal structure.

2)Members will easily perceive where teammates stand regarding

popularity and power and may choose an emotional leader, ("father figure")

in addition to the formally designated leader.

3)The effective leader must perform well and support the emotional and

social needs of his crew in order to achieve correspondingly high levels

of performance and cohesion.

4)A mild degree of stress produces optimal performance; too little

stress produces little or no motivation.

5)In a monotonous boring environment, cohesion will decline; in

a dangerous interdependent environment, it will increase.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1)Tocounteractboredom,changeandrotationorworkassignments,work
companions,andprojectresponsibilitiesshouldbeprogrammedinto the
flight schedule.

2)Someleadershipfunctionsshouldbedelegatedto androtatedamongcrewmembers.

3)Selectionof astronautteamsshouldfocusonidentifyingeffective
crewsratherthanindividuals.

4)Moreresearchneedsto bedoneto matchhomogeneousvs.heterogeneous
characteristicsthatleadto optimalcompatibilityandperformance.
5)Broadunderstandingof oneselfandothersmustbeincludedasan
essentialpartof thetrainingprocess.
6)Isolationandconfinementimposeastrainongroupstructure,
induceseverepressuresonleadership,andthreatengroupintegrity.
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REVIEW/PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

OF SPACEFLIGHT

Kubis, J.F., and Mclaughlin, E.J.

PURPOSE

To examine the involvement of psychological considerations in

selection of astronaut_, in their training, and in their behavior

during actual space flight.

SUBJECTS

Thirty-two candidates selected from a pool of 500 names. All were:

a)Qualified jet pilots with over 1500 hours of flying time.

b)Graduates of test pilot school and under 40 years of age.

c)Highly intelligent and in excellent physical condition.

PROCEDURES

a)Upon completion of all physiological, psychological and biochemical

tests at the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, the primary

group of astronauts was selected by the Candidate Evaluation Committee.

b)Each received technical and psychological training to develop

his confidence and regulate his anxiety.

c)During flight, effects of weightlessness and other stresses were

assessed, physiologically and psychologically.

RESULTS

a)Stresses associated with short-term space flight produced no sig-

nificant deterioration of visual acuity or spatial orientation.

b)Most astronauts maintained good emotional reactions, though some

irritability was experienced on one 14-daymission.

c)Performance was maintained at a high level and adaptability and

decision making processes were in evidence.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Psychological stability is the most important consideration in

evaluating a candidate. His intelligence, maturity and motivation

must be assessed.

b)Excellent physiological performance is a secondary consideration.

c)Although the impact of short-term space flight on ,nan's body and

brain have been assessed, it is now necessary to plan confinement

experiments for future space flights which may last one year or more.

d)It is expected, from reviewing long-term confinement studies in the

Antarctic and on submarines, that anxiety, irritability, sleep disturbances,

depression and hostility will develop among crew members in prolonged
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spaceflightunlessdeterminationsof compatibilityarecarefullyestablished.
e}Behavioralandperformancenorms,gatheredundercomfortable,gravity-
orientedconditions,will notbeapplicablein theweightlessstateandcan
onlybemeasuredbyobservationsof crewmembersinactualspaceflight. For
experimentalpurposesanorbitingspacelaboratoryshouldbeputinto
operationassoonaspossible.
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REVIEW/ISOLATIONANDCONFINEMENT Rasmussen, J.E.

PURPOSE

To review insights into human behavior in isolation and/or confinement as

demonstrated by material developed since the last NATO Symposium on Man

in Isolation and/or Enclosed Space held in Italy in 1969.

REVIEWS STUDIED

a)ZUBEK, J.P. Behavioral and physiological effects of prolonged sensory

and perceptual deprivation: A review.

Zubek reports on sensory deprivation and its resulting perceptual aberrations.

Lack of sensory stimuli also increases an individual's susceptibility to propa-

ganda, i_airs his cognitive functioning and slows occipital alpha frequencies.

Measures to counteract effects of sensory deprivation include physical and

mental exercises and special training for isolation conditions.

b)FPu_ISSE, P. Temporal isolation, activity rhythms, and time estimation.

Fraisse reports on temporal isolation, biorhythmicity, and time estimation.

Circadian rhythms tend to remain stable but subjects consistently under-

estimate time intervals.

c)HAGGARD, E.A. Some effects of geographic and social isolation in natural

settings.

Haggard studies the behavior of children raised in Norway's remote mountain
farms. Children thus reared show greater interfamily heterogeneity and

display different behavioral characteristics than urban children.

d)GUNDERSON, E.K.E. Individual behavior in confined or isolated groups.

Gunderson writes of adverse effects of confinement/isolation on emotional

equilibrlu_, motivation and effectiveness based on studies carried out in

the Antarc_c.

e)NELSON, P!D. The indirect observation of groups under confinement and/or
isolation.

Nelson analyzes confined and/or isolated groups, their stuctures, behavior,

goal patterns, cultures, and effectiveness.

f)RADLOFF, R.W. Naturalistic observations of isolated experimental groups

in field settings.

Radloff has conducted 6 years of research on saturation diving groups. .

Since divers regard continuous observation as a safety factor, psychologists

can study their behavior unobtrusively and without negative reactions.

g)HAYTHORN, W.H. The miniworld of isolation: Laboratory studies.

Haythorn reviews laboratory studies of social isolation. He concludes that

the major stresses of isolation and confinement are stimulus reduction,

limited space, privacy, and mobility, non-gratiflcatlon of needs, and inter-

personal incompatibility. He recommends further investigations into the

cognitive and aesthetic needs of small isolated groups.
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h)AETMAN, I. An ecological approach to the functioning of socially isolated

groups.

Altman studies group adaptation, management of conflict and facilitation of

positive interpersonal exchange. He finds that time and physical scales

become telescoped, events proceed rapidly, and interpersonal tolerance is
low. Early and effective group structure formation is critical for the

later cohesiveness of the group.

i)DE MONTMOLLIN, G. Concepts and strategies of research on groups in

isolation: Comments on Altman's approach.

De Montmollin agrees with Altman and emphasizes the necessity of managing,

rather than just understanding, the psychological life environment of

isolated groups. Programs should be developed and tested to provide training

in interpersonal relationships, in individual and collective adaptation to

confinement, and in common goal sharing among subjects who already have
strong individual motivation.

j)SELLS, S.B. The taxonomy of man in enclosed space.

Sells presents the thesis that a taxonomy of man in isolation and/or
confinement requires the analysis of these situations in terms of a social

system model. Effects of social isolation, confinement and sensory

restriction cannot be disentangled from the highly interdependent social

system contexts in which they occur, and indications are that these vary
significantly among classes of social systems.

k)WILKINS, W.L. Isolation research: The methodological context..

Wilkins provides an overview of research presented at the 1969 NATO Symposium.
(See R-33 in this report)
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REVIEW/SYMPOSIUM - TEAM PERFORMANCE
IN ISOLATED ENVIRONMENTS

Sells, S.B.

PURPOSE

To investigate the effects of conditions of isolation on team performance.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

Study !

Study II

Study III -

Mount Everest climbing expedition of 18 men

Scientific stations in Antarctica with 8 to 26
men

Comparison of Sealab II findinqs with reports of adjustment in
similarly stressful environments.

PRESENTATIONS AT SYMPOSIUM

EMERSONt R.M._ and O.T. LESTER. Reflections on Mt. Everest.

Discussed ideas related'to the subject of team performance in isolated
environments utilizing data collected in the 18-man Mount Everest
Expedition of 1963 of which both authors were members.

EMERSON, R.M. Group performance in remote environments.

a)Discussed some of the effects of the level of group autonomy on the
group's structure.

b)If an autonomous group was not overstaffed, it tended to assume an
equalitarian structure, both in reward distribution and in the decision
making process.

c)A non-autonomous, initially equalitarian group, with outside resource
or reward inputs, will soon evolve into a power hierarchy. (Power derives
from outside the group, while authority stems from performance within the
group.)

d)An autonomous group has problems of authority to deal with, but one
which is non-autonomous has power and authority problems to deal with.

LESTER, O.T. Accommodation and expression in remote environments.

a)Descrlbed interpersonal relationships from the dialectic between the
necessity to accommodate oneself to another and the apparent necessity to
express or assert oneself in relation to another.

b)Normative forces lead to a sense of community; self-expressive forces
lead toward a sense of indlviduality. In any enduring interpersonal
relationship, a balance must be reached between the affirmation of shared
norms and the affirmation of Individuality in relation to those norms.

c)Infractions of shared norms may be viewed as examples of correcting im-
balances between accommodation to norms and individual self-direction.

d)Many balancing maneuvers will be unavailable on prolonged space flights,
which may be set off by establishing more flexible norms and allowing for
more freedom of self-expresslon.
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StudyII

GUNDERSON_ E.K.E. Group compatibility in restricted environments.

a)Investigated the antecedents and correlates of group compatibility to

improve understanding of the determinants of group effectiveness.

Summarized studies of group compatibility conducted at scientific stations

in Antarctica.

b)Social attractiveness, while difficult to assess, may be an important

concept in the prediction of group compatibility.

c)Wide variation in attitudes and personality needs were detrimental to

group harmony and cooperation.

d)Both formal and informal group structures were positively related to

group compatibility, but an intermediate level of formality in group

structure was associated with group incompatibility.

Study Ill

RADLOFF_ R. Costs and rewards in exotic environments.

a)Introduced a conceptual model useful in considering performance in and

adjustment to exotic environments.

b)The model consists of a cost-reward matrix, where the desirability of a

situation depends on having rewards (whether subjective or objective)

greater than costs.

c)Implications of model:

l)Later groups in exotic environments will experience poorer

outcomes than pioneering groups, since rewards may be expected

to decline faster than costs as more groups enter exotic

environments.

2)Costs will be relatively stable and rewards will be relatively

unstable for groups in exotic environments.

d)For a maturing system, the analysis implies that:

l)In a maturing system more attention should be devoted to

substituting for rewards which have disappeared and maximizing

potential available rewards rather than on minimizing costs,

because costs are relatively stable and rewards are labile.

2)Rewards available to later groups in exotic environments will

differ from the rewards available to pioneering groups.

3)Caution should be exercised against overly optimistic expecta-

tions of performance in later groups derived from an analysis

of the behavior of earlier groups.

4)Rewards for later groups will be derived from personal and

peer group relations rather than from recognition received from

society at large and from the sub-culture.

5)Since rewards will depend on the peer group, it emphasizes the

role of leadership in creating an atmosphere in which rewards can

be maximized from qualities intrinsic to the situation as discussed

by Sells.

6)Attention should be derived toward selection of men who are able

to maximize the rewards of the situation as it exists.

REMARKS ON SYMPOSIUM

VINACKE_ W.E.

a)Laboratory research is valuable in establishing theoretical tenets and

empirical techniques in social psychology and in shaping field research.
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b)There should be a two-way interchange between field and laboratory studies.

SAUCER., R.T.

The greatest challenge today facing the behavioral scientist involved in

manned spaceflight is to be able to select crew members with outstanding

emotional health and selected mental attributes.
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REVIEW/SELECTION Trego, R.E., and Sells, S.B.

PURPOSE

To search and review all literature which relates individual characteristics
to successful adjustment to isolation and confinement.

CONFINEMENTS REVIEWED

POLAR ENVIRONMENTS

a)Psychiatric screening can predict performance effectiveness as well as

prevent selection of subjects prone to mental disorders.

b)Emphasis was placed on the adequacy of the individual's defense mechanisms.

c)Friction in a group is created by people who are inflexible, demanding,
overly sensitive or narcissistic.

d)A positive correlation exists between a man's job effectiveness and his

level of compatibility with others in the group.

el"Control (or lack of control) of hostile and agressive impulses has special

significance in the small, closed group setting."

f)The Rorschach technique is not useful as an adjustment predictor.

g)Biographical and demographic data are not accurate predictors of
successful adaptation.

h)Positive correlations exist between age and emotional composure while negative

correlations exist between age and measure of motivation.

SUBNERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTS

a)Few background variables were related to attitude changes during and following
submergence.

b)Age and maturity were the only criteria for choice of leader.

c)Tests defining Verbal Comprehension and Speed-in-Spatial Orientation Factors

"may have considerable value in predicting the quality of a person's adjustment

to the confinement, frustration and other stresses of submarine living."

LABORATORY AND SIMULATOR ENVIRONMENTS

a)Individual differences in stimulus demand should be investigated as part of

the selection process.

b)"Good adjustment is associated with flexibility, low sociopathy and ability

to be aggressive and angry, yet not hostile."

c)Relationships between pain endurance tests and personality scales yield no
significant coefficients.

CONCLUSIONS

a)Good adjustment can be related to:

l)Age and level of maturity

2)Absence of history of delinquency or infraction of

established regulations

3)Low level of need for avocational activity
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4)Lowin impulsiveness.
5)Havingfeminineinterests.
6)Well-organizedin thoughtandperformance.
7)Acceptingof adependencysituation.

b)Pooradjustmentcanberelatedto:
l)Ruralbackground.
2)Frequentsickcalls.
3)Singlestatus.
4)Lowfrequencyof worship.
5)HighscoresonPsychopathicDeviateandHypomaniabuta lowonEgoStrength.

c)Individualswhohaveperformedsuccessfullyin priorisolationandconfinement
testswill mostlikely performwellin spaceflight.
d)Toappraiseandpredictperformance,multiplepredictortestsandcriteria have
becomestandardin selection;predictions,however,arenotalwaysaccurate,best
resultsbeingobtainedbyexaminersusinga flexibleinterviewtechniqueto receive
maximuminformation.
e)Self-selectiondatahaveprovenusefulin determiningasubject'smotivation.
f)Previousresearchonselectionhasconcentratedtoomuchonisolatingnegative
factorsratherthanonidentifyingpositivefactorscontributingto resilient
psychologicaladjustmentto prolongedhazardousduty.
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